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three times that population—or 351,000—and that the failed to obtain power for various schemes for the total 
sewage disposal works should be sufficient for 30 per cent, diversion of the sewage, or for its treatment by irrigation at 
more than the then population—or for 152,100—and that some one place, and the present scheme is another attempt 
the volume of sewage to be provided for should be based to treat it at one place by chemical precipitation according 
on a contribution of 250 gallons per house per day. to the best methods which recent experience suggests.”

Probably no Board could have been placed in a position “ Your Committee are of opinion that these improved 
of greater difficulty than this was by reason of the methods do not demand the treatment of the sewage at 
unsatisfactory state of technical knowledge and the wide one spot, and that the continuance of the Joint Board is 
divergence of opinion on the subject of sewage disposal not only unnecessary, but operates as a hindrance to the 
which existed at the time the joint Board was called upon several authorities successfully purifying the sewage of 
to deal with the sewage of the large district over which it their respective districts.”
had jurisdiction. The difficulties which the Board en- “ Your Committee therefore recommend that the dis- 
countered were not so much with repect to sewering the trict be subdivided ; that Heston and Isleworth form one 
district, but were mainly as to the method to be adopted district; that Richmond and the Richmond Union Sani- 
for the disposal of the sewage; and the' eight years during tary Authority be combined as another district; and that 
which the Board has been in existence have seen a great the southern portion be formed into one or more groups 
advance in practical knowledge of matters which previously for the treatment and disposal of the sewage.” 
had been approached from the point of view of prejudice and “Your Committee are satisfied that each of these dis-
ignorance, both which have been lessened by the light that tricts will be able to treat its sewage more speedily and 
has been thrown on the subject in the course of that period, with greater efficiency and economy than the Joint Board ;

The Board appear to have acted upon the assumption and they recommend that the necessary facilities be given 
that in a multitude of counsellors wisdom was to be found, them for their separation from the Joint Board, and for 
as they invited schemes from a number of engineers— the formation of such new groups as we have suggested, 
myself among the number—and in the result many were Your committee believe that in these cases the process of 
submitted which were based on the alternatives of (a) filtering the chemically purified effluent through earth 
purification of the sewage on land; (b) total diversion of ought, if possible, to be adopted, which was not provided 
the sewage from the district to a point seaward without for in the scheme under their consideration. Your Corn- 
treatment; (c) chemical precipitation. In the great mittee are satisfied also that the oxidising power of the 
majority of schemes—I believe in the whole of them with Thames water on the purified effluent will be most eff'ec- 
the exception of my own—the concentration of the sewage five when such effluent is delivered at several points in 
of the whole district at one point was recommended. Since the river. The disposal of the compressed sludge for 
1878, when these schemes were submitted, the Board have agricultural purposes will be more easy if it is produced 
unsuccessfully promoted several schemes which were all at several sewage works. Much stress was laid by 
based on concentrating the sewage at one point. They various witnesses on tlie necessity of the sewage being 
tried them in the following order: (1) Purification on carried off as* rapid ly as possible so as to reach the pun- 
land by broad irrigation ; (2) total diversion; (3) chemical fying woiks in a fresh condition. This condition points 
treatment without filtration of the effluent. At the time to the di irableness of ahor systems of sewers and of the 
when the Board was constituted, and the advice of treatment of the sewage by lie wane authority that pro
engineers was sought, there was on record an important duces it. If each sanitary authority was responsible for 
expression of opinion by the late Colonel Cox, RE., one of the purifi ation of its own sewage, the diflicult question 
the inspectors of the Local Government Board, who had of the lim ation of the q autity of sewage per house per 
occasion to hold several inquiries as to the disposal of the day to be u«...vered to ihe purification authority would 
sewage of the Thames Valley. He said, when considering be avoided. On the other hand, it is desirable, not 
the sixteen districts between Hampton and the western necessarily, to multiply the number of purification works; 
boundary of the Metropolitan District, “I think these and your Committee consider that the satisfactory solution 
places might with advantage be grouped, say, in five or six of the problem will not be reached until the whole system 
groups for works and management.” of drains from the dwelling-house to the Thames in each

When I investigated the matter I came to the conclusion district is under the control of the 
that it would be better to arrange the various districts 
constituting the Joint Board into a series of groups, 
according to their physical conditions, and to lay out 
several systems of sewerage and of sewage disposal for 
these groups, in preference to having one large system of 
sewerage and of sewage disposal for the whole district. I 
also recommended that the method of disposing of the 
sewage of each group should be by chemical precipitation, 
with subsequent filtration of the effluent through 
area of land, although I held then, as I hold now, that the 
disposal of sewage by irrigation on land is the best system, 
where suitable land can be obtained at reasonable rates.
When the Board in 1878 had to decide what plan to adopt, 
they regarded chemical precipitation as a system not 
deserving attention; and the prejudice which existed 
against it then was not altogether groundless, owing to 
the exaggerated claims which tvere advanced in favour of 
it. Precipitationists were, in fact, as sanguine as irriga- 
tionists that sewage was a commodity out of which wealth 
could be extracted, instead of fluid refuse to be made 
harmless, and to be got rid of at the least cost to the 
community. Precipitation works wrere then generally 
carried on so as to be a nuisance, either owing to the 
chemicals which were employed not being deodorants, or 
in consequence of offensive deposits of sludge being allowed 
to accumulate. My experience at that time—and it has 
been abundantly confirmed since—convinced me that 
sewage precipitation works, if properly designed and 
efficient chemicals employed, would be quite free from the 
objections which had been previously held to exist.

This opiniou was founded on two considerations which

OUR SECOND-CLASS IRONCLADS.
The ironclad navies of the chief maritime Powers may 

be said to be composed of four types or classes of vessels— 
viz., the first class, or line-of-battle ships; the second class, 
or cruising armour-clads; the third class, or obsolete and 
insufficiently protected vessels; and the fourth class, or 
coast defenders. We purpose in this article to deal only 
with the second class, or cruising ironclads. It is of 
course a matter of some difficulty to define exactly the 
limits of the above four classes of armoured vessels, but it 
is generally understood that a modern line-of-battle ship 
must be protected by at least lOin. of armour, and carry 
an armament of not less than lOiu. calibre. Experience 
has shown that lOin. iron armour affords considerable 
protection against even the 30-5 centimetre, thirty-five 
calibres long, Krupp breech-loading gun, if struck at an 
angle, although a direct shot from this gun will perforate 
19m. of iron, or about 13in. of Wilson’s compound armour.

The second class, or cruising ironclad, is usually recruited 
from the worn-out portion of the line-of-battle fleet—in so 
far, at least, as the British Navy is concerned; whilst the 
Erench and German Governments have continuously built 
vessels for this special purpose, ranging, in the case of the 
Erench Navy, from the Belliqueuse, with 5£in. armour, 
launched in 1865, to the Duguesclin, with 9fin. Wilson’s 
compound armour, launched in 1883; and in the German 
Navy, from the Hansa, with 6in. armour, launched in 1872, 
to the Oldenburg, with 12in. Wilson’s compound armour, 
launched in 1884. In justice to our own Admiralty we 
must, however, observe that the question of cruising iron
clads has not been entirely neglected, for within the last 
seventeen years eleven such vessels, including the Van
guard, have been launched, but of this number only two, 
viz., the Impdrieuse and Warspite, are protected by modern 
armour. It is a remarkable fact that we have five iron- 
built armour-clad cruisers, sister ships, designed by Sir E. J. 
Reed, which are at the present moment practically of no 
more use than so many unarmoured corvettes. We refer 
to the vessels of the Swiftsure type, an ironclad of 6910 
tons, 4910-horse power, with a speed of 12 knots. Her 
principal armament consists of ten 9in. muzzle-loading 
guns, and she is protected by 8in. iron armour. The 
Triumph a sister ship of the Swiftsure, has been provided 
with breech-loading guns of modern design, whereby her 
power of offence has been considerably augmented, and 
were she provided with steel-faced armour also, she would 
be an efficient armoured cruiser for some years to come. 
Supposing the 8in. iron armour of the Triumph were 
replaced by compound plates, the fighting power of the 
vessel would be increased at least 25 per cent., thus trans
forming her quickly, and at a comparatively small cost, into 
a vessel suitaole for modern warfare.

This subject seems not undeserving of the attention of 
the Admiralty, the more so as several foreign Governments 
have already put the same into practice. Germany and 
Holland have each re-armoured several of their ironclads 
with compound plates, and the Chilian ship of war, Blanco 
Encalada, recently arrived in the Tyne, is to undergo the 
same process, to be followed shortly by the Almirante 
Cochrane, another ironclad belonging to the same Power. 
If our old ironclads, launched some twenty years since, 
destined to serve as flagships of squadrons much longer, it 
will certainly be advisable to increase their offensive and 
defensive powers to the utmost practicable limit, as, armed 
and armoured as they are at present, they are war-ships 
for peaceful times only.

The proceedings of the Evolutionary Squadron cannot 
have failed to convey to the general reader the conviction 
that England is by no means so badly off for first-class 
ships of war as is generally supposed. Thirteen large 
vessels assembled in Portland Harbour. Some of these 
vessels are very “ large ” indeed, but the fighting power of 
a vessel is not regulated by her size. In fleet-actions it has 
always,from thetimeof the sailingship-of-the-linetothepre
sent period, been considered an essential condition towards 
securing a successful issue of the combat to place vessels of 
similar steering qualities, size,speed,and armament together 
in batches or squadrons, so that the necessary manoeuvres 
may be carried out with some degree of uniformity. The 
following is a list of the vessels comprising the Squadron of 
Evolution, together with a few particulars of the respective 
ships, which make further comment unnecessary:—

1. Minotaur (flagship).. Length, 400ft.; 5$in. armour; speed, 14 knots.
2. Agincourt........................... „ 400ft.; 5Jin. „ „ 14 „
3. Hercules ........................... „ 325ft.; Din. „ ,, 13 „
4. Shannon
5. Iron Duko
6. Sultan ..

un

same authority.”
One objection which has been invariably urged against 

grouping is that it involves several oppositions and diffi
culties, instead of only one, which would lie the case where 
the whole of the sewage is concentrated at one point; but 
this I consider to be an unsound view to take in this cast*. 
Although |>eople are prepared to admit the reasonableness 
of submitting to some inconvenience in order to enable the 
district in which 
neighbours, to be preserved in a healthy state, they resist 
any attempt to make their neighbourhood the receptacle 
for the sewage of a vast district. The limitation of the 
evil to the sewage of a small area which naturally drains 
to a point where simple and inexpensive works are jiossible 
would cause any opposition to be disposed of more readily 
than where it is directed against a scheme which is bad as 
regards finance, sentiment, and engineering.

An illustration of this is afforded by the fact that several 
areas in the Lower Thames Valley which were not included 
in the joint district have successfully dealt with their own 
sewage difficulties during the existence of this Board. 
Even two of its own constituents—Heston and Isleworth 
—have matured a sewage scheme for themselves, in spite 
of prophecies to the contrary, as a noble duke having 
large interest in the district was thought to be certain to 
oppose any scheme involving the sewage being disixised of 
anywhere in it. I had to advise in the matter, ami having 
pointed out a site to which the minimum of objections 
would apply, it was adopted, and the threatened op}>oaition 
disappeared, it being recognised that some such works 
were for the public good, and the least objectionable site 
was selected. I believe the same would be the case with 
the other groups. Opposition would not succeed if it was 
shown that the schemes were well considered. Too much 
stress, I think, has been laid on the necessity for obtaining 
the consent of the owners of a site previous to a scheme 
involving its acquisition being proceeded with, 
practice would, if it became a recognised principle, be a 
serious drawback to carrying out sewage disposal works 

the best engineering lines, as the most undesirable sites 
from an engineering point of view would often be adopted, 
and permanent and neavy expenses would be imposed on 
a district simply because opposition—which could not have 
succeeded—was threatened to the selection of a better site.

they live, and that of their immediate
a small

are

had only then been clearly established. One was that by 
using certain combinations of chemicals, satisfactory puri
fication of sewage could be effected without any nuisance 
and with a minimum amount of sludge ; the other 
that the sludge could be converted into a portable form 
by pressing it in an appliance just then perfected.

I was engaged on behalf of various interests in opposing 
all the attempts of the Board, and in every case I adhered 
to my original opinion in favour of grouping the district, 
dealing with the sewage by chemical treatment, with 
subsequent filtration of the effluent through a small 
of land. When at last in 1884 the Board resorted to 
chemical precipitation, their scheme
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This
2t>0ft.; Din. „ „
280ft.; 8in. „ „
S25ft.; 9in. „ „

The above are either broadside or casemate ships.
.. .. Length, 280ft.; 14in. armour; speed, 13 knots.
.. .. „ 278ft.; 16in. „
.. .. „ 235ft.; llin. „

The above are turret ships.
10. T,ord Warden .. .. Length, 275ft.; 5$in. armour ; speed, 12 knots.
11. Repulse ................................... 250ft.; 6in. „

The above are converted wooden line-of-battle ships.
12. Polyphemus .. .. Experimental unarmed vessel; speed, 18 knots.
13. Hocla...............................Purchased merchant steamer ; „ 15 ,,

Of the above vessels, only two, viz., the Ajax and Hotspur, 
are plated with compound armour.

12
12it
14 nil

7. Devastation
8. Ajax
9. Hotspur

!:• area13

was for concentrating 
the sewage at Mortlake, and treating it there by chemicals 
without filtration of the effluent. I then, in conjunction 
with Mr. E.. Pritchard, M. Inst. C.E., was engaged in 
opposing it, one ground of opposition being that a series 
of groups was the best solution of the difficulty. The 
groups we recommended were settled from a general 
knowledge of the district, and without consultation with 
the representatives of the several localities—who were 
then mostly supporting the Board of which they formed 
a part -but it is possible that the arrangement of the 
groups may be susceptible of modification. Works of 
sewerage and of sewage disposal for these groups were 
matured, and suitable sites were selected at which the 
sewage could be disposed of economically and efficiently 
bv chemical precipitation with subsequent filtration of 
effluent through a small area of land or artificial filter. The 
subdivision of the whole district into groups is still in my 
judgment the right solution of the difficulty of disposing 
of the sewage of the lower Thames Valley. The views 
winch I have held from the first in favour of grouping 
were confirmed by the decision of the Committee of the 
House of Commons which threw' out the Bill last year, as 
will be seen by the following extracts from the special 
report of that Committee. f

“ Th« J°int Bawl during its existence has sought but

In the Lower Thames Valley the advantages which 
experienced in some cases from forming a combination of 
large areas with an outfall common to the whole do not 
exist, as there is a want of that identity of interests which 
is essential to a permanent and harmonious co-operation 
of districts. The want of this has from the first caused 
the Board to have opposition within itself. The incidence 
of taxation having been to some extent inequitable has 
added to the grounds for dissatisfaction. The configura
tion of the districts does not admit of an economical arrange
ment of sewerage and outfall works. Heavier pumping 
is necessary where the sewage of this district is 
trated at one point than where it is subdivided into 
several outfalls. This would have been felt to be a heavy 
and unequally distributed burthen, inasmuch as parts, 
such as Richmond and Kingston, have an existing system 
of sewers which are admittedly leaky, and the limit of 
250 gallons per house per day, if rigidly enforced, would 
have involved considerable works of sewering or else a 
liability to penalties for discharging the excess into the 
Thames. I have ascertained that the cost of sewers and 
of pumping is much less in grouping 
tion, and have found that a series of

arei i

LOWER THAMES VALLEY MAIN SEWERAGE.
By Henry Robinson, M. Inst. C.E.

The Bill for the dissolution of the Thames Valley 
Drainage Board having passed Parliament, and the many 
questions concerned in the sewerage of the several pi 
represented by the Board having been thrashed out, 
account of the subject will be found of interest.

The Board at its formation had to decide on the adopt!, 
of a system of main sewerage and of sewage disposal for 
the districts of East and West Molesey, Esher, Thames 
Ditton, Hampton, Kingston, Surbiton, Long Ditton, 
Kingston (Rural), New Malden, Hook, Hampton Wick, 
leddington, Ham, Petersham, Richmond, Kew, Mortlake, 
Barnes, Heston, and Isleworth, which places had a popu
lation, according to the census of 1881, of 117,000 A con
dition was decided upon at the outset to the effect that all 
the mam sewers should be made large enough to serve for

concen-
aces
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than in concentra
grouping schemes 

with chemical precipitation can be carried out for a first 
cost of about .£100,000 less than for the best concentration 
selietue; and, further, that they can be worked for about
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river Thames, for a period of two years from the passing Since the Royal Commission of 1859, steamers have 
of the Act dissolving them. During this time the several largely superseded sailing vessels; but the crowding of the 
districts ought to be able to mature their plans, and be in Channel increases, thus inducing skippers to prefer 
a fair way to carry out works on the lines I have referred the North-about route to America. Few, however, of the 
to, which appear to be those most likely to ensure success.

.£40000 a year less. During the last ten years chemical preci- 
pitationof sewage has been advanced from the untrustworthy 
position which it then occupied, and has been placed on a 
sound basis. The illusions which surrounded it, and the pre
judices which existed against it, have disappeared before 
the practical results which have been obtained. It is now 
acknowledged by those familiar with the subject that if 
proper chemicals are employed no nuisance arises at 
precipitation works, and that the cause of nuisance arose 
when the precipitated sludge was allowed to collect, as it 
used to do at nearly all such works, but which is 
obviated by the system of pressing the sludge and 
converting it into a portable form, which is now 
the accepted method of dealing with it. By this 
means it is reduced in bulk and made available for agri
cultural purposes. Many interesting experiments have 
lately been made by eminent chemists which tend to show 
that the present sludge from efficient chemical systems has 
an agricultural value which will ensure its ready disposal 
on land by farmers. The distribution of the sludge for 
utilisation on land is more readily effected where there 
are several centres of distribution in the Thames Valley, 
as the Committee stated in their Report. A portable 
sludge from a chemical precipitation works, which retains 
the chief manurial ingredients in the sewage with the 
minimum of enfeebling chemicals, is now recognised as a 
manure worth putting on land, and this will ensure the 
disposal of the sludge with a prospect of some financial 
return from it, especially in view of the large number of 
market gardens in the Thames Valley.

As regards the chemicals that should be employed,
I consider that there are several systems which 
effect deodorisation and precipitation of sewage and 
give good results. I prefer my own process, which 
employs a protosulphate of iron (copperas) in addition 
to crude sulphate of alumina and lime. The method 
of working this process was described by Dr. Tidy 
last year to the Committee of the House of Commons, 
which had before it the Mortlake scheme of the 
Lower Thames Valley Board. The following is a 
brief summary of his description:—After screening the 
sewage, to remove large substances, milk of lime is added. 
This forms carbonate of lime, which acts as a weighting 
material for the matters in suspension, thus aiding their 
deposition. Part of the lime also combines with some of 
the organic matter in solution, forming an insoluble com
pound. The sewage is now slightly alkaline, and the 
organic matter in it is reduced by about 50 per cent. 
After an interval of a couple of [minutes—during which 
the particles aggregate together—crude sulphate of alumina 
and protosulphate of iron in a dissolved state are added 
together to it. The addition of the iron has certain advan
tages which he described as being due to its being a very 
powerful precipitating agent, and also a disinfectant. The 
alumina and iron oxide are set free by the alkalinity of 
the sewage due to the lime, and these combine with a 
further portion of the organic matter in solution, increasing 
the suspended matter in the fluid which is deposited as 
sludge, containing all the chemicals, except, perhaps, a 
trace of sulphate of lime, which, being slightly soluble, 
passes off in the effluent. The chemicals, if mixed in 
proper proportions, were described as producing the finest 
diluent which is practicable, having no sewage odour. 
Although a good effluent can be obtained from an efficient 
precipitating process, I consider it desirable to provide a 
small area of land or an artificial filter of burnt clay or 
other material—where the land is clayey and unsuited for 
filtration—to pass the effluent through, although this is 
not absolutely required except as a safeguard, or where 
the highest standard of purity is required. The expe
rience which has been gained during the last few years 
shows that where porous Land is not available for the 
purification of sewage water, either as sewage proper or as 
effluent from chemical precipitation works, a clayey soil 
can be converted into an artificial filter, which can oxidise 
enormous volumes of sewage polluted water. The 
oxidation of sewage matter in the soil is now known 
to be due not only to the atmospheric air, but also to 
the action of minute organisms of the bacteria family. 
Where artificial filters are made by burning clay into 
ballast, the top 9in. or so of the filter should be formed of 
natural soil, as this is necessary for the development of 
those organisms which form so important a part in the 
work of oxidation.

I believe that in some cases in the Thames Valley, 
where chemical treatment has been previously considered 
unavoidable, it will be obviated altogether by the conver
sion of a small area of land into an artificial filter of suffi
cient power to effect the purification of the sewage it is 
called upon to deal with. The natural action of oxidation 
by the air and by the organisms referred to would then be 
relied on in lieu of the artificial action of chemicals.

The discharge of the effluent from grouping schemes at 
several points into the river Thames would—as stated in 
the report of the Parliamentary Committee—enable the 
oxidising action of the river to be more capable of being 
exercised, and every trace of organic matter more readily 
removed in a short run of the river than would be the 
case if the whole volume of effluent was discharged at one 
spot, as the minute organisms and plants in the river— 
which are instrumental in destroying organic impurity— 
would be more free to act in the former case than in the 
latter. Where filtration of the effluent through land is 
resorted to, as I recommend, there would be no such 
pollution to require the oxidising action of the river to be 
called into play at all.

By the Act of Parliament for dissolving the Lower 
Thames Valley Main Sewerage Board, it is provided that 
any two or more sanitary authorities mentioned in a 
schedule which is appended to the Act^-these being the 
Sanitary Authorities forming the existing Board—may 
within twelve months after the 
united district. This enables t 
after their dissolution to rearrange their districts into 
groups. It is also provided that no penalties shall be 
incurred by the several Sanitary Authorities lately compos
ing the Joint Board with reference to the pollution of the

Sub-Committee’s wreck tablesships which appear in the 
were of the Atlantic-crossing type. The average tonnage 
of the “ passing vessels” lost between Buchan Ness and 
Fife Ness is about 195 tons. They were chiefly plying to 
and from Northumbrian and Scottish ports—the former 
preponderating. Whatever may have been their ports of 
departure and destination—and these range from Bergen 
to Gibraltar, including much Baltic trade—they were 
driven to the north-westward, embayed in the recess of 
East Scotland, and either beached to save life, or driven 
ashore without that alternative.

This aspect of the case seems to have weighed with Mr. 
Majoribanks’ Committee of 1884, when they recommended 
that a technical Commission should examine the coast from 
Aberdeen to the Firth of Tay, to determine the exact site 
at which refuge works could-best be carried out. The 
late Government refused to appoint such a special Com
mission ; but the point deserves the fullest investigation. 
It seems, however, to be narrowed within comparatively 
small limits, since both Stonehaven and Arbroath are very 
open, and the latter faces to the south-east. The sands at 
the mouth of the Tay extend five or six miles to seaward.

The Convict Sub-Committee has spoken of the “ natural 
advantages ” of Lunan Bay, which is well protected from 
south-east winds by the high cliffs of Red Head; and as 
the beach there does not shelve so steeply as at Peterhead, 
a harbour for ordinary ships could probably be made there 
at considerably less cost. It is doubtless a great advantage 
to have good natural shelter from the wind which is most 
fatal on that coast; and even if it veered to the eastward, 
the shipping would then have such protection as an arti
ficial breakwater could afford. The only port possessing 
the advantage of an inner harbour as a refuge from weather 
and from enemy is Montrose. Its drawback is the shallow
ness of the entrance, there being only about 6ft. at low- 
water spring tides; but this may be curable. Provost 
Napier, when examined before the Royal Commission of 
1859, stated that, with a grant of £60,000, £70,000, or 
£80,000, ample accommodation could be provided for half 
a dozen second-class vessels, and that, if it were necessary, 
they could have “a harbour studded with men-of-war.” 
Other witnesses corroborate these statements as to a future 
Scottish Portsmouth, which seem worthy of careful consi
deration. This Portsmouth has no Isle of Wight to p 
it, but northern breakwaters on the Annat Bank have 
from time to time been proposed, and might be carried 
out, so as to avoid the mistakes that were made in the 
nearly parallel case of Aberdeen.

Attention has lately been directed to the defence of the 
Tay and Forth, the Pendjeh incident having reminded us 
that Russia is the only European Power with whom we 
have been at war during the last seventy years. It is also 
recalled that, in 1781, a French cruiser fired into Arbroath 
on being refused a demand for £30,000. The guardship 
usually lies at Queensferry, thirty-five miles inside the Isle 
of May, and it has even been suggested that an active 
enemy might turn the Inchkeith guns upon Leith.

A swift British cruiser, stationed at Montrose or Lunan, 
would be ready to dispute the line of retreat with any 
enemy that should venture up the Forth or Tay estuaries. 
If Montrose is rather farther from the mouth of the Baltic 
than Peterhead, it is sixty miles nearer to our chief naval 
and military centres, to coal-fields, and to the large fish
consuming towns, communicating with them both by tho 
North British and Caledonian Railways. If there is less 
work for convicts to do, rendering their housing propor
tionally more expensive, the chance of selling it profitably 
is greater in a more thickly peopled district. Land would 
also naturally rise in value on the completion of such works.

More recent than the Convict Reports which have been 
quoted above is the decision as to Government loans at low 
rates to harbour authorities. It will naturally induce 
Aberdeen and other commercial ports to undertake im
provements, leaving the State free to address itself to the 
more national question of protecting British shipping. 
England has national works at Woolwich, Chatham, 
Sheerness, Dover, Portsmouth, Portland, and Plymouth; 
Wales, at Pembroke and Holyhead; Ireland, at Donagha- 
dee, Ardglass, Howth, Kingstown, and Cork Harbour; 
while all that has hitherto been done for Scotland is the 
abandoned harbour of Portpatrick — a precedent which 
hardly encourages sea works at exposed salients of our 
coast. Few, therefore, are likely to dissent from the 
principle that offenders against Scottish law should be 
employed to promote Scottish interests, though difference 
of opinion may well exist as to the best site for their 
labours.

EAST SCOTTISH HARBOURS.
One feature of the Home Rule movement has been the 

claim that Scottish convicts should be employed in Scot
land. The advantages which such places as Portland, 
Chatham, Haulbowline, &c., have derived from penal 
works have suggested that North British interests might 
be promoted by corresponding means. The loss of life on 
the north-east coast in 1881 and the Fishery Exhibitions 
drew attention to the necessity for refuge ; and this point 
has been strenuously insisted on by the Edinburgh press. 
The Convict Employment Committee of 1882 reported 
that “ in May, 1882, there were in English convict prisons 
771 male convicts who had been sentenced in Scotland,” 
but added that this number was “ probably in excess of 
what may be expected in future years if the present 
decrease in sentences of penal servitude should continue.” 
In the same report, the opinion is expressed that a 
harbour of refuge at Peterhead is “ the most likely project 
for benefitting the shipping and fishing interests of the 
country at large, and at the same time profitably employ
ing convicts.”

This report was received with some dissent by the port 
authorities of Aberdeen, and as Scrabster, Wick, Fraser
burgh, Stonehaven, Arbroath, &c., were each anxious to 
put forward its respective claims, the Convict Employment 
Committee deputed a sub-committee to hear and consider 
locally the various proposals. The position and character 
of the officers thus chosen insured the impartial con
sideration of the points at issue ; but the inquiry was 
saddled with the condition that there was to be a 
“ National Harbour of Refuge,” which the sub-committee 
took to mean one with depth sufficient for the heaviest 
draught ships of war.

The importance of this point will be realised when 
it is considered how greatly the cost of break
waters increases with the depth of water they stand in. 
At Peterhead the beach shelves steeply, and the pier
heads as finally proposed by Messrs. Stevenson are in eight 
or nine fathoms of water, the line of enclosure extending 
approximately from Keith Inch to Salthouse Head. The 
estimate for forming about 200 acres of harbour is 
£526,579; but the sub-committee prudently 
mended the addition of 100-ton blocks to protect the 
seaward face of the breakwater ; and as a convict esta
blishment and fortifications, besides other permanent 
expenses, will also be necessary, one may perhaps assume 
the total outlay contemplated at about three-quarters of a 
million. Comparing this with the Report or the Royal 
Commission on Harbours of Refuge in 1859, we find therein 
the following paragraph.

“We recommend the enclosure of the South Bay (Peter
head) at a cost not exceeding £300,000 ; and considering 
the proportion which the shipping trading to the port will 
bear to those of the passing trade which will resort to it 
for refuge purposes, we are of opinion that the amounts of 
national and local benefit conferred will be fairly repre
sented in the proportion of ^ and # respectively. We 
therefore submit that a grant of £100,000 be made in aid 
of the proposed harbour, to be met by 
raised m the locality, and to be applied to the same purpose.”

The principle of making national expenditure contingent 
upon a local contribution seems sound, and, if acted on, 
would meet the objection which has sometimes been made, 
that State aid chills local effort. The apportionment of 
the outlay is, however, an after question. In the first 
instance it is of consequence to ascertain carefully what 
the full total is likely to be.
Government consulted Sir John Coode on the subject, and 
that the necessary data are being got for his further report 
and estimate. When these have been furnished it is to be 
hoped that they, as well as the estimates of the prison 
and military authorities, will be made public, so that, 
before this extensive scheme is entered upon, it may be 
fully considered, and its capabilities and cost compared 
with alternatives. The Bay of Peterhead facing to the 
south-east is open to the heaviest seas from that quarter, 
and the precedents which Wick and Aberdeen afford— 
especially the former, where about £150,000 have been 
spent fruitlessly—are not encouraging, when it is consi
dered that the top of Messrs. Stevenson’s proposed break
water stands only about 8ft. or 10ft. above high-water 
spring tides, differing in this respect from most of those 
which have been placed in even less exposed situations.

The Convict Sub-Committee appended to its Report a 
tabulated wreck-record from July 1st, 1871, to June 30th, 
1883, which merits careful examination, and gives the 
following results :—Total recorded loss of life, 517 lives ; 
deduct (as irrelevant)—In ships from the westward, which 
never reached the North Sea, 24 ; total, 493. Deduct— 
Wrecked on Shetlands and Orkneys, 93 ; wrecked from 
Dunnet Head to Buchan Ness, 70 ; total lost between 
Buchan Ness and Fife Ness, 330.

Of these 330 deaths to the south of Buchan Ness, about 
287 seem due to winds ranging from east to south ; so that 
more than $ of the recorded loss of life has been of this 
character. Taking the annual averages and excluding 
fractions, we get:—Shetland and Orkneys, 8 lives lost ; 
Dunnet Head to Buchan Ness, 6 ; Buchan Ness to Fife 
Ness, 27. Total annual average, 41.

In spite then of the numerous petitions that have been 
signed these figures seem to prove that however much the 
saliency of Peterhead may recommend it as a fishery-station, 
or as a strategic base for observing the Skagerrack, its 
claims to large national outlay can hardly be advanced on 
the score of humanity. A vessel which can weather Keith 
Inch on an east or south-east wind is pretty sure of 
reaching the Moray Firth, while two-thirds of the loss of 
life is well to the south of Peterhead Bay. Shelter for 
comparativelv small craft, perhaps at Invernetty, is, how
ever, no doubt required.
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a sum of £200,000

It is understood that the late

Chesterfield and Derbyshire Institutk of Mining, Civil, 
and Mechanical Engineers. — The Annual General Meeting 
was held on Thursday, 25th June, in the Guildhall, Derby, Mr. 
John Jackson, M. Inst. C.E., vice-president, in the chair. Th 
new members, elected by ballot, were announced. The Council’s 
report, and financial statements, showed the number of continuing 
members 263. The Society having almost from its commencement 
in 1871 included nearly all the chief mining engineers and 
colliery managers in the Midland Mines Inspection District of 
Derby, Notts, Leicester, and Warwick, it was decided to amend 
the title to be in future “ Chesterfield and Midland Counties 
Institution of Engineers.” An adjourned discussion took place 
“ On Colliery Explosions.” A paper by Mr. A. H. Stokes, H.M. 
Inspector of Mines, was followed by a very animated discussion, 
adjourned, “ On Colliery Winding Ropes and their Attachment 
to the Cage,” by Mr. P. M. Chester. The new papers, taken as 
read, were “The Kaiping Coal Mines, China, by Mr. James 
Stevens, Kaiping; “Description of a Firedamp Indicator,” by Mr. 
A. H. Maurice, Cardiff. The new Council, elected by ballot, are, 
president, Lord Edward Cavendish, M.P.; vice-president, Messrs. 
Alfred Barnes, M.P., H. A. Allport, C. Binns, E. Bromley, J. 
W. Fearn, J. Jackson, G. Lewis, W. Oliver. Councillors : Messrs. 
T. D. Croudace, E. Eastwood, H. Fisher, G. Hewitt, W. D. 
Holford, G. Howe, J. Humble, H. Lewis, J. A. Longden, M. H. 
Mills ; treasurer, E. Bromley; secretary, W. F. Howard. The 
members afterwards dined together at St. James's Hotel; Thomas 
Evans, Esq., H.M. Inspector of Mines, in the chair. The 
excursion meeting is proposed to be arranged to take place in 
September.
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THE ENGINEER. 2310, 1885.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
[We do not hold ourselves responsible ft 

correspondents. ]

there, it will become nil and velocity will be constant, or rather, 
will fall as the steam pressure falls.

(2a) "We close the throttle valve when the steam pressure has 
fallen 10 lb., i. c., has become 120 lb.; neglecting friction, the velocity 
of the moving parts will remain constant.

(3a) We apply a break of solid gold. The dazzling blue light 
which instantly Rashes forth, and the incandescence of the golden 
spherules that are immediately scattered about show, with even 
superfluous emphasis, that the molecular velocity—heat—which 
had. been parted with by the steam in giving molar velocity— 
motion to the mechanism is again being transformed into heat 
preparatory to being dissipated into space. When all has been so 
transformed the velocity will be nil. Our block of gold will be 
considerably diminished in size and the steam pressure in 
E — > will be 1201b. instead of 1301b. “"Work” has been “done” 
against cohesion. This preliminary experiment shows that 
the engine E —> really consists of three bodies, viz., (a) the 
boiler, the cylinders, and all parts in rigid connection therewith; 
(6) the water and steam; (c) those parts of E —> which are either 
not in contact at all with (a), or else are in slidino contact with it, 
viz., the pistons and other working parts. But| says the reader, 
where is the tug of war ?

Let us suppose that the engines have perfect bite on this rail
way, and let us neglect friction in every shape and form, 
then (1, 2, 3a) we set both engines down thus coupled at the west 
end of the railway, and we open both their throttle valves.

Result: Motion, nil; thrust of steam on pistons in each engine, 
120 x 300 = 36,0001b.; tension strain against cohesion in draw

bar, ditto; tangential thrust on each wheel,—= total ditto
6

ditto; compression strain against cohesion on portion of left-hand 
and right-hand rail under the draw-bar and between the engines

or the opinions of our

(Y the laws of motion.
WL-Inocrntfamtion of my letter of June 8th. The draw-bar 

&le0^41S \ncluded m the tug-of-war problem. I will therefore 
bp in v S°^e ft>ca!!e the latter, and hope that the result will 
vprt Pn™Tlle! Professor Lodgc and “ 4>. n.” Living agents 
fnrJ T ,,,'iieX dynamic, instruments. For simplicity’s sake there-

u betwc“ t”° i“°"’otive
wiilla. ,locomotive engine E I—> set to travel east, 
parts are’ one J *+1 WaHr’ ^ tons—of which total the working 
mst dra-L W ■+tlU-7lth its wheels coupled. With its fire 
356 dee- Fn’li ^ ^oder still filled to its usual level with water at 
nearly8' Surm^ITh a ?team pressure of 1301b. per square inch
St thatTwo* tlWerW “* “ V

atmosnherie S w, , Pertect expansion—i.e., exhausts at
radiation •+ re and has no back pressure—and that tbn
radiation from its surfaces is under perfect control.
can revolveTeely,1^and^oSrJ'thJ"*? To°d n* wh£euls w (2) Imagi2e ala? another ^^e <-t VT, similar in all points to
molecular velocity of the Tteam^Tt ot, ? 6 ^ E _I>’ ? d“^b!d,m ^ L excePt that it is set to travel
pistons (= at start 130 x Wl w la ; UP a- t^,rustion the westward, and that its steam pressure is 120 lb., as that of E now 
motion of the parts with a vSodtf““S! 18 al?°’ <~*W and E -> are coupled together, and
at first be 80ft! per second neariv aTvS ■? accele™tl°n T*11 (3) Set on a straight level railway weighing 700 tons, and 
rate of acceleration will diminish till ^s, vel,0,clty.afcumulates the mounted on friction rollers so that it is indefinitely movable east- 
so quickly that the steam escapes^ M SlJ T <>r westward on the earth’s surface, as railways usually are

are

-— total, ditto ditto, i.e., tension on draw-bar = compression

on rails. Both are static. Work done, nil; motion, nil.
The above calculations and any that follow are made ncglcctinq 

leverage, as it does not affect the issues that are before us. (1, 2, 86) 
We instantaneously reduce the temperature of the water in 
engine <— W 18 deg. Fah.

Result: The steam pressure falls from 1201b. to 901b. While 
the thrust on the pistons of engine E remains as before, that on 
those of W will now be 30 x 300 ( = 9000 lb.) less. What effect 
has this upon matters?—now comes the tug between n.” and 
Professor Lodge. Answer: The thrust on the pistons of engine E 
will remain as before; the static tension on the draw-bar will 
remain as before ; but the answering thrust of engine W, and 
therefore the total static compression strain on the rails between 
E and W, will be 36,000 - 9000 = 27,000 lb. Therefore, so far as 
the answering thrust of engine W is concerned, E will he exerting 
an unbalanced pull of 9000 lb. “ Oh !” cries “<t*. FI.,'1 “but there 
is no such thing as an unbalanced pull.” Reply: Granted, dear
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Sir—or Madam—but though unbalanced by the answering thrust 
of engine W, this 9000 lb. is imparted to the whole mass of the 
railway, and is balanced by the reaction of its inertia. So both 
engines begin to move as one mass eastward, with a velocity on the 
railway accelerating at first by about 0'92ft. per second. But 
though they move at this rate eastward on the railway, they move 
only nine-tenths of this rate eastward on the earth, because the 
railway, whose weight or mass is ten times that of the two engines 
—700 tons to 70 tons—is pushed westward at one-tenth of the rate 
by which the engines jointly travel eastward.

While this continues three separate forms of work are being 
performed—(a) velocity eastward is being imparted, ms inertia is 
being overcome, momentum is being given to, the engines. (b) 
Velocity westward—viz., momentum—is being imparted to the rail
way. (e) Air is being pumped into the boiler of W by the reversed 
action of its pistons (let us suppose that instead of air the substance 
being pumped in is the exhaust steam of E) thus:—When steam 
in E has fallen 151b., that in W will have risen 151b.; the pres
sures in both engines will therefore be 105 lb., and accelera
tion of velocity will cease; the tension on the draw-bar will 
now again be equal to the thrust on the rails, but each 
will be 31,5001b., i.e., 4500 lb. less than at first. If at this 
moment we put the boilers of both engines in free communication 
with each other, the velocity eastward of the engines, and that 
westward of the railway, will continue uniform indefinitely, but if 
not, then the pressure in boiler W will continue to rise and the 
velocities of engines and railway will begin to diminish, till finally 
the former has reached 120 lb. per square inch, the latter have 
become nil, the tension on draw-bar has risen again to 36,000 lb., 
and the unbalanced thrust of 9000 lb. has again appeared reversed. 
When this point has been reached there will be a moment of stop
page, then all the phenomena will recur with their directions 
reversed, and so on indefinitely. It will be noticed that the 
coupled engines act always as one body. It is because the field that 
this remark points to is almost totally neglected that this 
controversy has arisen, and until it has been examined the dis
putants will not understand each other. They seem to forget that 
the only real boundaries of bodies are (a) surfaces free in space, (5) 
surfaces where motion causes friction. They seem also to forget 
that the transference of force by solid bodies from one part of 
themselves to another—e.g., the appearance of a pull at the far 
end of a bell wire, which pull has been put into the 
as mysterious in its way as the “action” of gravity “at a distance” 
is mysterious in another way. On these points I may write you 
again, Mr. Editor, if you can find space for this tedious letter on 
points that no one should dispute.

“ n.” should remember that a force may be balanced in moro
ways than are dreamed of in his philosophy.

Edmonton, July 6th.

near end—is

Wm. Muik.

Sir,—I really must apologise to “ 4>. n.” for my former flippancy, 
sinco I had hitherto thought he was endeavouring to turn aside the 
discussion from the subject matter to ontological and similarly 
recondite questions of words and phrases. But now he is plainly 
endeavouring to narrow the question down to its simplest form. 
He is even willing to eliminate the motion of the oxygen from the 
discussion, and to limit it for the present to phenomena that can 
conveniently bo dealt with by the method of the composition of 
forces. Well, I see a group of men all holding fast to a rope, and 
the group presently appears to move, and I infer that there has 
been an opposite movement of the whole earth exactly balancing 
this movement which I see, so that the poise of the earth’s 
contrc of mass is unaffected in space; and, further, I should 
expect that if the group were isolated from the earth by 
standing on a floating body, ovory movement of the group 
would bo balanced by an opposito movement of the float, 
and therefore I should suppose that the plank used by “ <l». n.” for 
his experiment was not sufficiently isolated, and that the friction 
of the rollers opposed a greater resistance to motion than the fric
tion between the water and a floating boat. No ono who has done 
much boating can fail to have observod that walking along the 
boat gives it a motion in the opposito direction. What, then, is 
the difference between one person doing so and two or more ? Hero 
is a cjuestion of fact; when wo have satisfactorily observed and 
experimented, it will bo timo enough to define the terms wo shall 
use, and to endeavour to grapple with more serious difficulties 
which lie on the threshold of fundamental unintelligibility.

Sinco writing the above I liavo contrived a model tug-of- 
A drawing board is my floor, two pencils my rollers, my 

plank is 12in. by 5in. by ^in. The strong boy is represented by 
two nails driven into the plank, tho weak boy by a bit of iron gas 
barrel, with a pencil passed through it, to tho ends of which 
looped two rubber bands, Perry’s aromatic, which again loop over 
tho nails. A thread attached to another nail holds back the weak 
boy after a strain or stress has been set up in the elastic bands. 
Tho whole has considerable longitudinal stability, nevertheless 
when tho word “ go ” is given, preferably by allowing a taper to 
burn down to and so sever the thread, the weak boy being at once 
pulled up to the strong boy, a traverse of 3,}in. along the plank, the 
plank recoils about 2in. I cannot supply tho weights, velocities, or 
co-efficients of friction, but if I pass your way will leave the model 
at your office for inspection. On the whole I begin to believe in Dr. 
Lodge’s psychology.

Kensington, July 6th.

war.

are

W. A. S. Benson.

Sir,—Unhappily I could not go to Henley this year to enjoy 
myself and see the novelties. A real novelty might have been, if 
I understand rightly a controversy in your columns, the spectacle 

lulls, sails or paddles, or oven any form 
mystery of electricity, shooting about

of a boat without oars or sculls, sails 
of propulsion involving a 
with case and comfort hither and thither, the sole occupants being 
Dr. Lodge in the stern and a little boy in the bow, apparently 
playing with becoming gravity the little game of tug-of-war, 
under varying conditions of success. Indeed, it would seem that 
the University boat-race might be conducted under similar condi
tions in a single boat.

In a Girton Girl’s” argument it seems to mo a mere 
ignoramus that the word “ friction” should have made its appear- 

cc, somewhere somehow.
Gipsy-hill, July 3rd.

E.an

SOLID BEAMS.
SIR,—I was very pleased to see the appearanco in your columns 

of the long-promised review of my work. The scientific attain
ments of your reviewer are not, however, sufficient to enable him 
to understand the reasoning out of the formulae which he affects 
to despise. His brain has evidently been bemuddled by studying 
fiankine’s “Applied Mechanics,” a work which I frankly acknow
ledge I do not, and I am firmly convinced Bankine did not, under
stand. The gentleman who reviewed my work on “Water-wheels” 
acknowledged that. Bankine could not have understood what he 
was writing about in that section of his work on prime movers 
which treats of fluid impact.

Most critics seize upon the most salient features of the works 
they undertake to review. My principal object in writing the little 
book was to prove that no formulie for ascertaining the loads which 
solid beams can support could give correct results, which did not 
take account of the modulus of compression as well as the modulus 
of extension, and to obtain a formula? which did take account of 
both. Such a formulie I have succeeded in working out. On page 
25 there is a table in which the breaking weights of rectangular 
cast iron bars of various sections and lengths calculated from 
the ordinary formulie and my own new formula1, are compared 
with the experimental breaking weights ascertained by Hodg- 
kinson. Those ealevdated from my own formula? in nearly every 
instance coincide with results of experiments, whilst those 
obtained from the ordinary formula; give results equal only to 
about 50 per cent, of the actual breaking weight. How is it 
that your reviewer has failed to notice this special feature and 
this remarkable coincidence ? “ Facts are stubborn cliicls which

July 10, 1885.i H E ENGINEER.
winna ding.” If the calculated breaking weights ascertained from 
my new formulae coincide with the breaking weights ascertained 
by experiments, the formula itself must be correct, and if the for
mulie is correct, the reasoning on which it is based cannot be 
fallacious.

Your reviewer states that the distribution of the shearing stress
per unit of area of cross section obeys the law / = f t/ J' F

being the total shearing stress and I the moment of inertia of the 
section. I am sure it will be as interesting to the rest of your 
readers as it will be to myself to know whether this formulae which 
displays an utter contempt for the law of dimensions is based on 
experimental data or imaginary assumption. Perhaps your 
reviewer will work out the formulae step by step, and will, at the 
same time, define what he means by the moment of inertia of a 
surface. Does your reviewer deliberately intend to affirm 
that the whole of Bankine’s calculations of the loads of solid 
beams do not rest 
axis in ever
of the section? Most assuredly they do. 
however, can only pass through the centre of gravity w.hen 
the modulus of extension is equal to the modulus of compression. 
The statement that “ on page 3 our author innocently, and pro
bably unconsciously, begs the principle that the neutral axis passes 
through the centre of gravity of the section,” is the grossest mis
statement that I have ever known made even by an engineering 
reviewer. There is this difference between the formulae for the 
deflection which your reviewer prefers and my own: the latter 
gives correct results, the former does not.

4, Westminster-chambers, Victoria- William Donaldson. 
street, London, July 7th.

without pressing against, the cylinder. Suppose, now, the cover 
to have an area of 50 square inches, and the scales to read as 
follows: With stopper out, 28‘50 oz.; with stopper in, 20'25 oz.; 
difference, 8'25 oz. Dividing by 50 we have 8'25 -f 50 = '165 oz. 
as the pressure per square inch of the vacuum below the atmo
sphere; to express this in inches of water divide by the weight of

FIC.I
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liili:on the assumption that the neutral 
case passes through the centre of gravity 

The neutral axis,
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THE PATENT-OFFICE.
Sir,—I am glad to see that some, at least, of the effects of the 

want of administration in the Patent-office are being brought to 
light. There are, however, much stronger evidences of the igno
minious incompetence of some of those who should guide; and the 
proofs are every day becoming more annoyingly felt of the serious 
results which must accrue from political appointments of men 
wholly ignorant of either arts, manufactures, science, or language. 
There are surely places enough into which a •proUgi could be put 
by an admiring and pushing member of Parliament, without 
putting him in a place like the Patent-office, where his absolute 
ignorance of everything that is essential will be most glaringly 
exposed. Such, however, does not seem to be the case, and the 
inventor and the country pay for services they never get from 
placed out of the way for political reasons. The inventor cannot, 
however, continue to allow a Patent-office official to waste his 
money as at present at the Patent-office. Some change must be 
made, for instance, by which the hearing of objections shall not be 
the perfect farce that it now is. It seems scarcely credible, but it 
is none the less true, that an inventor who has to proceed in this 
manner has to be represented by counsel of high eminence and 
solicitors to argue a case, not before one competent to judge of tho 
matter in hand, but before one who, in nine cases out of ten, never 
boforo heard of such a thing as that under consideration, and has 
not the slightest conception of it, its functions, or details. 
The whole thing, Sir, is a farce, and an insult not only to 
inventors.
perfect truth, as a toss-up, and serves no other purpose than to 
afford ground for appeal boforo a competent tribunal. Tho utter 
incompetence which is to be seen between ten and four at the 
Patent-office beats all that has been seen elsewhere by any

Patent Agent.

FIC.2
C

B
A

a cubic inch = 1000 ounces -f 1728 = '58 ounce. Dividing'165 by 
'58 we get '286in. of water. The gaugo may be set up at any 
distance from the stack and connected by a pipe or hose, and as it 
is equally applicable for slight pressures above atmospheric, it may 
also be used for determining the pressure of a blast.men

THE PHYSICAL SOCIETY.
At the meeting held June 27th, 1885, Professor Guthrie, President, 

in the Chair, Dr. liamsay, Messrs. T. Hands, F. W. Sanderson, 
W. A. Shenstone, and F. H. Nalder, were elected members of the 
Society. The following communications were read :—“ On tho 
Specific Refraction and Dispersion of the Alums,” by Dr. J. H. 
Gladstone. The refraction, dispersion and specific gravity of 
nineteen different alums in the crystalling form were published 
by M. Charles Soret, of Geneva, in tho Comptes Itendus for last 
November. Theso, togother with some additional data from 
Soret, Topsol, and Christiansen, were employed by tho author for 
comparison with certain experimental results of his own and of 
Kannonikof. In this way additional proof was obtained that a 
salt has the same specific refraction, whether it be crystallised or 
dissolved, and that tho refraction equivalent of a compound body 
is the sum of the refraction equivalent of its components. Tho 
refraction equivalents of tho alkalies in these alums are in the 
following ascending order:—Sodium, potassium, ammonium, 
rubidium, methylamine, caesium, and thallium ; and of the other 
motalB, aluminium, chromium, and iron. This is in accordance 
with what was previously known; but Soret’s observations do not 
afford tho means of determining tho equivalents more accurately 
than before. Tho refraction equivalents of indium and gallium 
wero determined for the first timo, giving respectively 17'4 and 
14'8. The specific dispersion of the same compounds, measured by 
the difference between tho specific refractions for the lines AandG, 
was also examined. Tho differences of dispersion are much greater 
comparatively than the differences of refraction. Tho order was 
also determined, but not the actual dispersion equivalents of tho 
different elements.

“ On a Form of Standard Danicll Cell, and its application for 
Measuring Largo Currents,” by Dr. J. A. Fleming. The author 
first referred to tho careful and thorough investigation of tho 
circumstances affecting the electro-motive forco of Daniell’s and 
allied colls by Dr. Alder Wright. He then described a form of all 
that had been found most convenient and reliable in practice. It 
consists of a U tube, in the two limbs of which are the two solu
tions of sulphate of copper and sulphate of zinc of the samo 
specific gravity. Electrodes, consisting.of freshly electro-deposited 
copper and pure zinc that has been twice distilled, dip into tho 
two limbs. The electro-motive force of this cell is 1'102 and the 
variation of electro-motive force with temperature is practically nil.

“ On the Phenomenon of Molecular Radiation in Incandescent 
lamps,” by Dr. J. A. Fleming. Some years ago Dr. Fleming had 
called attention to a phenomenon in incandescent lamps very 
analogous to that of discharge in high vacua, observed by Mr. 
Crookes. The inner surface of the lamp-glass was sometimes 
found to be coated with a deposit of carbon, with the exception of 
a clear line marking the intersection of the glass with the plane of 
the loop, and being in fact a shadow of the loop, apparently 
caused by an emission of matter from the terminals. Dr. Fleming 
has since found how to produce this appearance at pleasure, by 
passing a very strong current momentarily through a lamp, and 
has succeeded in obtaining similar deposits of various metals that 
had been used as terminals. These deposits show colours by trans
mitted light, and as a general result the author concludes that red 
metals such as gold and copper appear green by transmitted light, 
whereas white metals, like silver and platinum, appear brown, a 
conclusion which, however, was challenged by Captain Abney, in 
the discussion ensuing.

“ On Problems in Networks of Conductors,” by Dr. J. A. 
Fleming.

“ lecture Experiments on Colour Mixtures,” by Capt. Abney. 
The apparatus employed by Capt. Abney is a modification of 
Maxwell’s colour box; the spectrum, instead of being formed upon 
a screen, is received upon a convex lens, which forms an image of 
the face of the prism upon a screen. If all the light from the 
prism falls upon the lens this image is colourless, but by inter
posing a screen with a slit in the spectrum close to the lens, 
only to allow light of a given colour to fall on the lens, the image 
appears coloured with that light. By using two or more slits 
different lights may be mixed in any required proportions.

“ On the Thermo-electric Position of Carbon,” by Mr. J. 
Buchanan. It having been observed that the carbon filaments of 
incandescent lamps usually gave way at the negative end, experi
ments were instituted to find if the destruction could be due to the 
“ Peltier effect” causing a local generation of heat. Observations 
on a platinum carbon thermo-couple showed that a generation of 
heat would result from a current passing from carbon to platinum, 
but the effect was too small to account for the observed pheno
menon. It was found that a couple of carbon-iron rose considerably 
in electro-motive force by maintaining the hot joint for some time 
at 250 deg. Cent.

“On some Further Experiments with Sulphur Cells,” by Mr. 
Shelford Bidwell. The paper contains (1) a description of a class 
of cells which give a constant voltaic current, the electrolyte 
consisting of a solid metallic sulphide; (2) an explanation of the 
unilateral conductivity exhibited by selenium and by sulphur cells; 
and (3) a description of a cell which gives, as the result of passing 
a current through it, a current in the same direction as the primary 
current,

The result of a hearing is describable, with

London, July 6th.
bottomley’s radial axle.

Sir,—In The Engineer of Juno 19th you illustrato a radial 
axle-box by a Mr. Bottomley ; you will find tho samo arrangement 
in somo engines I designed for the Swiss National Railway, illus
trated in Engineering of March 19th, 1880, p. 224. This plan 
has since been improved, and I hopo shortly to send you a draw-

C. Brown.ing of tho improvement. 
Zurich, July 2nd.

A SIMPLE FORM OF DRAUGHT GAUGE.
The following, by Professor J. Burkitt Webb, Cornell University, 

is published in tho “Journal ” of the Franklin Institute:—
During tho Electrical Exhibition I had the ploasure of devising, 

and by request now describe, a simple instrument for measuring 
the vacuum in a flue directly by means of scales, and without using 
a column of a liquid or a spring. It was used simultaneously with 
other instruments for the same purpose, and gave good results; it 
is to be recommended for the directness and certainty with which 
the results are obtained, and the absence of any necessity of 
standardising it to get at the truo value of its readings. Any form 
of scales may be used, weighing, preferably, to fractions of an 
ounce. Upon tho scale pan A—see Figs. 1 and 2—is placed a 
board B, in which there is an annular groove filled with mercury; 
this and tho scales are the only moving parts of the apparatus. 
The rest consists of the lid C, whose edge dips into the mercury in 
tho groove, and the pipo D, which connects this lid with the 
interior of the flue or stack, so that the same vacuum exists 
beneath C as in the stack. This pipe also serves to support the 
cover while the mercury joint allows the board to riso and fall with 
the scales. It is evident, therefore, that the atmosphere will press 

' upon the board everywhere except beneath the cover, where there 
will be a less pressure, so that if the scales have been balanced for the 
weight of tho board and mercury, they will be drawn upward by 
the suction of the vacuum under the cover. The amount of this 
is clearly equal to the area beneath O multiplied by the number of 
pounds per square inch difference between tho vacuum and the 
atmospheric pressure, and can be obtained directly from tho scales 
and the difference of pressure calculated. In the pip 
diaphragm d, through which there is a small hole; this prevents 
rapid fluctuations from disturbing the balance, while it allows the 
same average vacuum beneath G as in the stack, there being no 
leakage past the mercury joint. It serves n further purpose, also, 
in connection with the plug c; by withdrawing this plug the atmo
sphere has access beneath C, so that the scales can be balanced at any 
time without the vacuum in the flue affecting them. Tho edge or rim 
of 0 should be thin, and not soluble in mercury; it can be made of 
sheet iron rivetted and the joint made air-tight by varnish. The area 
of C can be calculated from measurements of its diameter, or by 
impressing its edge upon any soft surface it can be obtained with a 
planimeter. The mercury should be pure enough not to clog the 
motion, and its buoyant effect upon the cover, whose edge will 
necessarily be of somo thickness, can be utilised to make the scales 
weigh to small fractions of an ounce, provided only that the knife 
edges be in good order. To accomplish this, a pointer b is fastened 
to the scale beam so that it will play over a roughly graduated arc 
upon the card a and indicate the exact position of the beam; to 
find the value of the divisions in parts of an ounce, remove c and 
note how many divisions the pointer moves over when the pee is 
moved a quarter or half ounce ; the thicker the rim of O the 
greater will, of course, be the value of each division. This pointer 
and scale also allows small changes in the vacuum to be noted 
without moving the pee. A modification of the apparatus, 
which dispenses with the use of mercury, consists in using a 
shallow metal cylinder in place of B, and a flat disc in place of C, 
acting as a piston, the latter being a thousandth or two smaller 
than the cylinder, so as to move freely in it and yet allow no 
appreciable amount of air to pass by it. In this form of instru
ment the diaphragm d must be replaced by a cock, which can be 
shut to balance tho scales, and has when open sufficient passage 
way to prevent what little air passes the piston from affecting the 
vacuum under it to any appreciable extent. The piston must also 
be hung from D by a rubber tube, so that it can hang freely in, and

e D there is a
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staging, at other times stationary and high out of the water, ring of brick in cement, thereby increasing the weight, which assists 
Before this description can be of much practical value it will be during the process of digging to sink the cylinder and also keep it 

necessary to describe more in detail the principal parts of the in form, as well as fulfilling the primary object of its being there, 
pontoon, and the mode by which it is wrought. The method of namely, to insure the safety of the structure in the event of the iron 
raising and lowering the platform is shown by Fig. 3. A is one being corroded away. While the rings are in course of being added, 
of the legs, which is 5ft. in diameter, and of a conical shape at the all at the same time is lowered by the hydraulic apparatus already 
bottom, to prevent the ground on which it rests being scoured from described till the cylinder reaches the river bed. The digger is 
underneath. On it is fixed four heavy steel plates B B, two on now set to work and gradually excavates the material from within 
each side, about 16in. apart, having holes C C passing through the cylinder, and thereby makes a way for it to settle down into 
them, spaced about 6in. apart. Sliding within these two plates, the ground, and this is continued until it reaches its proper depth, 
but fixed to the platform, are other two D D, having holes the Although apparently easy and simple on paper, the difficulties in 
same size and pitch as in the outside plates, and carrying between the way preventing the desired end being attained are sometimes 
them a hydraulic cylinder E, provided with a piston P, piston enormous; for example, you may come on a bed of boulders—this 
rod R, and crosshead I. The action is as follows:—Suppose the is found in many piers, being the protecting rubble of the old 
piston P to be at the top of the cylinder, through the crosshead I bridge piers—or even one large one, say one quarter within and 
and outer plates BB a steel pin is passed; when water is the remainder outside of the cylinder, or get into clay so hard 
admitted, the cylinder E is forced up, because the outer plates that the digger can barely cut into it, and yet so leaky as to make 
B B on which the pin rests are fixed to the leg A, which in its turn it impossible to pump the cylinder dry. Or there may be difti-

bears on the ground. The plates culties, the causes of which, if known, could be as easily counter- 
D Dare thus lifted, and with them acted and overcome as was the case when the sand saddened 
the platform. When the cylinder within the cylinder during the ebbing of the tide, on account of the 
has been raised about Gin., the water being higher within than without; the digger in these 
holes through the inner plates circumstances brought up only a small quantity at a time, nothing 
D D and outer plates B B are in to be compared to what was done when the water was kept a little 
line. Into one of these is now lower within than without. This is easily accomplished by the arti- 
passed another steel pin. If the ficial means of pumping, the effect of which is to cause a little water 
water in the cylinder E is allowed to be constantly leaking through the sand into the cylinder, thereby 
to go free, the platform will now keeping it loose, and consequently making it easy to be dug into, 
hang on the pin just inserted, and At other times the diggers are completely useless for excavating 
allow the first to be withdrawn, the material within the cylinders; a good alternative—if at all 
The piston is now forced to the possible—in a case of this kind, is to force the cylinder down by 
top of the cylinder, and the first piling on weights, till it becomes practicable to pump it dry, after 
pin being again inserted, all is which it can be dug out by hand. Before this has been accom- 
ready for another lift. From plished, in some cases it has been necessary to add as much as 
this you can readily perceive the 400 tons of artificial loading to some of the 15ft. diameter cylinders, 
only limit to the height to which If the cylinder cannot be made water-tight, then in a case of this 
the platform may be raised is the kind resort has to be had to divers.
length of the leg and its accom- When a cylinder has reached the desired depth, and provided 
panying plates. In lowering the the bottom is satisfactory, filling in with concrete is commenced, 
platform this action is simply and continued till it reaches the top of the ironwork. The 
reversed. Both cylinders at each material for making the concrete—gravel and cement—is in 
leg are wrought at the same time, most cases lowered from the old viaduct, which is only GOft. 
and, if convenient, the others at to the eastward, and runs parallel with the new, except a short 
the remaining corners of the plat- piece at the ends. The gravel is emptied out of the trucks into 
form. The large foundation a shoot resting on the pontoon platform, and is there mixed and 
cylinders, two of which are in afterwards thrown or lowered into the cylinders, as the case 
each pier, are lowered into posi- may require. The second cylinder having been placed in position 
tion by the hydraulic apparatus in a similar manner to the first, the platform is now lowered and 
shown by Figs. 1, 3, and 4. Each at high tide is floated away over the top of the now sunk cylinders, 
of these cylinders, including an the tops of which are only visible at extreme low water, thus 
inside brick ring, which must bo leading the uninitiated to suppose little has been done because 
built before being lowered into little is seen. Cast iron weights are now built on girders above 
position, weighs about 50 tons, the cylinders for the purpose of testing the sufficiency of the 
varying less or more according to foundation. Sufficient weight is laid on to cause a pressure of
the depth to which it is to be five tons per square foot on the whole area under the cylinders,
sunk. The hydraulic cylinder and If they sink at all, these weights are allowed to remain until all 
links for lowering these founds- indications of such are stopped, after which they are transferred 
tion cylinders are shown by on to the next set by means of a wire cable or bargu. It is
Fig. 2. Figs. 1 and 3 show the here worthy of notice that the test load placed on the piers
manner in which these are is 33^ per cent, in excess of the weight that would be brought, 
wrought. C is the cylinder to bo although the two lines were fully loaded with trains. On 
lowered; A the hydraulic lower- the removal of the weights, temporary caissons are fixed to the 

’fcZfSi.. ing cylinder; I* the piston and permanent cylinders by bolts ami pumped dry. The remaining 
hollow trunk through which is bluo brick, outer shell, concrete, anil stone work al>ove low-water 
>asscd the steel links L, these is then executed. Twenty feet down into this are built the holding

being single and double every down bolts, sixteen in number, in each pier, all 2|in. diameter, 
alternate length, and through all The caissons aru removed, and afterwards the connecting piece 
arc cottar holes about lOin. between the cylinders and the remainder of the pier is built ut 
apart. B is a bow, fixed on to and underpinned beneath the iron base on which the wrought iron 
and over the hydraulic cylinder superstructure rests. Progress is thus going on at several piers at 
A; through it the links are one and the same time :—(1) The pontoon, lowering, digging, and
also passed, they being in short concreting; (2) testing the value of tho foundations; (3) building
lengths, and attached to ono under high-water within tho temporary caissons; (4) finishing 

another by means of bolts. At the bottom of the cylinder 0 theso remainder of pier to underside of ironwork. This, again, is but 
links are firmly fixed to a plate, which, in it« turn, is securely the starting point from which tho iron suj>erstructuro, as shown in
bolted to the cylinder. Tho action in lowering is as follows:— Fig, 5 begins to riso—in stages also—to be followed by tho placing of
Suppose the combined piston and trunk 1* is almost raised to tho tho girders and flooring, on which, finally, tho track is laid, 
top of its stroke, by admitting water through a cock at Q, a cottar Although the ad vantages gained by using jiontoons such 
is able to be inserted through the hole H. Upon water beingagain described are apparent to all, it is at tho same time evid 
admitted, the links are raised, and with them the cylinder C, thus 
relieving tho top cottar—presently resting on the bow—which is 
then withdrawn and inserted in tho first hole higher up. The water 
feeing now allowed to escape, the piston I* and links L, with the 
large cylinder C attached, descend till the top cottar again rests on 
the bow B. The lower cottar is then free to be withdrawn and 
inserted in the first hole higher up, and this done we aro ready to 
begin a new stroke, and so continuing the cylinder C is gradually 
lowered till it reaches the river bed. Four of these hydraulic
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could not be used to advantage, except on works of some magm 
tude, where, for instance, there are a goodly number of pier* to be 
put down, and also difficulties to bo overcome, for grappling which 
they are peculiarly suited. The now Tay Viaduct furnishes such 
work and difficulties. The pontoons on the Dundee side sunk and 
concreted one complete pier—of two cylinders, 10ft. diameter each 
—per week, for nearly two months on end, the greatest difficulty 
to contend with being the shallowness of the water in which it 
had to work. The depth to which each of these cylinders is sunk 
varies from about 16ft. to 26ft. under the bed of the river.

Such is a very brief rtfxunitf of tho foundation work, and the 
mode by which it is being accomplished at this viaduct at the pre
sent time. Time alone will tell, when tho results are balanced, if 
the decision was altogether wise which fixed on this novel method 
of carrying out a vast undertaking.

cylinders are employed in lowering one foundation cylinder.
The water for all the hydraulic machinery is obtained from the
pumps already mentioned. The diggers used are of various mode by which it is being accomplished at thi 

consist of those with hinged automatic
into the

v, ...... ____  ... „..c „„„ ........._rawal. These
ed principally in excavating the sand and other soft materials, 

others having hydraulic cylinders for opening and closing strong 
toothed doors, in order to tear and bring away the softer rocks and 
hard clays, have been used, but to no extent. In some cases a 
centrifugal pump has been utilised to great advantage for taking 
out the silty sand within the cylinders. The main suction pipe 
has two inlets, to each of which is attached a flexible rubber pipe.
While the nozzle of the one inlet is being held to the sand by a 
diver, the other is loose and sucking in clean water. By using this 
precaution the pump seldom gets choked, and with some kinds of 
deposit this method is found to give excellent results.

After this preliminary description you will readily follow the 
mode of working the pontoon during the sinking of a pier. The 
first thing necessary to be done is to float out the pontoon as nearly 
as possible to its true position, immediately over where the cylinders 
are to be sunk. It is taken to its place by means of the crane 
already on it, acting as a windlass, the ropes and chains being 
fastened to buoys and the piers of the old bridge. Placed in 
position, it is only the work of a few minutes to drive away the 
temporary supports on which the legs are resting—the pins at 
this time being all removed—when they gradually sink to the 
bottom. The hydraulic apparatus used in raising tne platform— 
already described and shown in Figs. 4—is now brought into 
requisition, and made to lift it to the desired height. This is 
generally attained when the bottom of the pontoon is about 2ft. 
under high water level. The best, and occasionally the only time the 
pontoon can be brought into position, before being raised, is at 
nigh tide. It is the best hecause the platform is about as high as it 
requires to be, and occasionally it is the only time, on account of 
the depth of water required to float it in. Anchors and chains 
are now called into requisition to assist the legs in keeping the 
platform steady, which, by the way, is found to be remarkably so, 
even in the roughest weather. When standing on the platform, 
during a high wind, and carefully watching the movement at high 
tide, when the waves are dashing against it, the oscillation is 
found to be very slight, even with both these adverse circumstances 
to its steadiness in play. All done we have a fixed platform, above 
the influence of the tide, and at the same time in the best attainable 
position relative to the pie 
Upon the platform is also placed all the 
the lowering, sinking, and building of th 
course, 
central
for convenience in handling,
be done while they are thus being built in position. As section
after section of iron is added—within—cn the inner side, is built a Engineer's estimate ..

types, but principally 
doors, which are open when the digger is dropped 
ground, and closed by links in the act of withdraw 
are us

TENDERS.
LEICESTER SEWAGE WORKS.

For supplying and fixing a wrought iron hurdle fence 72 yards 
long, with one wrought iron single field gate, for the I/cicester 
sewage works. Quantities by Mr. J. Gordon, C.E., borough sur-

£ s. d.
48 5 6 
55 2 0 
69 15 0 
80 0 0

vcyor.
Hydes Wigfull. Sheffield—accepted
Wright Bros., Leicester.....................
W. T. Burbidgo. Leicester .. ..
Cort and Paul, Leicester

For the pulling down of the present boundary and cross wall, 
and the building of a new boundary and retaining wall, at the 
Leicester sewage works. Quantities by the borough surveyor, Mr. 
J. Gordon, C.E. £ s. d.

F. Major, Leicester—accepted............................................... 800 0
J. O. Jewslmry, Leicester........................................................ 82 19 0
E. T. Hutchinson, Leicester ............................................... 89 0 0
T. and H. Herbert. Leicester ............................................... 92 10 0
8. W. Pilling and Co., Manchester .. .. 12' 1 0

SUTTON-IN-A8HFTELD, NOTTS, WATERWORKS.
Mr. George Hod son, C.E., Loughborough, and Mr. Herbert 

Walker, O.E., Nottingham, joint engineers.
Stanton Iron Company—accepted..................
Clay Cross Iron Company....................................
Butteriey Iron Company....................................
Staveley Iron Company ....................................
James Okes and Co.....................................................
Firmstone and Brothers....................................
Cochrane and Co.................. ....................................
Macfarlanc, Strang, and Co.................................

£ s. d. 
3484 2 0 
3432 8 4 
3460 0 0 
3504 8 7 
8594 0 0 
3612 12 4 
3876 10 6 
4658 0 0

CRICCTETH.—EXTENSION OF MAIN SEWERS. 
Mr. Thomas Roberts, Assoc. M. Inst. C.E., engineer.

Outfall.Railway Manchester 
station.
A. s. d. £ s.

TotaL

£ R. d 
.. 442 18 

0 0 .. 327 0
10 0 .. 292 5
0 0 .. 282 0
0 0 .. 278 0
0 0 .. 270 0
0 0 .. 257 1 2
40.. 349 17

House.
r at which work is about to be commenced.

necessary apparatus for Jones, Criccieth ..
, sinking, and building of the cylinders, material, of Owen, Portmadoc.. .. 66 0 0 .. 186 0

excepted. The cylinders are now built over one of the Bsrmouth .. M15 0 .. _l4c _
openings of the platform, being brought in complete rings, KcwsJSKteth ‘i W 0 0 129 '
remence m handling, as part of the fixing together has to Davies, Portmadoc .. 80 0 0 .. 133

As section W. Jones, Criccieth !! 81 16 0 .. 121 I ..
• -• *- S7 1 6 .. 183 1 ..

s. d.

The engineer.
July 10, 188 f>.

SINKING THE CYLINDERS OF THE TAY 
BRIDGE BY PONTOONS*

By Mr. Andrew S. Biggart.
One of the most common forms of foundations now adopted on 

which to build the superstructure of a modern bridge is the cylin
der. But, as the foundations are often in positions difficult to get 
at and when there, to remain at, owing to causes such as the rise 
and fall of the tide, rapidity of the current, storms, &c., a difficult 
problem in connection with the building is often, How are the 
cylinders to be sunk ? One of the easiest, and at the same time 
most sure, methods now in vogue is to build a wooden stage around 
the place where each cylinder is to be sunk, and from this as a work
ing platform lower, dig out, concrete, and carry them up to the 
desired height. Some cylinders are of sufficient capacity to float 
themselves with perfect safety to their respective positions, as well 
as be made to carry all the sinking apparatus and platform neces
sary to regulate their descent into their final resting place. Or 
again, if we drop to the smallest form of cylinder, we would 
instance the screw and the hollow pile, the former of which is sent 
home by the simple, though sometimes difficult, process of screw
ing into the ground, while the latter is driven. While work can 
and is being done every day by methods similar to these, it is 
readily understood that much is done, especially if a stage has 
been constructed, which requires to be undone with a consequent 
loss of time and money. To use the old method of staging for 
such a work as the New Tay Viaduct would have required almost 
a forest of timber for this alone, and, owing to the great depth of 
water, the work would have been both tedious and expensive.

Before proceeding to sketch the novel method which has, how
ever, been adopted, let us look at the primary conditions which 

st necessarily be fulfilled by whatever form of platform is used—(1) 
There must be a working platform, on which can be placed cranes
mu

and other machinery; (2) the platform must be high enough to 
permit of work being conducted from and upon it at all states of 
the tide ; (3) it should also be capable of being removed speedily
from one position to another. These primary conditions, enhanced 
by many other advantages, are practically realised in the pontoons 
designed by Mr. Arrol, and now used successfully by him in sink
ing the cylinders of the New Tay Viaduct. The pontoons used, 
of which there are four, are all made up of tanks, for the sake of 
convenience, which are rigidly fastened together in the form of a 
rectangle, and they vary in size from 56ft. by 36ft. Gin. by 6ft. 
deep, as in the smallest, to 81ft. by 66ft. by 7ft. deep, as in that 
of the largest. Wo propose to confine our description to one of 
these, as all arc the same in principle, varying only in some of tho 
details.
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SINKING THE CAISSONS OF THE TAY BRIDGE PIERS.
(For description see page 25.)
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COVERED SERVICE RESERVOIR, NOTTINGHAM WATERWORKS.
MR. OGLE TARBOTTON, M.I.C.E., ENGINEER.
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1 SECTION ON L/NE. K.LF PESERVO/RPLAN
<4

On this page we illustrate the new service reservoir, con- puddle, except to a certain extent on the floor, the whole of the In a paper last session on “The Electromotive Foroe during diffusion 
structed under Mr. Ogle Tarbotton, and known as the Park-row interior faces of the walls being lined with Portland cement in Tidal Stream* ” (see “Proceedings,” Royal Society, No. 232, the 
Reservoir. It is finished, and was opened on the 2‘2nd of June, plastering. The size of the reservoir is 180ft. by 141ft.;the author recorded the electrical part of this investigation. The present 
The original reservoir was made in the year 1832, and was a height is 16ft; and the shape on plan is rhomboidal. The communication contains the concluding gravimetric experiments of 
small open one ; and being shallow and exposed to the air the roof is constructed of light brick arches, which are covered t*ie research. The effects attending the diffusion of the salt and 
water was liable to continuous atmospheric and other con- with Portland cement concrete, and the latter is finally fre*h water in tidal estuaries, on parts of the same metal, of known

three weeks ; and in the winter periods at intervals of about six the whole of the framing of the roof is tied together by trans- Bessemer steel’(c.c. 0?5), “ soft” Siemens-Martin steel (c.c. 017), 
or eight weeks. These operations caused a large loss of water, verse girders of wrought iron. The floor is formed of puddle “ soft" cast steel (c.c. 046), “hard” Bessemer steel (c,c. 051), 
and much temporary inconvenience to the district supplied from and Portland cement concrete with a coating of pure cement, best cast metal, “ No 1,” (c.c. 0 39), common cast metal, “ No. 2 ’ 
the reservoir. The old reservoir was connected directly with and the columns are hollow and made to hold the water inside, (c.c. 0‘67), were constantly exposed to conditions of galvanic action 
the supply of water from the old Trent Pumping-station ; that therefore the holding power of the huge tank is reduced only by »imilar to those obtaining in some tidal streams. The results 
is to say, the water supplied to the town was obtained from the the thickness of the metal of the columnar supports. The demonstrate that electric disintegration of the nature alluded to 
river Trent, and pumped direct from the now disused station capacity of the reservoir is about 2J million gallons, and this i*1 this and the former paper—vix., the galvanic destructive action 
through a 15in. main. It was the first high-pressure and con- large volume will be pumped into the reservoir every day and on l>*rt* of even the same metal, arising from difference of electrical
stant service supply in the kingdom of England constructed by used for the supply of the low level zone, for the service of potential during diffusion between the surface and lower waters in a
Mr. Hawksley. It was also supplemented by a small supply which the reservoir is constructed. stream-i. on company vnth other ithe
from the springs at Scotliolme. Both these sources of supply The work has been constructed in a short space of time, Mr. .im^’coSosTon il ^watefaTo^," than thit which ensue, from

have been discontinued since the waterworks came into the Smart, Nottingham, being the contractor. The cost, including the action on each other of dissimilar metals of this group— such 
hands of the Corporation, and now the reservoir is mainly fed the widening of two streets known as Park-street and Rope walk- a« wrought irons, cast metals, and steels—in galvanic connection in 
from the Bagthorpe wells. A\ ater can be and is frequently run street, will be about £12,000. The inhabitants of the large sea water. Compared with simple corrosion in sea water only the 
in from Bestwood and Papplewick. The new reservoir possesses water area now supplied by the Corporation of Nottingham do increase in loss varied from about 15 up to 50 per oent., according 
some points of interest, as it is of peculiar construction. Owing not now possess a single uncovered reservoir. They are *° the nature of the metals. The results of the experiments in 
to the contracted area of the land, and the imperious demands supplied with water from wells. this and the former paper indicate, therefore, that the tidal action
of the public for the improvement of the adjacent streets, the on any vessel or metallic structure, of sea and fresh water whilst
formation had to be somewhat different to that usually em- ■ diffusing is, in the case even of the same metal thus exposed to
Swl ^ic* "*er™.ra kindar<i generaUyconstructed A.CTTON of Tidal Streams on Iron and Stkel.-At the meeting IVT^rectTv^in^U^ature^anrcha^r thl^he ^rion
of bnckwork with puddle backing and of course the piers and of the Royal Society, June 18th, a paper was read on “The action water alone. Moreover, the author ha. found it in some instances 
arches, as in the case of the lately built high-service reservoir on of Tidal Streams on Metals during Diffusion of Salt and Fresh Water, to exceed from about 55 to 120 per cent, the loss caused by 
Alapperley Plains, occupied a considerable area and involved Experimental Research, Part II. (Gravimetric),” byThomas Andrews, galvanic action between dissimilar metals of the iron and steel 
corresponding expense. It is simply a large tank, without1 F.R.S.E., communicated by Professor G. G. Stokes, Sec. R.S. group in circuit in sea water.
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bustion, and the vessel may lie under steam for hours without 
waste of fuel and ready for immediate movement.

The absence of smoke and ooolness of stokehole are very marked 
features in the working of the boiler, and it may be further stated 
that no more attention is required in working a boiler on this system 
than in working an ordinary boiler. It is not found necessary to 
shut the air valves to the furnaces in firing. Priming has been 
entirely unknown.

In conclusion, the highly successful working of this system of 
forced combustion with inexperienced hands without trouble and 
with the great economy experienced, proves it possesses merits of 
the most important character bearing on steamship working and 
economy, and which should in my opinion lead to its general 

■I ! D. Nicolson.

engineer reports that as the steam was maintained at a constant 
pressure of 80 lb. to 82 lb. from day to day, and no alteration 
made in the steam admission to the cylinders, the diagrams which 
show 623 indicated horse-power at sixty revolutions is the mean 
horse-power developed from a consumption of 94 tons per day, or 
7'!)16 cwt. per hour. Comparing this run with (1) voyage of 
original boiler, also with Welsh coal, it is evident that to have 
maintained, on that voyage, sixty revolutions and 623-horse power, 
the consumption could not well have been less than 15 tons per 
day, so that it appears to be a fair conclusion that the smaller 
boiler, with Howden’s system of forced combustion, has not only 
maintained a higher power than the larger natural draught boiler, 
but has, at same time, reduced the consumption of coal with the 

engines from 2'241b. to 1*42 lb. per indicated horse-power 
per hour, with taking into account the power for working fan 
engine, which, being supplied from the boiler, should correctly 
be added to the indicated horse-power of main engines. The 
consumption of coals was checked by weighing at sea over 
considerable periods, as well as by measurement of coals 
at termination of voyage. The total deduction of coals in the 
engineer’s log book for four days loading cargo at Barbadoes, by 
steam winches, seven days of steering engine at sea, and twenty 
days galley and all other fires, is 6 tons 15 cwt.

Particulars of ivorking new boiler by forced combustion since 
leaving the Clyde on 13th October, 1884, until arrival in London 
last voyage on 18th May, 1885.—The first run was made after trial 
on the Clyde, direct to Trinidad, engineers and firemen having 
previous experience in working by forced combustion, 
passage out it was attempted to run the fires twelve hours without 
cleaning, but the clinkery character of the Scotch coals used made 

of the steamer and of it necessary to clean fires more or less every six hours. The steamer 
remained in the West Indies for three months, and returned to 
London at tho end of February 1885, the voyage having been, 
extended to 44 months from leaving the Clyde. The boiler on 
arrival was found in perfect order internally and externally. During 
the stay abroad the air distributing boxes attached to the inside 
of tho furnace doors were partially destroyed by coming in contact 
with the flame, in consequence of the fireman usually heaping up 
the coals on the dead plate, a practice which should not be adopted, 
especially with forced combustion, a level fire being most suitable. 
There being no spare air boxes on board, those damaged had to do 
duty until tho return of the steamer to London. The too free 
supply of air to the furnaces, through the burnt boxes and the coal 
used being small, raised tho consumption on the homeward voyage 
to about 124 tons per day. As the cost of these air boxes is but a 
few shillings each, and they can be fixed at sea in a few minutes, 
the replacing of these is a simple matter if a spare set is carried. 
The only other damage requiring mention during the voyage was 
tho twisting of some fire-bars in one of the furnaces, these bars being 
in one length and unusually thin. The steamer sailed from London 
to tho West Indies on second voyago on 7th March last, tho firemen 
being again new hands, inexperienced in forced combustion. The 
coal was a good quality of Welsh, so that a still lower consumption 
was loolcod for. For reasons discovered later on, this expectation 
was not realised on the voyage out, the average revolutions having 
been 58, steam 781b., and consumption 114 tons. There was like
wise trouble on several occasions with the fire bars giving 
the outward voyago. This was apparently duo to their being of 
soft raw metal, and to inattention of the firemen, and not to tho 
effect of tho air prossuro combustion, as tho same injury occurred 
when working with natural draught, on one occasion, when going 
through tho islands. Tho chief engineer having discovered, and 
madegood before beginning tho return voyage, aconsiderable leakage 
of steam from tho joint plate dividing tho high from tho low- 
prossuro valve casings—those being together between tho cylinders 
—and having got tho fireman to follow his directions more carefully, 
accomplished tho highly successful results of tho homeward voyago 
already described with ease, and without injury to a single fire bar. 
Tho boiler tubes wore only swept out once on the homeward run 
and the fires wore, kept in good order, cleaning only every twelve hours. 
On arrival in London, on May 18th, the boiler was found in perfect 
order inside and out, and without showing the slightest injury 
from having worked seven months under this system of forced com
bustion.

Air supply.—The whole air for combustion is supplied by a3(!in. 
Gunther fan driven by a Tangye vertical engine, having a cylinder 
of (ijin. diameter by 74in. stroke, and working at an average of 
190 revolutions. After some little adjustment of tho engine on 
first voyage, both it and tho fan have worked during tho seven 
months without trouble and with little attention. With sotno 
simple protection from dust to working parts of engine, the driving 
of a fan for supplying air to furnaces apparently 
attention than tho working a centrifugal pump for supplying water 
of condensation to marine engines.

General remarks.—From tho experience of tho continuous work
ing of this system of combustion for upwards of seven months at 
sea, with inexperienced firemen, and under conditions that have 
mado the test more severe than would probably often occur in 
other trades, the advantages anticipated, and which were claimed 
by Mr. Howden in his paper on his system of combustion, read at 
the Institution of Naval Architects, have been realised in 
high degree. These claims, shortly stated, are:—(1) Increased 
power from smaller boilers, combined with large saving in fuel; 
(2) reduced wear and tear of boilers and fittings; (3) perfect 
control of combustion; (4) coolness of stokehole and absence of 
smoke.

Increase, of power combined with economy.—Hitherto it has been 
the experience in using forced combustion that any considerable 
increase in power must be largely paid for in increased consumption 
of coal. The experience of the New York City shows, on the 
contrary, that with Howden’s system a large increase of power can 
bo obtained with much less expenditure of fuel per horse-power 
than is required for combustion by natural draught. There has not 
been occasion to test the highest increase of power practicable in 
the New York City, though, in the trial on the Clyde, tho engines 
were run as high as (!4 revolutions, while the coal which was being 
weighed out at the time indicated no lessened economy. On the 
present outward voyago on the run to Dartmouth, May 30th, dia
grams were taken with the engines again running at 64 revolutions, 
and indicating 700-horse-power, which, being upwards of 20 
indicated horse-power per square foot of fire grate, is a higher rate 
of power than, so far as I know, has ever been accomplished outside 
of torpedo boat trials and locomotives. I may say, so far as my 
experience of the New York City can guide me, I see no reason why 
a still higher rate of power should not be worked at on this system 
of combustion without injury to tho boilers or reduction of its 
unique economy.

Less wear and tear of boiler and fittings.—The test of the working 
of the boiler in the New York City in these voyages has been from 
a conjunction of circumstances more than usually severe. The 
voyage is a prolonged one in a hot climate, and in these cargo 
steamers the working of the boiler and apparatus must necessarily 
be left very much in the fireman's hands. Besides this, owing to 
the discharge from the circulating pump being combined with the 
discharge from the air pump, a leakage of the sea water to hot- 
well occurred during these voyages, requiring a more or less 
frequent blowing off of water from the boiler. It has also happened 
from oircumstances affecting the movements of the steamer that 
on neither of these voyages with forced combustion did the boiler 
receive any supply of fresh water while abroad, so that with the 
exception of the supply before leaving Glasgow in October, 1884, 
and London in March, 1885, the steamer had to fall back for seven 
months entirely on salt water, blowing off and filling from the sea 
when necessary. The non-injurious effect of this system of forced 
combustion has therefore, from these special causes, been tested 
in a manner exceptionally severe.

Perfect control of comlmstion.—This is a very valuable feature, 
The oombustion is controlled by the movement of a handle, and 
when the engines are stopped no steam is wasted by blowing off at 
Sftfety valves, os the closing UP of theftir Vftlrei entirely (tojpp com-

HOWDEN’S SYSTEM OF FORCED COMBUSTION.
The following report on the working of Howden’s system on 

board the West India line steamer New York City has been pre
pared by Mr. D. Nicolson, superintending engineer to Messrs. 
Scrutton, Sons, and Co., Gracechurch-street

9, Gracechurch-street, London, 11th June, 1885. 
Messrs. James Howden and Co., Glasgow.

Dear Sirs,—We have pleasure in complying with your request 
for a statement of the results obtained from the new boiler fitted 
by you in our steamer New York City, and worked on your 
Mr. Howden’s system of forced combustion, together with the 
results obtained from the original boilers worked by natural 
draught. The subjoined report by our Superintending Engineer, 
Mr. Nicolson, we believe to be correct in every detail, the most of 
them being within our own personal knowledge. We trust this 
statement of facts regarding this important improvement in steam
ship economy may be helpful in leading to the general adoption of 
what has proved itself to be a very valuable invention.—We are, 
yours faithfully, Scrutton, Sons and Co.

adoption.—Yours faithfully,same

USE OF OIL TO QUIET THE WAVES.
The Hydrographic Office has been collecting data to determine 

under what circumstances the use of oil is most efficacious in 
diminishing the danger of breaking seas during gales of wind. 
Masters of vessels are requested to make experiments in this matter 
whenever the opportunity occurs, and report the results to one of 
the Branch Hydrographic Offices, or directly to the Central Office 
at Washington. When sufficient data have been collected a 
pamphlet will be issued giving such directions in regard to the use 
of oil as the common experience of seamen may determine to be 
the best.

The following accounts have been received lately:—Captain 
R. S. Thompson, ss. Sacrobosco, reports using oil in 1880, 
and twice during the month of February, 1885. In each instance, 
after getting his ship before the wind, he put over oil bags with the 
best results. In the first case the engines were slowed so as not 
to lose too much to leeward, and it was proved clearly that with 
the use of oil it is not necessary to run as fast as is generally sup
posed. Captain Smith, of the English bark Emma, used refined 
petroleum during a gale in which his vessel was abandoned. He 
found it entirely useless, although barrels of it were emptied to 
windward, and seven or eight bags of it were towed alongside. 
About five gallons of crude turpentine or pine oil was used with 
good effect as long as it lasted. Captain Geddes, of the s.s. Erato, 
in February, 1885, instead of heaving-to during a favourable gale, 
concluded to run. He shipped some very heavy seas, which did 
great damage until tho oil bags were put over, when the ship ran 
comfortably with the decks perfectly dry. Captain Daniel Thomas, 
of the British barkentine Corisande, in January, 1885, during a 
gale, while lying-to, was boarded by a heavy sea which washed one 
man away and disabled the vessel, which lay in tho trough of the 
sea. Men were stationed immediately to pour oil overboard until 
bags could be prepared and tho vessel secured. When this was 
done she was easily got before tho wind and ran very comfortably. 
Captain Johnson, of the English steamer Emcrilda, reports using 
oil bags with excellent effect, during a heavy north-west gale, on 
his last voyage from l’ort lioyal to Liverpool. Captain Moore, of 
tho British hark Siddartha, says that during the last four years ho 
has frequently used oil bags when hove-to or running, and lias 
invariably found they made a wonderful change in tho nature of 
the sea. His system is to fill a coarse bag with oakum, thoroughly 
saturated with oil, and to hang it over the weather how, if hove-to, 
or to the hurnkins, if running. Chief Officer John Matson, of the 
English steamer Edinboro, in 1881, while lying to in a mountainous 
sea in tho Bay of Biscay, placed two oil-bags overboard forward 
with the best results, tho oil effectually preventing the sea from 
hoarding the ship. Captain Hoott, of the English s.s. Briscoe, 
during a recent passage from Baltimore to London, experienced 
heavy gales from WNW. to WSW., with high seas swooping over 
the ship. He filled two canvas bags with oil and towed them 
over the stern with excellent effect, as they prevented the seas 
from boarding the vessel. Captain Mumford, of tho British s.s, 
North Anglia, in October, 1884, during a hurricane, had his main 
wheel gear carried away, and was obliged to steer aft. After the 
men had been washed away several times he tried oil .and had no 
further trouble. Again, in February, 1885, whilo hove-to. ho 
poured oil through a pipe on each side of tho forecastle. Oakum 
was put loosely into the pipes to prevent tho oil running too 
quickly. After commencing the oil no dangerous water was shipped. 
Mr. G. Foster Howell, of New York, sends a very interesting 
account of the uso of oil while off tho Horn in tho ship Cavalier 
in 187(5. Tho ship had been run too long, and heavy seas were 
constantly boarding her. At last one more powerful than tho 
rest rushed upon her with awful violence and started the deck. 
At tho writer’s suggestion oil hags were towed overboard with 
about 25ft. of line, one on each quarter and one amidships, 
sooner had the oil commenced to leak than tho Hen ceased to boil 
and rage, and the waves became so harmless that they no longer 
broke upon us.”

10, Fenchurcli-avenue, London, 11th June, 1885. 
Messrs. Scrutton, Sons, and Co.

Gentlemen,—In preparing by your instructions the following 
statement of the results of the working of the system of combus
tion by air under pressure, patented by Mr. Howden, and applied 
to the new boiler fitted by his firm in the New York'City, with 
the comparative results obtained from tho original boilers with 
natural draught, the following particulars 
the original and new boilers appear necessary for the proper under
standing of the subsequent statement of results.

Particulars of steamer and machinery.—The New York City is 
a steamer built in 1879, on full lines for largo dead-weight carry
ing. Her dimensions are 260ft. by 344ft. by 224ft.; gross tonnage, 
1724; displacement on 20ft., her usual full load draught, 3700 
tons nearly. The engines, which are ordinary compound, have 
cylinders 33in. by (ilin. diameter, with 33in. stroke, and without 
an expansion valve to high-pressure cylinder. The propeller is 
14ft. (iin. diameter and 17ft. pitch. Average speed at sea, fully 
loaded, with neutral weather, at fifty-eight revolutions, eight and 
a-half to nine knots.

JJoilers.—The original boiler, though worked as one double-ended, 
with two furnaces at each end, was formed of two independent 
cylindrical parts, each 12ft. Oin. diameter by Oft 4Ain. in length, 
and tied together, back to back, at tho distance of 4ft. Sin. apart, 
which space formed a common dry combustion chamber, having an 
iron casing lined with fire-brick. Tho engines with this boiler 
compared fairly as regards economy with tho other steamers of the 
lino. The boiler was, however, defective in parts of the combustion 
chamber, and several tubes leaked considerably when subjected to 
sudden changes of temperature; otherwise the boiler was as effective 
as other boilers. Tho tendency of the boiler to leak, owing to the 
unequal expansion and contraction arising from its design and 
construction, and tho advantages likely to accrue from tho smaller 
boilor proposed by Messrs. Howden and Go., worked on their 
system of forced combustion, led to the ordering of tho now boilor 
in May, 1884, though tho original boiler had not then been in uso 
much over four years. The present boilor, of tho dimensions given 
below, was fitted on board at Glasgow in September, 1884. It is 
single-ended, with one stokoliolo, and occupies considerably less 
s|>aco than tho original double-ended boiler, with two stokeholes. 
The fire-grate, which is 4ft. l^in. over tho bars, is reduced some
what in width with closely fitting side piecos. Before tho original 
boilor was removed, it was for throe voyages under tho cliargo of 
tho present chief engineer, who worked it satisfactorily, so that a 
very fair comparison can ho mado of tho results from working tho 
larger boilor. under normal conditions, by natural draught, and 
tho smaller by forced combustion. It should also bo noticed hero 
that the engines in every respect remained the samo with the 
new as with the original boilor, so that a more exact test of 
tho performance of tho now boiler is afforded than if new engines 
had been supplied at same time. In tho voyages after mentioned, 
No. 2 with original boiler, and 1 and 2 with new boiler, wore made 
with same propeller blades, No. 1 voyago with original boiler 
having a different set of about equal offoct.

Particulars of Original and New Boilers.
Original Boilor.

17ft.
12ft. (Sin.

Two
Four, lift. M11.

no
On the

way on

Now Boiler, 
lift.
14ft.
Nono

Throe, 8ft. 4i».
Numbor, length, and dia. of tubes 872—Oft. 4Jin. by .'Sjin. 210—8ft. by 81n.
Tube surface ........................................ 2173 sq. ft. 1319 sq.ft.
Longth of firo bars over all .. .. 6ft Oin. 4ft. ljin.
Aggregate firo grate .................... 76sq. ft.

Comparative power and consumption of fuel of the two boilers. 
—To make a proper comparison between tho original boiler with 
natural draught and the new boiler with forced combustion, it is 
necessary to select voyages made as nearly as possible under the 
same conditions of draught of vessel and weather. Two runs under 
such conditions were made with each boiler under the charge of tho 
same chief engineer, which afford fair means of comparison. 
These are, with the original boiler: (1) The homeward run from 
Barbadoes, arriving in London January 1st, 1884. (2) Tho out
ward run from London to Barbadoes, leaving 20th May, 1884. 
With tho new boiler; (1) The run outwards from the Clyde to 
Trinidad, leaving 13th October, 1884. (2) The homeward run from 
Barbadoes, arriving in London on 18th May, 1885. The results 
are as folio

Longth without uptnko .. ..
Diameter..................................................
Htourn domes ............................... ......
Numbor and diameter of furnaces

requires no more
“ No

30 sq. ft.

AMERICAN NOTES.
(From our own Correspondent.)a very

New York, June 27th.
The showings of railroad companies and all manufacturing 

interests for the half-year, so far as have been mado known, are 
favourable. The railroad managers throughout the country are 
rapidly harmonising differences, and it now seems prohablo that 
the cutting of rates, which has characterised railroad management 
for months past, will be almost altogether discontinued. On 
several lines an advance in freight rates has already been made, 
and at some places agreements have been entered into which will 
be maintained during the autumn months. In the smaller indus
trial establishments throughout the country an increase of work is 
observable, such as in car works, machine, boiler, and engine 
shops, steel works, hardware establishments, wire works, and a 
host of little establishments representing from 50,000 dols. to 
100,000 dols. capital. The downward tendency in prices still con
tinues. Firmer prices are looked for during July, 
requirements will be presented which will be withheld until the 
turn of the half-year. More active railroad construction will be 
inaugurated. Bail makers have inquiries for large quantities of 
rails for new lines. Small lots of rails are selling at 27dols.; old 
rails are in active request at 17dols.; old steel rails, 15dols. 
little business has been done in spiegeleisen, ferro manganese, or 
English Bessemer. Home furnaces on Bessemer are doing well. 
The bar mills throughout the country have started up, and the 
probabilities are that there will be a steady run for the summer on 
a basis of 1 dol. 40c. for common iron to 1 dol. 00c. for medium. 
Refined cast steel is 84c.; Bessemer, 3c. Bridge builders are 
placing orders for plate and bridge iron at 2c. to 2T5o. 
Beams and channels are firm at 3c. Wrought pipe mills are 
working full, with the prospects of abundant business to meet 
requirements for natural gas, water, and steam. Crop reports are 
less favourable. The wheat yield will be 3(50,000,000 bushels, 
against an average of 500,000,000 bushels. In other staple pro
ducts a full crop is guaranteed.

Preparations are being made for an increase of production of 
pig iron in Eastern Pennsylvania. Some of tho strongest com
panies there are piling up stocks rather than sell at present 
prices. A slight improvement in crude iron is looked for. Present 
tide water quotations are 15dols. for forge, 16 dols. 50c. for No. 2, 
and 17 dols. 50c. for No. 1; Bessemer, 18 dols. to 19 dols. Ferro
manganese is offered at70dols. for 80 per cent. Domestic slabs 
are selling at 30 dols. to 32 dols. Cargo scrap is offered at 16 dols.; 
steel rails, 26dols. to 28dols.; light sections, 30dols. to 38dols., 
according to weight. Only current requirements of all kinds are 
being fulfilled. The movement in general merchandise is sluggish. 
Jobbers and brokers report unsatisfactory developments of the 
autumn trade. Several bridge iron markets have received 
important orders. The thirty-four nail factories of the Wester^ 
Assqqiatiou arc idle, in consequence of tho dispute oyer wages,

ws :—
Original Boiler with Natural Draught.

Avcr- Con-
sumpt’n

per
24 hours

UlT: Coal. Wea
ther.

agoVoyago. Draught.
J revo- 
lut’ns A great many

Aft. Forward.
1 Ilomew’ds|20ft. 3in. 19ft. 8in.| 66

2 Outwards 20ft. 4in. 18ft. lOln.i 69

Welsh.

Not Ryhope 
taken. [

New Boiler with Forced Combustion. 

2 Outwards 20ft. 4in. 18ft. 10in.t 67 

1 Homow’ds'20ft. Sin. 19ft. Gin. 60

13J tons664 Fair.

15 tons
But

Not
takon. Scotch ill tons, j Fair. 

Welsh. ,0J- tons. *023

* Fair and head winds.
Remarks on above voyages—On (2) voyage of tho original boiler 
reliable diagrams were taken, nor on first run with new boiler, 

owing to defective indicator; but the indicated horse-power always 
closely approximates to tho revolutions under the same conditions. 
The Ryhope coal used on the (2) voyage with original boiler is an 
excellent steaming coal, and taking tho increased revolutions into 
account, gave about as good results as the Welsh coal. The Scotch 
coal used on the first run out with the forced combustion boiler 
was of a dirty character, leaving much clinker, and requiring fires 
cleaned about every six hours. The vessel, however, ran straight 
from the Clyde to Trinidad, making a good average passage, and 
consuming only 11 tons per day of this inferior coal. On (2) home
ward run with forced combustion and Welsh coal, the engineer— 
having previously discovered and mado good a leakage of steam 
from tho high-pressure to low-pressure casings, which had affected 
tho outward run, and having got tho inexperienced firemen into 
better training—maintained steadily and with ease a higher power 
than the engines had ever previously worked to at sea, the 
revolutions averaging sixty per minute from day to day, and con
sumption of goals falling to 9A tons pep twenty-four hours- The

no
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NOTES AND MEMORANDA. MISCELLANEA.RAILWAY MATTERS.

The short railway joining the mam lines of the London and 
South-Western and London and Brighton and South Coast 
Companies, within 400 yards of the pier at Last feouthsea, was 
recently completed. The line is one mile three furlongs in length, 
and the first sod was turned in March, 1884.

Subscriptions are being invited for the construction of a new 
railway to be known as the Liverpool, Southport, and 1 reston 
Junction Bail way. The offices are at 22, Great Winchester-street, 
E C The only piece of new line in the system is between Hill- 
house and Southport, the remaining distances being run on 
existing lines.

The census of the population1 of Austria at the close of 1884 has The Bower-Barff Rustless Iron Company, Limited, notify change 
just been published. The total was 22,864,106, of whom 11,170,4(38 of address from 23, Queen Victoria-street, London, E.C., to 

males, and 11,693,638 females. The number of men serving Broadway-chambers, Westminster, S.W. 
in the Army and Navy was 162,423. It is said that the applications for space and concessions at the

Crucibles of nickel have lately been adopted in some chemical American Exhibition to be opened at Earl’s Court, London, on 
laboratories, in the place of the silver ones generally used for May 1st, 1886, are arriving in great numbers.
melting caustic alkalis. The ‘"Journal” of the Society of Arts ^ few days ago the Times described what it called an auto- 
says they have given good results, and have the advantage, not accumulator, accredited to Mr. Jablochkoff and so constituted as 
only of being cheaper, but of being capable of resisting a higher to be a sort of perpetual motor, a character not likely to commend 
temperature than the latter.

were

it.
In distilling equal volumes of benzol and ^ater, successively, in The foundation stone of the new pier, which will provide a 

the same apparatus and at the same temperaoures, it is found that fisherman’s harbour of refuge, was laid recently at Newlyn, 
different weights of the two substances pass over in a unit of time. Cornwall. The cost of this pier will be £16,000, which sum has 
Extensive experiments with water, benzol, chloroform, &c., show been ient by the Penzance Bank to the fishermen, 
that the times for equal weights, at the boiling points, are very g fine belts for a iarge electric lighting installation have
nearly in inverse proportion to the molecular weights. been recentfy on view at 39> Q°cen victoria-street, by Mr. .1. Okes.

The waste cuttings of cork are now being employed for making They are 31in. and 24in. wide, and about 100ft. in length, of three 
bricks, which can in some situations be used for walls, which are thicknesses for the engine belts, and the dynamo belts are of the 
subject to dampness or to heat. The cork cuttings are reduced to link type 24in. and lOin. in width.
powder in a mortar, and mixed with clay, and from this composition j is officiany notified that classes of instruction in military 
the brmks are made m the usual way When dried, they are capable engineering will be formed at the School of Military Engineering, 
of resisting a crushing strain of 51"08 lb per square inch. They oh*th *n the 4th proximo. They will comprise a field-work
K 3 Tf ’ ?g tspeclfi1c1^avity of 0 35" If such bricks can and surveying class of three and a half months for officers, a 
be made they no doubt would have some application, but what ioneor cl/88 *f five month8 for non-commissioned officers and men, 
becomes of the cork when the brick is baked? I ^ field.work clas8 of ten weeks for non.commissioned officers.

companies, and consist in matching a few co ours by selecting 
yarns. There is no complexity whatever about the operation, and 
no man with ordinary vision fails to pass the test satisfactorily. 
Coloured signals are becoming so universally used now that rail
way companies are compelled by the interests of safety to make 
sure that their trainmen are capable of distinguishing colours.

An accident occurred near Castletownroche Station, on the 
Great Southern and Western Railway, Ireland, on 30th June, to 
the passenger train leaving Lismore at 5 p.m. for Mallow. The left- 
hand connecting rod broke, and in violently striking the motion 
plate and sleepers was again broken near the centre. The end 
remaining on the crank axle was thrown round by it, and pierced 
a hole through the inner and outer fire-boxes, and through the 
barrel of the boiler. No injury was received by any of the 
passengers, but the fireman was slightly scalded about the hands, 
and the driver had one of his legs broken in getting away from the 
escaping steam.

The down portion of the main line station on the North- 
Western Railway at Rugby has been opened. The platform at the 
junction is the largest “ island ” platform in England, being over a 
quarter of a mile long and 37 yards wide. In the centre is a 
three-storey pile of buildings, comprising the necessary offices and 
a refreshment-room 90ft. by 40ft. The signal-box at the entrance 
has 180 levers on a patent interlooking system, and the signal- 
boxes and platforms are provided with telegraphic and telephonic 
communication. The Stamford line, under the deviation scheme, 
runs over a viaduct of thirteen arches, 45ft. high, and the North
ampton line over sixty-five low arches. It will be many months 
before the station is finally completed.

The following old stylo train orders are given by the Railroad 
Gazette:—Mr. Andrew Quintin, of Trenton, N.J., one of the oldest 
conductors in the country, was a delegate to the recent annual 
convention of the Passenger Conductors’ Life Insurance Society of 
the United States. He displayed before the convention a sample 
of the orders issued to him as a conductor in 1845, as follows :— 
“ Instructions — Trenton and Pennsylvania Railroad. Line 3— 
Philadelphia, December 12th, 1845. To Andrew Quintin: Sir— 
You will leave Trenton at 7, Bordentown 7.30, and Burlington at 
8 o’clock a.m. If no flag is up, remain on turnout till C. & A. R. R. 
line passes, and if no line is in sight when you get to Dank’s, proceed 
on carefully with a man ahead at (curves), and givo New York lino 
the preference, and then continue on to Cainden at regular sliced ; 
if you can get there by 9.28 (regular time to bo thero 9.20). If you 
cannot reach thero by 9.28, stop at the doop cut if you get thero 
by 9.85, and remain till 9.50, if mail pilot lino does not arrive. If 
you cannot reach deep cut at 9.50, ston at Fish Mouse turn-out till 
9.56. If no line in sight, then proceed to Oamdon with man ahead

The total number of blast furnaces built in England, Wales, i Mkssr„ Rohkrt Napifk k Sovw of Glasgow have received and 
and Scotland to June 30th, 1885, was, according to “Ryland’s fir
Iron Trade Circular,” 899; total number of furnaces in blast June the Jiuss an fieet These contracts toother with the two 
30th, 1885,428; decrease in the number of furnaces built since b lte(1 cruis(,r8 they are to construct for the British Admiralty 
March 31st, 1885, 9; decrease in the number of furnaces in blast , Beverai vessels for the Eastern Telenranh Companies and thess s si;
1885, 13; furnaces pulled down since March 31st, 1885,9; furnaces _ , _ . .
being built at present time, 13; furnaces being re-built at present Messrs. Merry and Cunninghamk, of Carnbroe, Glengarnock, 
time 4 Ardeer, and Cannon-street, London, have nearly completed an

» a recent commotion to the Society .. Win, SSSg££
rea(I a note concerning his experiments on the con- wufck^ which th will ;oll\nto billets, blooms, slabs and plates for
r;? n BfurfaceVnd Ibsens entmums thereon. boile; maki shipbuilding, and other structural purposes. The 

In a paper published last vear Bunsen bad declared that the pro- works wiU he% 0 *tion v8’ shortly. 
vious results under this head were erroneous, inasmuch as the /. , % ,
observers had proceeded on the false assumption that a maximum Die Philadelphia correspondent of the Times, telegraphing 
of condensation was attained in a few hours or days, Bunsen the gth hist., says:—“ The ironworkers on strike took full jkibhoh- 
himself finding that the condensation might go on slowly for years. H*on °f the city of Cleveland yesterday. 1 hoy marched to the 
Herr Kayser, however, had in reply pointed out that Bunsen had various ironworks, compelling the managers to close them. One 
not been sufficiently oareful in cleaning the glass surfaces on which ironmaster was attacked and severely beaten. The imlice are 
his experiments were mado, and ho now had the satisfaction to apparently unable to cope with the situation, and the Militia 
announce that Bunsen, after repeating his experiments with the assembled at the armouries to-day ready for any emergency, 
necessary precautions, had arrived at the same conclusion as him- The Admiralty have docided to arm the Swallow, now under 
self, namely, that there was no demonstrably slow condensation, construction at Sheerness, with eight 5in. breech-loaders mounted 
but that the maximum of condensation was reached with extra- upon the Vavasseur system. A doubt, however, has arisen os to 
ordinary rapidity. whether the broadside guns can be conveniently worked inside the

A paper in the Complex Rendua on “ Alloys of Indium and a8 at present arranged. In order to clear up the doubt it
Gallium,” by M. L de Boisbaudran, says that although the alloys has bee*1 deemed advisable to have a shield of tho proposed size 
of aluminium with gallium are readily decomposed by water, yet and B,‘a!H} Het «P “ the Blazer, gunboat, and arrangements are to 
the alloys of gallium with its analogue indium remaiu unaltered, be mado accordingly.
and require aoua regia for their coinpluto solution. The deter- The country s|icut a very large sum of money on tho Challenger 
initiation of tiieir points of fusion presents some difficulty, inas- Expedition, and now that tho narrative has been published, it lias 
much as they pass through an intermediate pasty condition before been done under the red-tape rule for dryas-dust rojiorts, and to 
liquefaction. An alloy containing two atomic proportions of cover tho cost of production no less than £0 16s. 6d. is lieing 
indium and one of gallium begins to soften at 56 deg., and is charged on the 750 copies published. Here is a liook the material* 
completely melted at 75-80 deg.; alloys containing one atomic for which were obtained at public expense, being published at a 
proportion of indium with one, two, and four proportions of price which precludes 99 per cent of tlioso who would like it from 
gnlliutn resiMictively begin to soften at 16"5 deg.; above that point, even a hojie of getting it. Government encouragement of scientific 
liquefaction proceeds more rapidly than even that of gallium, research will not gain much public favour this way.
These alloys arc soft, and, according to the “Journal of the a wem.-known Ixmdon builder, on being asked by a self* 
Cienucal Society, of a white colour, but acquire a bluish tint on important customer for men to do certain work immediately, said 

< i ion o a further quantity of gallium ; they are only dissolved “yes, 1 keep men hung up on pegs ready for what any impatient 
a very sligh extent by dilute hydrochloric acid. customer thinks an emergency. ’ The Sultan of Morocco seems to

MM. loi. bt Sauasin havo published a paper on the depth to think engineers are obtained much the same way. The Trvipa 
which the light of tho sun will penctrato into the sea. In Btates he lias authorised the Moorish Embassy, ns they are in 
November last they recounted tho results of their experiments on Paris, to make use of tho opportunity, and take back with them 
the same subject in the Lake of Geneva. Tho present pajxir on their return to Morocco a few French engineers, in order to 
describes similar experiments mado in tho Mediterranean off tho | commence plans for the construction of a harbour at Tangier*. 
■£££ 18tatj011 *” harbour of \ illefranohe. By means of i The death is announced, at the age of sixty-two, of Mr. Henry 
photographic plates they have proved that in tho month of March, johngon, *cn., of Ihidley, a mining engineer of considerable repute.

“ a *u,.my ‘lay> »• r*y“ ®f. th« 1do not The deceased gentleman had been seriously ill for some months.
• j<Vli . jC.res >c ow 10 8u:fac® Mediterranean. I his jir Johnson devoted much of his time and influence to assist in
La SS “ ♦V,y 8evfea ,e!,arat« exJ>?"?1ent,,-at varying depths I establishing the Dudley and Midland Geological Society and the 
??d d‘ffer??* *!our' of.tho mo[?ung"1 .At 380 (netr®f> 8h^t‘y holf?r® South Staffordshire and East Worcestershire Institute of Mining 

“ 0n thc Wa* le88 \han t.hat1 whl<:h Engineers, of both of which belies he had been president. Mr.
out J mnnn "7 air °* a c*oar ^8^, with- Johnson’s most important services as a mining engineer appeared
4°n m..troU Dw.'r, " 7 and L.k p.m., at a depth of 4ft> to j,, th0 scheme which he inaugurated fourteen years ago, for opening

Tj'i. -1 s no race of any impression whatever on the Up a CORifield nearer to Birmingham than before, and which
l 1 ;'n m A SIT, aiJCw to a»y notable diminu- resUlted in the formation of the splendid Sandwcll Park Colliery,
tion in the depth to which tho light penetrates. Nature says they . , , ., . . *
also undertook a new Beries of investigations to determine the T,,K Adelaide Chamber of Commerce had, at departure of recent 
effect of tho season on the jienetration of light in tho Lake of tho G’o/onirs and India says, given considerable attention
Genova. They givo 200 metres as the extreme limit for winter in to the <luc»tion of harbour accommwiation. Mr. Phillij>*, of
thc lake; but they found that there is as much light at 380 metres thc firm of George Wills and Co., who expressed satisfac-
in the Mediterranean as at 192 metres in the Uko of Geneva • and tipn at tho "ucc«»» which had attended the efforts of his firm to 
by a comparison of these with previous experiments, it appears tako a ,ar*c °c«an "tearner up the Port River, and load her at the 
the light penetrates from 20 to 30 metres deeper in March than in 1>ort wharves, had given it as his opinion most decidedly that this 
September; in the month of August, jierhaps the difference is a 8ort of thin* Wft* only commercially practicable in cases where tho 
little more. Compared with the series of plates exposed in the wholc car8° of the vessels was brought to and taken from South 
lake, those of the Mediterranean are characterised by a slower and Australia. No steamer which had only to land a portion of it* 
more regular gradation. This gives rise to the idea that while in at that P°rt would find it profitable to wait for the tide,
the lake tho light would be promptly intercepted by the deeper make lt8 way UP the *tream> and thcn wait for a tido aKW»n with 
layers, more or less disturbed or muddy, in the Mediterranean the ^‘clvto go out of harbour. The inference was that under present 
absorption proper to pure water would be thc principal if not the conditions the colony had absolutely no harbour accommodation 
sole factor in arresting the luminous rays. ’ for the largest, fastest, and most important class of steamers which

The physical conditions involved in the injection, extrusion, and T“,ted South Australia, 
cooling of igneous matter, formed the subject of a recent paper by The Berlin correspondent of thc Standard says : “The first 
Mr. H. J. .lohnston-Lavis, M.D., F.G.S., &c. Nature gives the cxj>erience which China has had of the results of ordering iron
following abstract—“ The great disproportion between the displays clad war vessels in Germany has been such that she is hardly 
of volcanic activity in the same volcano at different times, and ^riy to repeat the experiment in a hurry. The three vessels which 
between the eruptions of different volcanoes, is a subject deserving from a German port last week, and which are sailing
the most attentive consideration. The violence of a volcanic out- un^er the German trade flag for China, were ordered in this 
burst does not bear any relation to the quantity of material ejected. c?“ntry some years ago. They will only arrive at their destina- 
The union of water with lavas may be compared with the solution tion, so to speak, after the feast. The vessels onght to have been 
of a gas in water; but there is reason to believe that in their deep- delivered in China before the outbreak of the late war with 
seated sources lavas contain little or no water. If igneous matter France, where their services were urgently needed and so cruelly 
be extruded through dry strata the eruption might take place m>8»ed. Owing to the backward state of the shipbuilding industry 
without explosive manifestations. But if igneous matter be and Gie dilatory habits of German manufacturers, these boats 
extruded through water-bearing beds, a kind of dialysis would take were only finished ‘ just in time to be too late.’ They could not 
place between the igneous and aqueous masses. In this wav the 8et ou* East before the war, and accordingly, during the
tension of the steam in the fluid rock may at last become so great whole of the Franco-Chinese struggle, two of them have been 
that a fissure will lie formed at the surface and volcanic action will I n,st»ng and lying idle la a Geiman harbour.** |
determined °* & volcaT)ic eruption will be Or the large number of ingenious devices for automatically
SroSS ihich the I •°f-Jrater co“tainled in,the strata extinguishing fires, which produce most excellent results under
the temnerature af wl AA In to tke 8Urface> ftn<t by carefully conducted experimental trials, very few are afterwards
exiilain* the acknnwloH iU reaches t^e surface. This theory heard of producing similar results under the actual condition for 
different decrees of violpn™ ''olcani® outbursts of which they have been designed. Last week, however, one of
them It also exnlain! ih’ he mtei7al8 occur between these inventions gave a good account of itself when it came under 
lateral ^tw^n the central and ‘he real *e«t of an actual outburst of fire. This invention, which
its extinction The sfruoi and the phenomena attending is the Parmelee automatic sprinkler, manufactured by M
basic orS c0mi!o9itio^ lAt^f A® Au’ whether of Mather and Platt, of Manchester, the details of which have
them of volatile lnare.lipii tly modl.fied ^7 the presence in already been fully described, had been placed in a mill at Bolton,
by the structure oAffont* <Ui T l° 8u^,cef?lon ?f ev®nt* indicated At this mill a fire suddenly broke out last week, and was appa- 
Monte YSureaJd Mont ^occamonfina, I rently spreading beyond control, when the sprinkler autrlma-
of volcanic activity we have an thati “ A8 ce88atlon tlca^y came into action, and a shower of water was thrown upon
and scoriaceous material anJ tliit /v,'6 W^entary the burning machinery, with the result that the flames were very
the SSSkSZh ,9fgradually !?cceed*d 800,1 extinguished. There is little doubt that hut for this
substances such as sulnbateT'an Am w.^ter ftn^ other volatile automatic arrangement the mill, which contains 34,000 spindles, 
abundantly in volcanic mint'*"' chlonde*» which are given off would have been destroyed, as the workpeople had been com polled

(ot 1^*;;:’meht ,bc

on

Went

as before.—Win. H. (iatzmer. 1\8. You will rcgulato your 
watch by the office clock in Philadelphia and you will tako water at 
Kancocas when thero is water thero.”

A strike of tramcar drivers and conductors has been proceeding 
in Philadelphia. After laborious exertions by tho police, the 
Chicago Tramcar Company succeeded in running six cars three 
times over one lino on Friday last. Tho street was crowded with 
spectators, who maintained an orderly demeanour, but occa
sionally uttered jeering cries. The company found, however, that 
no one would enter tho cars excepting tho police. About sunset 
all the cars wero withdrawn, and it was stated that the traffic 
would not be resumed till to-morrow. Quietness was then re
stored. No cars wero run on Monday or Tuesday, as the Mayor 
needed tho police elsewhere. Ho could not, owing to tho neces
sity of patrolling tho streets on Independence Day and again 
to-day, furnish an adequate guard for tho tramcars. The strikers 
regarded this state of things as a victory. They had the general 
sympathy of the public, and large mass meetings were held 
advocating their cause. One man has died from injuries received 
during F riday s affrays. Yesterday’s despatches, however, brought 
the news that the strike has been compromised, order is restored, 
and the cars are once more running. The company has yielded to 
the men on strike, finding it impossible to work tho line, even 
with the aid of the police. Popular sympathy has throughout 
been exhibited with the men.
v1? A1- the manftSem®nt of the Pennsylvania and Reading 
Railroad issued an order to tho mechanical department of that 
road that they should put on for trial any automatic car coupler 
any inventor might desire to have tested in train service. Thc 
National Car Builder says: “ The result of this order was an 
enormous immigration of car coupler inventors to the Reading 
shops, all supplied with their pet devices. The crucial test of tria' 
in ordinary train work soon showed that most of the devices were 
worthless, but a few good ones went through the ordeal 
my’ ‘A are now can(li(late8 for adoption. The mechanical 

officers of the Reading road learned a great deal about automatic 
car couplers during the four years that the practice of testing 
couplers was followed. Some couplers that appeared perfect in 
the models and drawings proved utterly worthless in service, and 
others that had an impracticable look in the models did surprisingly 
well on real cars. At one time there was lying in the Reading 
snop yards between four and five tons of castings of impractic- 
able car couplers waiting to be claimed by their owners. The 
result of the training the mechanical department of the Reading 
Railroad received at this time was to make them very cautious 
about venturing an opinion about the merits of a car coupler till 
they see it tried in actual service.

The first section of the Barrow-in-Furness Tramways was 
officially inspected by Major-General Hutchinson, R.E., of the 
fVioard of Trade, on Friday last, the 3rd of July, and it is expected 
that the certificate will be received in the course of a few days, 
ine line, which has been well laid and appeared to give every satis- 
taction, commences on the Abbey-road not far from Furness Abbey, 
anil passes along Abbey-road, Duke-street, Strand, and Salthouse 
ana Koose-roads, and terminates at Roose; the total length being 
about four miles. The wide streets and roads of Barrow render 
the town particularly well adapted for tramways. The greater 
length of street through which the tramway is laid being 80ft. in 
wuith a portion of the same about half a mile in length has 

.coniPleted by the Corporation. The gauge of the 
Parr y. ls, ’ the rails are Gowans, manufactured by the 
;Ta 7AleexlC,Tpany’ wcighin8 84 lb- to the yard, and the living 

L Arii ;V eT 8ett,8 except on one or two steep gradients. The
general construction of the line has been carried out by the Barrow 
fnr ?bWar? ComPany m accordance with the specification prepared 
which j2a"°.W CorF°ration Mr- Fox, the borough engineer, 
am mihnfr'f68 th® gaugej’ the rail,s to used» and the quality

s££ sasftssr cnsi“es » *
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FIFTY-HORSE POWER VERTICAL COMPOUND MILL ENGINE.
MESSRS. SPENCER AND CO., MELKSHAM, WILTS, ENGINEERS.

(For description see page 35.)
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“ Each bolt was to be fitted with an iron filling in lieu of 
the wood, to make solid bolting, but the examination 
showed that some of the bolts lack such appliances, leaving 
to the wood alone the strain imposed by the working of 
the engine, the ultimate effect of which would tend to the 
loosening of the main connection and support.” Again: 
“The supports to the shaft alley are not first-class in 
workmanship, the angles and brackets not being properly- 
cut to fit (low'll on the frame of the vessel so as to give the 
best support.” We really cannot find fault with Mr. 
Roach's men if they scamped their work ; the temptation 
to do it was more than human nature could stand. It is a 
remarkable fact that not one syllable is said in the report 
about inspection, and we are disposed to believe that there 
never was any. The theory seems to liave been that the 
ship should be built first and inspected afterwards, which 
is a physical impossibility.

The whole transaction from beginning to end bears the 
stamp of the amateur. Of practical knowledge concerning 
.the building or, even as itseems the buying of a man-of-war, 
there wasnone—of this the drawings of thecruisers and their 
engines, which we have published, give the clearest evidence. 
There was a general idea of what was wanted, but there

lienee of how it

improperly arranged steering gear. For the decks no 
justification can be pleaded; and Mr. Roach, the builder, is, 
it is said, ready to make good all defects. The steering 
gear, too, is to be altered. It is proposed by the Board of 
Examiners that the hull should be strengthened, and this 
also may no doubt be done. When even all the improve
ments and alterations have been made that it seems possible 
to make, the vessel will be, we think, unsatisfactory, and 
the United States Government will find themselves in 
possession of a slow and weak ship, carrying one small 
gun. It is not very easy to see what purpose such a craft 
can serve. In still water when hard pushed she has barely 
made 15 knots, and her sea speed cannot be more than 13 
knots, probably it will be about 12 knots. This is much 
too slow for a despatch boat; as a fighting ship she is of 
course entirely useless.

The contest about the merits and demerits of the 
Dolphin has now become a party question. The last 
Secretary of the Navy was Mr. "W. E. Chandler, the 
present Secretary is Mr. Whitney. This gentleman 
denounces the Dolphin, and Mr. Chandler defends her, or 
rather Mr. Roach. “ It is clear,” he writes “ as the sun 
at noonday that Mr. Roach is responsible only for good 
workmanship. The law of August 5, 1882, authorising 
certain ships and creating the Naval Advisory Board, pro
vided that neither of the vessels should be ‘ contracted for 
nor commenced until full and complete detail drawings 
and specifications thereof, in all its par ts, including the 
hull, engines, and boilers, shall have been provided or 
adopted by the Navy Department, and shall have been 
approved in writing by the said Board, or by a majority 
of the members thereof, and by the Secretary of the Navy.’ 
This provision of the law was complied with, and Mr. 
Roach bid upon the designs of the Navy Department, and, 
justly and properly, was compelled to guarantee only good 
workmanship. He guaranteed neither speed, horse-power, 
nor anything else, except that the materials should be 
‘ first-class and of the very best quality,’ and well and faith
fully put together, according to the plans and specifications 
of the Department and under the insj>ection and super
vision of the Naval Advisory Board. There is no ‘ loose
ness of the contract ’ nor ‘absence of effective stipulations,’ 
as Mr. Whitney asserts, but all the provisions are to be 
found necessary to carry out the fundamental idea u 
which the contract was based, namely, good work on 
Roach’s part applied to the Department designs.” 
will be seen, is intended to exculpate Mr. Roach at the 
expense of the designers of the .ship. The result will be 
much the same in either case to the American taxpayer ; 
and no matter what view we take of the matter, it is 
equally discreditable to the Government officials. If the 
specification and design of the Dolphin were unsatisfac
tory, so much the w'orse for the reputation of the designers. 
If, on the contrary, the ship has not been built up to 
the specification, then bo niucn the worse for the reputation 
of those who inspected her during construction. It was 
well known that Mr. Roach took the contract at a vary 
low price. “ It is true,” says the Army and Navy Remitter, 
“ that our shipbuilders do not possess the vast facilities of 
Armstrong, Mitchell, and Co., and other foreig 
ments, and it is also true that Armstrong, Mitchell, and 
Co. are not in the habit of bidding several hundred 
thousand dollars under the cost of vessels for the sake of 
obtaining the contract, as it is well known that Mr. 
Roach did in the new cruisers laid down in 1883. It waH 
a foolhardy experiment on the j>art of Mr. Roach which 
we could never understand on any other theory than that 
he expected to be helped out by some sort of favouritism 
at the Navy Department. His loss on the Dolphin 
is relatively greater than on any of the other vessels, 
and doubtless the attempt to scrimp the work on that 
vessel has been greater than on the others.” The 
unwisdom of placing an important contract under such 
conditions would deserve severe comment, if we were 
not all but certain that the designers of the ships in 
question never had any adequate notion of what such 
vessels ought to cost The fact that Mr. Roach was not 
to receive full value for these ships made it imperative that 
the inspection should have been extremely strict; but we are 
led to believe that the Dolphin was not built under inspec
tion at all. How else is it possible to account for the pre
sence of defects thus particularised by the Bellknap 
Board :—“ In the after transom three beams are supported 
by stanchions, rendering the deck above of doubtful 
strength to withstand the shock and strain of a heavy 

boarding the vessel at that point, a thing not unlikely 
to happen in scudding. In the same part of the hull two 
reverse frames are stopped short, and a space of about 
4in. separates them from the reverse frame, continuing to 
the deck stringer above, thus weakening the frame at that 
important point’’ No inspector worth his salt would 
have passed such defects as these. Again :—“ The plank- 
ing of the berth deck is of inferior quality, rough and 
knotty in various parts, some places indicating sap, and 
caulked in so poor a manner that the entire deck would 
leak like a sieve in case it became flooded with water, and 
so damage or destroy the perishable stores and equipments 
stowed below it, in the hold, store-rooms, sail-room, bread- 
room, and the like. The Board was unable to find more 
than two thin threads of oakum in any of the seams, the 
specifications calling for not less than three threads, and it 
was an easy matter to pull the threads out by the yard in 
various parts of that deck. Some of the seams in the 
cabin did not seem to have been caulked atall,and noneof the 
seams of that part of the deck—cabin and wardroom—laid 
with white pine,arepaintedasrequiredbythespecifications.” 
It seems that an attempt was subsequently made to caulk 
this deck, with the result that the whole deck was strained. 
The hatches could not be shut without difficulty, and the 
underside of the deck was split and splintered to 
extent. It is, of course, absurd to say that the inspector 
who suffered such a deck to be laid did his duty. In the 
engine-room, again, we find that a wooden platform was 
interposed between the bed-plate of the engine and a 
second bed-plate laid, we presume, on the kelsons. This 
was a charming arrangement to begin with. To make it 
better, we learn concerning the holding-down bolts:

FOREIGN AGENTS FOR THE SALE OF THE ENGINEER.

PARIS.—Madame Boyveau, Rue de la Banqwe.
BERLIN.—Asher and Co., 5, Unter den Linden.
VIENNA.—Messrs. Gerold and Co., Booksellers.
LEIPSIC.—A. Twietmkyer, Bookseller.
NEW YORK.—The Willmer and Rogers News Company, 

SI, Beekman-street.
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quantity of extra matter. Price of the Double Number, Is.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

good faith. No notice whatever will be taken of anonymous 
communications. .....

* * We cannot undertake to return drawings or manuscripts; we 
*must therefore request correspondents to keep copies.

* * In order to avoid trouble and confusion, we find it necessary to 
* inform correspondents that letters of inquiry addressed to the
public, and intended for insertion in this column, must, in all 
cases, be accompanied by a large envelope legibly directed by the 
miter to himself, and bearing a Id. postage stamp, in order that 
answers received by us may be forwarded to their destination. 
No notice will be taken of communications which do not comply 
with these instructions.

C. E. C.—Jenkin d- Ewing's paper “ On Harmonic Analysis of Certain 
Vowel Sounds," Trans. Royal Soc., Edinburgh, vol. xxviii., year 1879.

J. D.— We do not think the game -would be worth the candle, as the tightening 
'(/e‘ar would hardly ever be used. A very similar device was employed in 
the old-fashioned marine engine with hemp-packed pistons, to tighten the 
iunk ring without taking off the cylinder cover.

W. T. ¥.—There will be a lateral strain egual to the lateral effort on the 
pinion or trundle driving the mill. That, you will see, is pushed sideways 
when the mill is at work ; just as much as it is pushed one way, the axle of 
the horizontal wheel will be pushed the other way. The carpenter is right.

T, C.—(1) lEe cannot do better than advise you to read Tyndall's “ Heat as 
a Mode of Motion." It would take mare space than we can spare here to 
answer your question intelligibly. As a matter of fact, energy is not lost 
by an elastic fluid flowing through a contracted ariflee, provided the condi
tions are suitable. (2) It is not economical to control a steam engine by 
wire-drawing steam, but there is reason to conclude that the loss incurred 
in this way is not so great as some engineers suppose.

intelligent perception based on expe 
was to be got. Tne power stipulated for was too small to 
give the required sjieed except under very special con
ditions such as may no doubt exist on paper but not in 
reality. There is some reason to believe now that a better 
result would be got by altering the pitch of the screw, 
which appears to be too small, letting the engines run 
away, so to speak, faster than the boiler's can supply steam. 
Nearly, if not quite, the same horse-power ought to be got 
with a slightly coarser pitch, and with a corresponding 
gain in speed. That is to say, more of the power is now 
expended wastefully than would be the case with better 
proportions. The addition of a few feet to the height 
of the chimney might make a very great difference. In a 
word, an experienced man could, we think, get more out of 
the engines and the ship than lias been got out of them 
yet, or ever will be got while the gentlemen of the United 
States Navy have to deal with her. All that we wrote in

has been

was no

iv of criticism concerning these ships 
d in the case of the Dolphin at all

the wa
justifie
remains to be seen what will be the end of the other ships, 
namely, the Atlanta, Chicago, and Boston. The New 
York- Times recently contained the following jiaragrapli :— 
“ Secretary Whitney expresses the confident beliet that 
before long we shall have naval vessels worthy of our 
gallant navy, 
cruisers to oe prepared, 
new vessels'? We may employ some one besides Mr. Roach 
to build them, but if the builder is required to follow 
specifications such as were given to Mr. Roach the shijM 
will still he unsatisfactory. The truth apiienrs to be that 
while we have had ample experience in building wooden 
shi(js, we have had little or none in building iron or steel 
shi|)s. There is probably not one officer in the Navy who 
has any practical knowledge of iron shipbuilding, and 
Mr. Roach is about the only man who has built sea-going 
iron steamers on this side of the water. If we are to 
have

events. It
TAPIOCA MACHINERY AND PLANT.

(To the Editor of The Engineer.)
Sir,—I shall bo obliged by any correspondent who will sond rne the 

names of the manufacturers of machinery and apparatus for tho prepara
tion of tapioca. H. J. W.

London, July 6th. __________

non
Mr.

This, it

and he has caused plans for three new 
But how are we to get these

SQUARE WROUGHT IRON GA8PIPES.
(To the Editor of The Engineer.)

Sir,—I shall fool obliged if any of your roadors can tell mo tho address 
of a firm in England which produces, or keeps on hand, square gasplpos of 
wrought iron : inside width, 6, 10, or 12 mm., or in other dimensions. 

Vienna, July 2nd. J. C. A.

COPYING PROCESSES.
(To the Editor of The Engineer.)

Sir,—I am dosirous of obtaining tho latest method of copying letters— 
that is to say, of a person’s own handwriting. 1 have been using the 
multiscrlpt or inultigraph—a gelatine tablet but would prefer having a 
machine that did not require any washing after using. I would fool 
greatly obliged if any of your readers would kindly give mo particulars 
as to where I could obtain n portable machino capable of being easily 
worked by one person, and of producing from 100 to 300 copies on ordi
nary writing paper. W. A.

Sydney, N.H.W., May 28th.

n establish-
i good iron or steel shi|m we must have naval officers 

ca|)able of making the drawings and specifications, or 
we must trust the work of designing ns well ns building 
to a conijietent builder; and where we are to find 
either the one or the other it is difficult to Hay.” 
To this it is replied by other journals that there are 
various firms, such as W. Cramp and Sons, Harlem and 
Hollingsworth, and Pusey and Jones, who can do what 
is wanted. Far be it from us to say that they cannot, but 
we do say that they have had no ex|>erience whatever in 
building men-of-war of a modern type, and that even if 
they had they have not the proper workmen. Even in 
this country, it is well known that socially trained men 
are required to produce the particular quality of work put 
into men-of-war. They do not exist at all on the other 
side of the Atlantic. That Americans can build special 
types, such ns river steamboats, better thau any other 
nation in the world we admit; but they really do not 
know in any practical and with-ability-to-produce sense 
what a man-of-war is. Their proper course would be to 
]x>cket national pride; come to this country and order a 
man-of-war or two; send over to this country a few prac
tical men who would watch the construction of this ship, 
and who would subsequently be able to form an opinion 
worth something as to whether American contractors and 
designers were or were not competent men. The ship 
herself would serve as a pattern, and would in any case 
be well worth a long price. Of course this advice will 
not be taken. The people of the United States have 
plenty of money. They do not feel the want of a Navy, 
and if they think it best to go blundering away in search 
of a man-of-war, we shall not complain. Only it would 
perhaps be as well that in future Americans should not 
boast too much of their powers of producing, let us say 
steel-shafting for one thing.

It is amusing to note that Secretary Whitney is deter
mined not to be outdone by ex-Secretary Chandler. He 
has ordered designs to be prepared for a new war cruiser, 
and his schemes are ambitioua He has taken our own 
Inconstant for his model—not too happy a selection—and 
the new cruiser is to have a displacement of 5000 tons, and 
to steam 18 knots. She is to be driven by twin screws, and 
to indicate 7700-horse power, steam being supplied by 
fourteen boilers, 12ft. diameter and 10ft 4in. long. She is 
to be fitted with four Bin. breech-loaders in semi-turrets, and 
six Gin. rifies on each broadside. She is to carry 850 tons of 
coal. There are also to be built a 3700-ton boat of the 
Mersey class and a 1000-ton Scout The question is, Who 
is to build them ?
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DEATH.
On the 2.r>th June, at Mount-street, Dublin, James Carlile Kertlaxd, 
istnet Locomotive Superintendent, East Indian Railway, Jumalpore, 
engal, youngest son of the late William Kertland, aged 52.
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THE DOLPHIN.
In our last impression we published the report of a 

of experts appointed to examine the United States 
cruiser Dolphin and report thereon. We have now before 
ns a statement of the particulars in which the ship is found 
wanting, and although we fail to find in them a jus- 
i cation for the sweeping condemnation that has been 

P^ed upon the ship, her defects are bad enough, 
ummed up in a few words, these defects consist in 
ructural j weakness, miserable leaking decks, and

some
THE BEARINGS OF LARGE MARINE ENGINES.

subject, probably, is of greater concern to a sea-going 
engineer outside of his boiler-room than the condition of 
his bearings when running. Unremitting attention is re
quired under all circumstances, and with machinery of the 
best design occasional trouble seems to be experienced 
from heated brasses. In the vertical type of engine which

No
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Parliamentary papers, the shipowners have taken a somewhat 
similar step by publishing the evidence given by one of their 
number; and it must be acknowledged that Mr. Scrutton, the 
witness in question, does make some fairly good assaults on the 
position of the Board of Trade. It may be remembered that 
the late President stated, and repeated the statement, that the 
loss of life at sea in a given year was at the rate of “ one in 
sixty ” of those engaged in British merchant shipping. Of 
course this was based on the statement of a given loss of life 
and a given number of seafaring men. Mr. Scrutton deals with 
the question by attacking both the divisor and the dividend. 
He affirms that the number of seafaring men at the time was 
considerably above that on which the statement rests. But 
whilst on this point there may be doubt, there is none on the 
question as to the number of deaths, for it is clearly shown, and 
seems to be admitted on the part of the Board of Trade, that 
there were duplicate entries in the lists of the seamen, that 
there were the entries of fishermen and others who were said to 
be excluded, and that there were also other errors. It is clear, 
then, that if the actual number of lives lost needs amendment, 
the proportionate loss will also be erroneous. The shipowners 
have then, in degree, proved their case—which was that the 
statements of loss of life were erroneous and exaggerated, and 
that it is needful that there should be greater care taken to 
have the figures revised and amended before “charges” are 
based upon them. Clearly the victory so far rests with the 
shipowners, and it will be interesting to notice the attitude of 
the new head of the Board of Trade to the shipping interest.

THE MADRAS IIARHOUU WORKS.
We are glad to hear that there are signs that the restoration 

of the breakwaters at Madras, destroyed some two years or so 
back, is to be undertaken immediately. We are informed that 
large consignments of cement have been received there, and 
that a careful overhaul is being made of the concrete blocks 
that had not been placed in situ when the destructive effect of 
the cyclone was experienced. Each of these has been care
fully examined, and where any of them have suffered from their 
long exposure and weathering, the defects are being carefully 
made good. New machinery has also been provided for the 
ready laying of the blocks in position; and this fact affords, 
perhaps, the strongest evidence of early prosecution of the work 
of renewal. The trains have also recommenced to run from the 
quarries at Pallaveram to the beach; while the crushing machines 
at ltoyapooram are hard at work preparing the stone for the 
manufacture of further concrete blocks required. We liave 
above used the term “renewal ” in reference to these operations, 
but we regret to bo without information as to whether that 
term can be justly applied. Even “ reconstruction ” would 
perhaps be equally inapplicable, for we hold that it cannot be 
intended to rebuild the breakwaters on the design which 
formerly proved to bo so inefficient. If, as we presume, that 
design is to be greatly added to so as to strengthen the work, 
detail ns to how this is to be effected would be of extreme 
interest, for it would seem to bo an operation of great difficulty 
to add to the thickness of a partly constructed breakwater the 
faces of which havo already been completed.

SHAM SHEFFIELD CUTLERY.
OlJR American friends, in the hopo of “getting into" the 

Sheffield cutlery trade, are stated to havo named one of their 
Liliputian localities Sheffield, so that they could honestly say 
the cutlery made there was Sheffield cutlery. This expedient 
has not prospered, ns American competition with Hallamshire- 
made knives and forks, and other goods with a cutting edge, 
has never prospered, and is now practically extinct so far as 
cutlery proper is concerned. Fear of American competition in 
cutlery manufacture has long since been infinitesimal. French 
and German makers are more determined and unscrupulous as to 
their rivalry. Sheffield manufacturers have very naturally been 
much incensed by a recent discovery made by the Customs 
authorities. A large quantity of cutlery had been brought from 
Germany to London to be transhipped for export. The goods 
were found to be stamped Sheffield, the intention no doubt 
being to export them as real Sheffield made products. The 
Customs, it was said, intended to return the goods to the makers, 
but to this course it is strongly objected that if the wares aro 
sent back they will be forwarded to some other market whero 
they will be foisted off upon inexperienced buyers. It is held 
at Sheffield that the only way to stop this kind of business is to 
stamp out the pest of spurious productions whenever found, on 
the principal of Carlyle, when you find a lie, kill it. Sheffield 
has suffered a great deal in the past from this kind of dishonesty, 
and ought to follow the example of several leading firms who 
expend large sums of money every year in prosecuting trado 
pirates who show no end of ingenuity in endeavouring to copy 
trade marks with which to sell unreliable rubbish.

larly where the brasses are square sided, and perhaps not 
as well fitted originally as round brasses.

The practice of clearing away the sides of bearings, to 
prevent gripping and encourage lubrication, is sometimes 
carried to extreme limits, the crank-pin brasses in quick 
running engines requiring in particular a certain amount 
of effective surface at their sides. The advantage of some 
slight amount of end play in journals has been too often 
pointed out to require notice.

LOWER THAMES VALLEY MAIN SEWERAGE.

is at present almost universally adopted a very heavy duty 
is placed, even in ordinary fine weather working, on the 
bearings of the cranks and connecting rods by the weight 
of pistons and rods, especially in the case of tandem engines, 
where masses of many tons weight have the direction of 
motion changed several times in a minute ; but when at the 
end of a long run any slight slackness is present, or bad 
weather induces racing, the conditions are much more 
trying. Placed as they are between large and compara
tively rigid portions of the machinery, such as shafts and 
connecting rods, or shafts and entablature, brasses seem 
certainly likely to get the worst in the encounter if any
thing approaching hammering occurs. It is generally 
found on examining bearings that have heated that an 
alteration in figure has to be explained, and the heating is 
usually given as tlie cause ; but a little consideration will 
show that, instead of this causing the change of shape in 
the brasses, the converse is more reasonable, and the change 
of shape causes the heating ; for supposing a shaft to have 
such a vertical load on it as will cause failure of the brass 
by compression, the intensity varies from the middle, where 
it is greatest, to the sides, where it is nil—that is to say, the 
portion immediately under the shaft is the most compressed, 
and tends to bring the sides in. This is recognised by 
engineers, who make it their practice to secure the sides of 
the brasses by substantial screws in such a manner as to 
prevent any closing on the shaft. Many of the well-known 
alloys give excellent results where the only' requirement is 
a bronze of suitable hardness to best resist wear and 
reduce friction ; but such mixtures are usually defi
cient in the other qualities necessary for purposes of 
machinery bearings, such as rigidity and resistance to 
compression. Where the harder alloys are used, they 
are frequently introduced in pellets, and are hacked up by 
a brass of suitable strength and thickness; but the tendency 
in recent years seems to incline towards the use of sub
stantial bronze or gun-metal bearings of simple construc
tion, well cleared at the sides to prevent gripping, and of 
as ample surface as the space at the disposal of the desigi 
will allow.

The unsatisfactory state of sewage disposal as a branch 
of engineering lias seldom been so clearly shown as it has 
been by the history of what has been known as the Lower 
Thames Valley Main Sewerage Board. The district being 
unable to arrive at a satisfactory method of meeting the re
quirements of the Thames Conservancy Acts, this Board 
was formed for the purpose of uniting into one large block 
the several districts of Richmond, the Richmond Union— 
including Barnes, Kew, Mortlake, and Petersham ; King
ston-on-Thames, Surbiton, New Malden, East Molesey, 
the Kingston Union—including Hampton, Esher, Hook, 
Long Ditton, Thames Ditton, West Molesey, and King
ston Special Drainage District, Hampton Wick, Ham 
Common, Heston, and Isleworth. The whole of these 
were united in one large district for the purpose of making 
a main sewer for the use of all the constituent sections. 
The purposes for which the United District was formed 
were defined by the Provisional Order of June, 1877, and 
Confirmation Act of September, 1877, and it was ordered 
that the duty of the Joint Board should be to carry out 
these purposes within three years from the latter date. 
Years went by, and other orders were obtained, pro
posals were considered, eminent engineers called in to 
devise methods of uniting the districts and carrying out 
the sewage disposal works ; committees of inquiry 
formed, schemes examined, heavy expenditure incurred, 
and finally, after nearly eight years lapsed and 
nothing arrived at, Parliament has been called upon, and 
has passed the Lower Thames Valley Main Sewerage 
Act, 1885, the chief purpose of which has been to dissolve 
the Joint Board, but at the same time to define the terms 
under which any two or more of the sanitary authorities of 
the constituent districts may be combined to form a united 

loses for which such a combination 
er the new Act, the constituent 

authorities are to be indemnified against proceedings for 
discharging sewage into, the Thames for two years. The 
Local Board of Hampton Wick and the Surbiton Improve
ment Commissioners are excluded from action under this 
Act.
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The softer alloys of the various so-called antifriction 
types have still their adherents, and bearings lined as 
directed by the makers have given excellent results ; but 
if any failure at all occurs the quantity of metal lost is 
usually so large as to require a stoppage to be made and 
the spare bearings fitted, whereas -with brasses made of 
the harder alloys a little slowing down of the engines, and 
some continuous attention, will generally avoid such neces
sity, and any metal that is lost by abrasion will not be 
more in amount than enough to perhaps cause a little 
knocking. If any of the abraded metal adheres to the 
shaft it is usually, too, less in amount than with some 
varieties of the antifriction metals ; but it is obvious that 

combination of materials will stand any but the very 
smallest amount of this action. With a fairly hard brass, 
however, a little trouble occurring at one part, say at one 
end, may bo kept within reasonable limits with some 
degree of probability ; but bearings lined with soft metal 
liave sometimes been known to fail from end to end in a 
very short time, the soft metal simply melting out into the 
crank pit. The perfect material of which to construct 
large bearings has yet to be met, combining, as it should, 
good wearing and antifriction properties, and the 
what opposite qualities of rigidity for preventing change 
of form and ductility for preventing fracture.

The constant use of water and oil, which are allowed to 
form an emulsion in the bearings, is so usual now-a-days 
in marine practice, that any remarks calling it into 
question amount almost to heresy. It has been pointed 
out, however, by persons qualified to speak with some 
amount of authority on the subject, that the bearings that 
can be worked without water show much the better surfaces. 
A shaft that lias been working with oil lubrication only 
offers a better face for frictional purposes than one that 
has been running continually with salt water in contact 
with it. The corrosive effects of sea water on iron are 
generally apparent, although, from the nature of the 
(litions, small in amount. The fact of water being so gene
rally used may be taken to show that necessity or con
venience demands it, the latter being more probably true. 
If any tendency to heating is present, it is evident that, to 
carry off heat, water offers special facilities from its pro
perties, and it can be applied on the surfaces directly where 
the frictional influences are active ; whereas if conduction 
is relied on

district, and the purr 
may be made. Und

During the existence of the Joint Board the schemes 
chiefly considered were one for treating the entire sewage 
of the united district by means of chemical precipitating 
works at Mortlake. The idea of centralising such a 
quantity of sewage in one spot, however, naturally raised 
great opposition oil the part of the residents and property 
owners of the district; and although the scheme was sup
ported by the Local Government Board, it was rejected by 
a Select Committee of the I louse of Commons after a pro
tracted hearing of evidence for both sides. The Board 
subsequently adopted Sir Joseph Bazalgette’s scheme for 
carrying the whole of the sewage down to Crossness ; but, 
at the same time, several of the constituent district 
authorities took action to prove that the Thames Valley 
Board should be dissolved, so jus to leave each district free 
to devise and execute its own scheme. The result

which lias ended 
issolving the Joint
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was
another long and costly official inquiry, 
in the passing of the Act of 1885 dis 
Board.

The subject is discussed in more detail in the article by 
Mr. Henry Robinson, which we publish on another page, 
and to this article, without endorsing all that Mr. 
Robinson has said, we direct attention. There are after 
all but few methods of dealing with town sewage. 
The first, most effective and least costly, is to carry 
it out to sea; but when the town to be drained is any con
siderable distance from the sea, the method becomes costly, 
and then filtration, and irrigation, or precipitation, or 
chemical treatment and filtration are necessary. None of 
these processes can be carried out very cheaply, but some 
are more effective than others, and each specially recom
mends itself under special circumstances. The system 
that would commend itself for a place on the sandy sur
roundings of Aldershot would not be the best for a low- 
lying district on the heavy land of Slough. It is quite 
impossible to say generally that any one system is the best, 
but it may safely be said that for any but drainage direct 
into the sea, it is only under exceptionally rare circum
stances and conditions that several districts may be 
combined into one for sewage disposal. Combination for 
water or gas supply is a very different matter. Land for 
filtration purposes, of suitable character and position, is 
more easily obtainable in small lots than in one very 
large one. A very large sewage treating works or farm 
may be a nuisance, the existence of small works 
or farms need hardly be known. Above as well as below 
a certain size, the cost of the buildings, plant, materials, 
land, and operation, cost more per head of population, 
and difficulties or mishaps are less likely to lie serious when 
e.ach district deals with its own sewerage than when all are 
combined in one large concern.

The information which has been taken in evidence 
during recent inquiries fully confirms previously existing 
knowledge of the necessity for a treatment of every district 
according to its position, geographically as well as geolo
gically and hyetographically considered, its size, and its 
character industrially. No one system is generally appli
cable, and the history of the Thames Valley Main Sewerage 
Board is a history of failure in the attempt to make 
system adapt itself to the circumstances of a large number 
of places, differently situated in the various respects above 
alluded to.

con-
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to carry off heat to the neighbouring and cooler 

portions of the structure, it will prove utterly insufficient. 
Water directed on the outside of a bearing will be found 
generally quite useless ; with the higher powers and speeds 

usual, any heat must be removed by water in absolute 
contact with rubbing surfaces. Under these circumstances, 
with good management, the quantity of water used is ex
tremely small if applied uniformly. Where heavy pressure 
is present the lubricant should of course be of a nature to 
resist squeezing out; but many oils that possess this quality 
at ordinary temperatures become very fluid with a very 
slight increase, even the heat of the engine-room causing 
an amount of fluidity that is undesirable. Some varieties 
of the mineral oils lately introduced, of a heavy quality, 
give great satisfaction in use. Castor oil, too, in spite of 
its rather high price, is found economical when used in 
suitable quantities, which by careful attention may be 
very small indeed. Its consistency is such that it travels 
slowly through the wicks and keeps well in the bearings. 
A point of great importance in the design of brasses of 
large sizes is that of providing ample bearing surface in 
the bed plates ; motives of economy sometimes suggest 
large portions being cast in such a manner as only to give 
support here and there by ribs or other projections. This 
will generally lead to trouble in course of time; for .although 
the principal effort may be in a vertical direction, sub
sidiary influences are at work tending to cause a lateral ora 
rolling motion of the shaft in its bearings. The varying 
angle of the connecting rod and the centrifugal tendency 
of the crank arms and pin, when counter-weights are 
omitted, as is very usual now, both encourage side play in 
the brasses, which in time accumulates, and leads to great 
difficulty in keeping the adjustment qqr^ct, more particu-

Gaa Engines. By W. Macorkqou. London: Symons and Co.
1885. 231 pp.

This is the first book on the gas engine published in this 
country. Several have been puolished in Germany, where 
the gas engine itself seems to haveamore general application 
to industrial purposes than here. Hitherto all we could 
boast were a few articles scattered here and there in the 
technical journals, giving the results of some gas engine 
trials and experiments, and a few papers read before 
scientific societies. The author has gathered together in 
his pages much of that which is worthy of gathering from 
these sources, and this, with casual references to the patent 
specifications, may be said to compose the book. This 
want of information, so far as the engineering public is 
concerned, is due entirely to the small number of firms 
e,.)SaSe<d in the business, where each deems it advisable to 
hide his information, gained generally at great expense. 
On this account chiefly, this book cannot be said, as the 
author acknowledges, to be exhaustive.

The first chapter treats the subject historically, showing 
the steps taken to evolve the engine of the present day. 
Lenoir in 1860 was the first to make a gas engine which 
could be used for practical purposes. It was manufactured 
in this country by the Reading Ironworks Company. The 
engine was double-acting, and the combustible mixture 
was ignited by the electric spark; the defective ignition 
and its great consumption of gas contributed greatly to the 
non-permanency of its success.

M. Tresca tested two engines of Lenoir’s. With an engine 
having a cylinder of 7'lin. and 4in. stroke, the power 
measured on the brake was '57-horse power, and the gas 
consumed 112 cubic feet per brake horse-power per hour. 
M.. Tresca also estimates tfie distribution of the heat

now
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SHIPPING AND THE ROYAL COMMISSION.

As gome of the tables of the Board of Trade given in evidence 
before the Koya} Commission were published in the shape of
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all engines constructed before the date of his patent 
worked with sudden explosion, this being the difference 
between his and theirs. Here the author quotes from an 
article by Hirn in the Polytechnisches Centralblatt, 1861, 
“ On the Theory of the Lenoir Gas Engine,” which shows 
clearly that as early as the year 1861 the existence of the 
products of combustion in the cylinder of the gas engine 
was known, and that the non-recoiling action of the engine, 
because of this neutral gas, was also explained. To prove 
directly whether the explosion in Lenoir’s engine was 
sudden or gradual, the author quotes Mr. Dugald 
Clerk, who in his paper “ On the Theory of the Gas 
Engine,” gives diagrams from a Lenoir engine, in which 
the time of explosion is found to be from one twenty- 
seventh to one-thirtieth of a second. Professor W. G. 
Adams, referring in his presidential address before the 
Society of Telegraph Engineers to the experimental tests 
made on gas engines at the Crystal Palace, says that the 
committee conducting the tests came to this conclusion, 
among others:—“ With perfect ignition the rate of increase 
of pressure is very nearly uniform up to the maximum, 
which is reached in about the one-thirtieth of a second.” 
The tests were made with several different sizes of Otto 
and Clerk engines, thus apparently proving that the com
bustion at the present time is not more gradual than it was 
at Lenoir’s.

Mr. Otto ascribes the success of his engine to this so- 
called gradual combustion, and does not admit, as some 
experts assert, that compression, and compression only, 
has been the thing which has raised the gas engine 
from a scientific toy to a real competitor with the steam 
engine. Mr. Clerk has calculated the duty of an 
engine working with compression as Otto or Clerk’s 
and one working without compression jis Lenoirs; the 
duty of the compression engine being 0‘45, the duty 
of the non-compression engine being 0'21, and Mr. 
Clerk says that “ the great advantage of compres
sion over no compression is clearly seen. By the simple 
operation of compression before heating, the former type of 
engine gives for the same expenditure of heat 2‘1 times as 
much work as the first. What compression does,” lie 
says, “ is to enable a great fall of temperature to be 
obtained due to work done with but a small movement of 
the piston.” This, we think, sums up the matter, and 
shows that without compression we should have had very 
little advance on the old type of gas engine, even with 
“ gradual combustion.”

o-enerated as follows:—Heat carried off by water jacket 
and exhaust gases, 69 per cent.; heat converted into work 
at the brake, 4 per cent.; losses (radiation, &c.), 27 per 
cent.; total, 100 per cent. Defective ignition is caused by 
the conductor points in the cylinder getting wet, and thus 
preventing discharge of the spark at the proper time. 
The author speaks of Lenoir using air and gas in the pro
portion of 20 to 1. What proportion would the air have 
to the gas when mixed in the cylinder with a residuum 
equal to a third of the charge? Such a proportion of gas 
to air at atmospheric pressure is not ignitable, and the 
real proportion which Lenoir used was from about 10 to 14 
to 1. M. Tresca says 10 to 1.

Hugon, though introducing his engine after Lenoir, 
seems to have devoted his attention for a long time pre
vious to this to the improvement of the gas engine. His 
engine is arranged very much like Lenoir’s, but remedied 
that engine’s deficiencies by providing a flame ignition. In 
the slide which admitted the gaseous mixture to the cylin
der was provided a pocket, which at the proper time com
municated with the gas supply and a flame. The flame 
ignited the gas in the pocket, and just before the slide 
opened the pocket to the cylinder it was closed to the 
atmosphere, thus preventing escape of pressure. Hugon 
also injected water into the cylinder, to cool and lubricate 
it, the water being evaporated by the heat of the combus
tion as steam, and was intended to assist in the expansion 
of the gases.

Simon and Beechey, of Nottingham, later on also at
tempted, in a slightly different manner, the same thing. 
Bound the topof the working cylinder a chamber was placed, 
partly filled with water, and on the heat of the explosion 
being communicated to the water, steam was generated 
and was allowed to enter through a slide valve to the working 
cylinder. But attempts like these to utilise steam in this 
manner are fallacious. With steam in the midst of a 
gaseous body at a temperature of 1500 deg. C. it would 
directly lower the temperature of combustion, and thereby 
diminish the expansion of the gsises—the opposite effect 
from what was intended. Besides, the difference of the 
specific heats of steam and the combustible gases is so 
great, that to provide the same expansion twice the heat 
would be necessary. Hugon, however, managed to 
decrease the gas consumption ;ts compared with Ijenoir, 
and produced a more regularly working machine. It 
was manufactured in this country by Thos. Bobinson and 
Son, ltochdale.

M. Tresca tested an engine of Hugon’s with a cylinder of 
13in. diameter and 12‘7in. stroke. The explosive mixture 
was 1 of gas to 13*9 of air. The power measured on the 
brake wits 2 07-horse power, and the gas consumption 90"93 
cubic feet per brake horse-power per hour. While Hugon 
remedied the defects of Lenoir, lie introduced others of his 
own creation, to wit, the flexible bellows in which was drawn 
the combustible mixture, which afterwards was pushed 
into the working cylinder. These bellows often burst, and 
there always was a great danger of leakage.

Barsanti and Matteucci, in 1857, were the first to intro
duce the atmospheric engine, which became ten years 
later, in a nearly similar arrangement, known as the Otto 
and Langen engine, called sometimes from its noise, “The 
Shooter Engine.” The author says of the engine which 
was exhibited at the Paris Exhibition, 1867, “Opinion, 
however, of the new motor would have been unfavourable 
if the economy of consumption of gas, in comparison with 
others, had not been apparent. According to the publica
tions of that time, the judges were forced to praise the 
engine for its economy, yet to blame it for its construction.”

The Otto and Langen engine was introduced and manu
factured in this country by Cross ley Brothers, Manchester, 
and the results of a trial given by Mr. F. W. Grossley 
show conclusively the supei lority of this engine over the 
Lenoir and Hugon in the consumption of gas. The engine 
had a cylinder of Gin. diameter and 40in. stroke. The 
explosive mixture was used in the proportion of one of 
gas to six and a-half of air. The brake horse-power 
2T2, with a gas consumption of 30 cubic feet per brake 
horse-power per hour. M. Tresca—often already quoted 
—gives the results of his tests as 48*63 cubic feet per brake 
horse-power per hour. Another person—Mr. W. A. Brad
ford, in the English Mechanic—gives the results of tests 

engine used by him as 22 cubic feet per brake horse
power. With such diverging results as these, it is impossible 
to arrive at any estimate of the real consumption of gas; but 
it is enough for the author’s purpose to show that the con
sumption was less than that used in the Lenoir and Hugon 
engines.

No real advance

despair at the result presented to them. However, this is 
the author’s fault, who has apparently, as far as 

practical details are concerned, done the best he could with 
the material at his hand.

not

PBIVATE BILL LEGISLATION.
The past week has yielded little of interest in connection 

with the proceedings of Private Bill Committees, and the early 
prorogation of Parliament now promised is likely to hasten 
these inquiries on to a speedy and perhaps uneventful conclu
sion. Nevertheless, there are some results relating to Private 
Bills well worth recording at this moment. From the last Ofli- 
cial Return published, it appears that up to the momqnt of the 
last brief adjournment of Parliament for the election of the 
new Government 159 Private Bills had been read a second 
time in the House of Commons, 115 a third time, after the 
Committee stage in most of the cases, and 39 had received the 
lloyal Assent. Among those in the last category, they having 
been thus passed into law, were : The Albert Palace Association, 
Ashton-under-Lyne, &c. (District) Water, Blackburn Water, 
Caterham Spring Water, Central Argentine Railway Company, 
Coatbridge Burgh, Dore and Chinley Railway, F.ast and West 
India Dock Company, Eastern and Midlands Railways, East 
London Railway, Eltliam Valley Light Railway, Isle of Ancholme 
Railway, Liverpool and Birkenhead Subway, Llangainmarch 
and Neath and Brecon Junction Railway, London, Chatham, 
and Dover Railway (Capital), London Riverside Fish Market, 
North Cornwall Railway, North Metropolitan Tramways, 
Port Glasgow Harbour, Skipton and Kettlewell liailway, 
Southport and Cheshire Lines Extension Railway, Tilbury 
and Gravesend Junction Railway (abandoned), Waterford, 
Dungarvon, and LiBtnore Railway Bills. Seventeen Bills had 
been withdrawn after one or other preliminary stage ; in 
nine instances the Standing Orders were reported not to have 
been dispensed with to enable them to proceed ; in one case it 
was intimated that the parties do not proceed, viz., for example, 
the Merionethshire Railway Bill; and in two or three it was 
reported that the preamble had not been proved. The number 
of measures disposed of materially reduces the work yet to bo 
done; but it leaves a large balance very much dependent on the 
duration of the Session. Against that balance, however, must 
bo set the 115 which have passed the third reading and only 
await the formal Assent. Thus nearly 350 Bills have been really 
or virtually decided, and this, considering all that has recently 
occurred in Parliament, is a very substantial achievement. 
Reverting to the Select Committees in both Houses, we find the 
•Ship Canal Bill still engaging Mr. Forster’s Committee of three. 
Apparently weary beyond further endurance, the Committee 
Inst week expressed their decided opinion that the ease for the 
promoters having already occupied three weeltH, ought to close 
their case at once ; ami, further, that they need not present any 
more witnesses as to the commercial part of the question. 
This strong intimation had the desired etfect, for the end of the 
week saw the end of the story for the Bill, and the opponent* 
arc now once more submitting their evidence, beginning with 
that of the engineers who disapprove of the project. It is 
unlikely that anyone wishes for a ro|>etition of the oft-rcj>eated 
contentions against the Hill, and it will be sufficient now to 
wait for the final sitting and decision of the Committee. As 
Mr. Forster observed, it will be a race to finish before the end 
of the session, and the settlement of this severe contest cannot 
t>e long deferred. The Select Committee, of which Ix>rd 
Onslow was chairman, passed the Lower Thames Valley Main 
Sewerage Bill, which dissolves the Joint Board—as 
explained some time ago—and forms seventeen new united 
districts from the various local authorities in the Thames 
Valley, to deal with the sewage. The Bill was opposed in 
Committee from several quarters, csj>ecially from Hampton 
Wick, hut this last opposition was withdrawn upou an 
undertaking being given that sewage works should not 
Imj placed on the cyots opposite Hampton Wick. This 
measure, it appears, has been amended in several important 
particulars since it left the House of Commons. In the form 
in which it will now be returned to the Commons it carries out 
the recommendations of the Local Government Board to levy 
all the expenses of any new Joint Boards which may be created 
within twelve months from the )>assing of this Act, upon an 
assessment iu the new united districts based upon and in pro
portion to the rateable value of each district as reduced for a 
general district rate in the case of urban districts, and in tin* 
case of rural districts as reduced for sj>ecial rating purposes, 
instead of upon the poor-rate assessment, as was proposal by 
the Bill. Tho Bill has also been so amended that no two or 
more sanitary authorities can agree to constitute themselves 
into new united districts unless such agreement is sanctioned by 
not less than three-fourths of the members of each sauitary 
authority. By an agreement, which led yesterday to the with
drawal of the opposition to this Bill, tho Corporation of 
Kingston undertake in any future scheme not to deal with any 
sewage on the islands in the river Thames, except for the pur
pose of a pumping station, which, if erected, is to be made of a 
reasonably ornamental character, approved by the local authori
ties. They further agree not to deal with their sewage above 
ground.

In the House of Lordssince the resumption on Monday last, two 
important discussions have taken place upou two first-class 
sures. In the first case, Lord Bram well proposed that the Standing 
Orders should be dispensed with in respect of petitions lodged by 
the Metropolitan Board of Worksto be heard by counsel against tho 
Waterworks Clauses Act (1847) Amendment Bill. Lord Br&mwcll

In Professor Thurston’s experiments on an Otto engine 
of 10-horse power, the explosive mixture used varied from 
1 volume of gas to 6*2 anil 77 volumes of air, ami the con
sumption of gas per brake horse-power per hour varied from 
29 to 33*4 cubic feet. Many attempts have been made by 
different inventors to produce an engine more regular in 
working and smaller in bulk for the same power than the 
Otto, the most notable among these being Mr. Dugald 
Clerk’s type of motor. This motor has an ignition every 
revolution of the crank, and to gain this advantage Mr. 
Clerk uses a second cylinder placed alongside the working 
cylinder, which he calls the displacer. The crank of the 
displacer i>iston precedes that of the working piston by a 
quarter of a revolution, and into the displacer is drawn for 
two-thirds of its stroke air and gas, ami for tho remaining 
third of the stroke pure air only. This pure air entering 
the displacer last is tlie first to be pushed out of it, and by 
the time that the displacer piston is returning, the piston 
of the working cylinder is uncovering the exhaust porta 
and allowing the pressure in the working cylinder to fall; 
this allows the pure air, being pushed out of the displacer, 
to enter the working cylinder and sweep out the products 
of combustion remaining in it. After the pure 
the explosive mixture. It is claimed for this system that 
the air prevents premature ignition of the explosive 
mixture by sparks or lingering name in the cylinder. The 
difficulty, it seems to us, is to keep the air pure from the 
mixture—a thing which, we think, cannot be accomplished 
satisfactorily. We have reason to believe that, perhaps 
from this cause, Mr. Clerk does not prevent premature 
ignition, and if not abandoned by him for something better, 
it is not insisted upon by him as the one thing necessary 
for success in his engine. However, Mr. Clerk lias pro
duced an engine small for its power, regular in working, 
and economical.

To overcome this difficulty of premature ignition in 
engines having an ignition every revolution of the crank, 
it has been proposed by some to govern the engine in a 
different manner—viz., instead of missing several ignitions 
when the engine overruns, to have always an ignition, but 
to reduce the quantity of combustible mixture ignited at 
each revolution when necessary. Such is the nianner in 
which Messrs. Andrew and Atkinson govern their 
respective engines, and they seem to gain their object with 
more or less success, although we notice that both makers 
in later types of engines produced return to the older 
method of governing by cutting off the supply of gas. The 
reason for this is obvious. If the governing is effected by 
varying the quantity of gas instead of cutting it quite off, 
a mixture is frequently obtained that misses fire, but 
which may be sufficiently rich to ignite afterwards. The 
loss of gas by governing in this way is, moreover, very 
considerable when the engine is running on very variable 
work. This is one of the reasons for the economy of the 
Crossley engine on variable work.

The rest of this book, from which we have quoted con
siderably, is taken up with discussing the theory of the gas 
engine, but here the author’s work is not at all satisfactory, 
especially from thethermodynamiepointof view. Tliesubject 
has been better treated in one, or we may say- two German 
brochures, and the author is largely indebted to Mr. Clerk 
for one of the most satisfactory parts of his book. He 
hardly does justice to those from whom he has 
gained his information and illustrations, especially for the 
latter, to Herr Schottler’s “Die Gasmaschine.” Those 
who know little or nothing of the gas engine, and the 
principles on which it is founded, this volume will 
assist; but those who have devoted their attention to 
this subject, and who might be inclined to think that at 
last, soffit of tMf difficulties would be cleared up, will
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was made with the gas engine until 
ic u • en ^r: P^to introduced his compression engine, 

which is so familiar in this country. In this engine, unlike 
all the preceding engines which we have mentioned 
ignition of the combustible mixture occurs every two 
revolutions t^le crank- The cycle of operations used by 

lr. Otto was not new, as it had been propounded by M. 
Alpli Beau de Rochas in the year 1862 in a treatise 
entitled “Nouvelles Recherches sur les Conditions Pra- 
iques de plus Grande Utilisation de la Chaleur et en 
Teneral de la Force Motrice.” It is curious reading this 

^ ni k, as it describes word for word the operations which 
l1 ace !n Otto’s engine. M. Beau de Rochas says :— 

Die question being thus propounded, the sole arrange- 
, really practicable consists evidently in forthwith 

employing but one cylinder, so that it is the largest 
pnssi i e, and further in reducing the resisting movements 
or the gases to their absolute minimum. Then, and for the 
same side of the cylinder, we are naturally led to execute the 
ioilowing operations in a period of four consecutive strokes:

Auction during an entire stroke of the piston; 
(^ compression during the following stroke ; (3) ignition 
at the dead point and expansion during the third stroke ; 
fnn.f!rcin§ .out of the burnt gases from the cylinder on the 
rourth and Lost return stroke.” This is exactly what Otto
wS,-Lnd he, Prod"ces thereby a thoroughly practicable 

king machine, the only difference being, perhaps, that 
describe the elaborate system of 

lie snl h Whlch Mg °tto has attempted, and by which 
he says he gams gradual combustion. Mr. Otto says that

, an
mea-

pointed out that this Bill involved dealing with property worth 
thirty millions sterling, and observing that in his view this pro
posal was quite unjustifiable, insisted that the Board of Works 
ought to be heard. Several peers entered into the subject, most 
of them opposing the motion, and eventually the motion was 
rejected. On the understanding that the Bill would be referral 
to a Public Committee, appointed by the Lords, the Bill 
read a second time. In the other case Lord Ravensworth sought 
to suspend a Standing Order in resi>ect to the Regent’s Canal 
City and Docks Railway Bill, which prohibits the payment of 
interest out of capital during the construction of works. As this 
pro|K»sal related only to financial matters, and raised no question 
of interest as to the works, the motion was negatived and 
the Bill was read a second time.

was

South Kensington Mvskvm.—Visitors during the week ending 
July 4th, 1885:—On Monday, Tuesday, and Saturday, free, from 
10 a.m. to 10 p.m., Museum, 8519; mercantile marine, Indian 
section, and other collections, 2230. On Wednesday, Thursday, 
and Friday, admission 6d., from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m., Museum, 1730; 
mercantile marine, Indian section, and other collections, 211, 
Total, 12,690. Average of corresponding week in former years. 
1?,98?. Total from the opening of the Museum, 24,127,836^



cheap-liorse,” when said tail is put in a vertical position, as 
shown and described.

5. In a cheap-horse corn-planter I claim the tail b, when 
arranged vertically, to frighten the crows a a, as set forth.

6. I claim the worms (not shown) in combination with the 
“ early birds ” a a, for the purpose set forth.

The yellow dog, with few friends, being an old device and 
somewhat at a discount in these days, we do not set anything on 
him, but merely throw him in to accompany the driver D, to 
give a general effect to the patent after it is granted.
Patent applied for through the Agency of A. H. Evans and Co.,

Solicitors of
U.S. and Foreign Patents, 

Phoenix Building, 
Washington, D, C,

SCHWACKHOFEK’S CALORIMETER.
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,\/ Vi x«/! u* i PATTERSON’S PATENT PORTABLE DRILLING 

AND TAPPING APPARATUS.
We illustrate below a neat form of portable drill, the in

vention of Mr. Patterson, an engineer in the employment of 
the Southwark and Vauxhall Water Company, which was exhi
bited by that company last year at the International Health 
Exhibition. The apparatus has been specially designed for 
drilling and tapping water and gas pipes, but is also applicable 
for girders and rails, or, indeed, any kind of work which 
affords a suitable means of attachment. By referring to the 
section, it will be seen that the drill spindle, which is screwed, 
passes through a conical bush pressed down into its seat by a
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.Hkrr Fr. Schwackhofhr has recently published—Zeits. Anal. 
Chan. 23, 453—an account of a calorimeter he has constructed 
for determining the calorific power of coal or other fuel. The 
calorimeters usually employed are only adapted for small quan
tities of substance—a fraction of a grin,—and produce smoke, 
indicating thereby incomplete combustion. The author claims 
that in his apparatus these disadvantages are entirely avoided. 
The construction is given in the accompanying diagrum, which 
we reproduce from the Journal of the Society of Chemical 
Industry. A and A! are platinum combustion vessels, B a 
copper jacket, C the inner water vessel—the actual calorimeter 
—of nickled copper, I) the inner non-conducting layer of eider
down, E a double-walled water vessel, F the exterior 
ducting layer of fine down, 0 a cylindrical wooden case, H the 
upper water vessel, J an annular cork hoard, K the lid, L the 
inner agitator, S and Sj mirrors for observing the process of 
combustion Tj to T10 thermometers. The most important part 
of the apparatus is the combustion vessel. It is of platinum, 
and divided into two parts ; the lower A is for the sample of 
coal, the upper Ax for sugar charcoal. The chambers have open
ings at a and b, for introducing the fuel, and also for removing 
the sieves c and d after each experiment. The sieves are 
of platinum foil, perforated specially for the apparatus. 
The perforations of the lower sieve c are so small that 
they are only visible by transmitted light. In the upper 
sieve the holes are somewhat larger. Each is provided with an 
upright rim, which fits tightly to the side, and keeps it in its 
place. These tubes are connected with the chamber A. e con
ducts oxygen from beneath the coal. The tube / has a double 
use—(1) to bring oxygen above the coal in order to ensure 
complete combustion of the evolved gases; (2) to observe the 
process of combustion by reflection from the mirror Sx. This 
is necessary, as the stream of oxygen requires to be carefully 
regulated, and the end of the combustion ascertained. The 
side tube g terminates under the sieve d. It is provided with a 
cross piece, and perforated on the upper side. It conducts 
oxygen to the upper chamber. All these tubes—e, f, g—are 
connected with well-fitting tubes, let into the lid of the case. 
After determining the actual thermal value of given volumes of 
water in the different vessels composing the calorimeter, it is 
next necessary to prepare and analyse quantitatively and calori- 
metrically the sugar charcoal to be used in the experiments. 
The calorimeter is then manipulated as follows:—The vessel C 
is filled with 5200 cc. of water at the temperature of the air, 
and 5-6 grm. of the finely powdered sample of coal, and 
2-4 grm. of the charcoal weighed out. The quantities should be 
so chosen that the rise of temperature in C may be about 
10 deg. C. The combustion lasts about an hour. The coal is 
introduced into A, the charcoal into Aj, the two pieces then put 
together, and the jacket B screwed down, the lid is lowered, the 
thermometers inserted, and the mirrors mounted. When the 
apparatus indicates a constant temperature, the combustion is 
commenced. Oxygen is led through f the cap S raised, a small 
glowing chip thrown in and the cap refitted. The charcoal in 
Aj is kindled, and the aspirator 0 is put in action. The bottle 
N is then closed, and after some minutes the smaller aspirator 
is set going. The flow of water from 0 and P is regulated so 
that about five-sixths of the gases collect in 0 and one-sixth in 
P. When the charcoal is almost burnt, sparks fall through the 
sieve and kindle the coal beneath. A quicker stream of 
oxygen is then passed through / and introduced through g;

towards the end of the experiment the oxygen through g is 
stopped and e is opened. The combustion proceeds regularly, 
and not a trace of smoke appears in N. The combustion of 
both charcoal and coal should be complete. When the combus
tion is finished the aspirators are disconnected, the water is 
agitated by the mixer until the thermometers Tj and Ta stand 
at the same temperature, and the other thermometers are then 
read off. The volume of gas collected in the aspirators is noted, 
and the gas in P analysed. From these data the author has 
made a number of calorimetric determinations, which agree well 
together, and are somewhat higher than the value calculated by 
Dulong’s formula from the percentage composition.
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spring acting on steel anti-friction balls, the pressure on the 
spring being capable of variation at will by means of a nut. 
The object of this arrangement is to give an automatic feed. 
So long as the drill is away from its work the conical bush is 

TT/-w-r.cii-. tit * \TmnT. held firmly in its seat, and rotation of the spindle merely pro-
i> CHEAP-HORSE CORN PLANTER, duces a travel due to the pitch of the thread upon it As soon,

Wr are indebted to an American correspondent for the however, as the drill comes up to its work, the spring is corn- 
following example of United States Patent-office practice, pressed, and the conical bush being raised slightly from its 
Although our correspondent has drawn on his imagination, the seat, is free to turn with the spindle, until by the cutting and 
invention is quite as likely to prove useful as a great many descent of the drill it is again held fast, when the action is 
which obtain official sanction. The yellow dog plays such an repeated. The feed may be varied by altering the initial pres 
important part in a certain class of United States literature sure on the spring. In the engraving the spindle is shown 
just now that our friend has shown a wise discrimination in squared at the top for receiving an ordinary wrench handle, 
not attempting to claim him as a novel device. His introduc- but it is also made with a ratchet. The mode of attachment 
tion, however, no doubt lends finish to the statement of claim, of the apparatus will be apparent from an inspection of the 
Tails have formed the subject of so many patents in the States engravings, which illustrates the method adopted for pipes up 
that we were disposed to look with some doubt on the novelty to 6in. diameter. For larger sizes, and for general work, it is 
of Claim 5. We have reason to believe, however, that the claim convenient to employ chains, which pass round the object to 
is valid; its validity being due to the vertical arrangement.

non-con-

be drilled, and are made fast to the hooks at the upper end of 
the jaws. We understand that this drill is 
largely used by the Southwark and Vauxhall 
Company, and is found to be a very convenient 
and handy tool. It is extremely light, weighing 
only 141b., and is therefore readily transported 
from place to place.

A 0
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Silver Smelting in New South Walks.— 
The work of utilising the many rich silver mines 
in New South Wales has been seriously impeded 
by the absence of facilities for treating the ore, 
which is generally of a most refractory descrip
tion, and consequently has to be sent to America 
or Germany to be smelted. Recently some 
smelting works were erected at Sunny Comer, 
and the success of these has led to the erection 
of another at Clyde, some few miles distant from 

Sydney, the first ore smelted being from the Silver King 
mine at Sunny Comer, taken from a large body of stone, 
the width of which has never been tested, but which has 
been sunk on to a depth of about 50ft., all in ore that 
has assayed from 40 oz. to 190 oz. of silver per ton. 
The furnace was constructed under the personal supervision 
of Mr. J. B. Gafford, who has patented this pa 
of furnace in all the Australian Colonies. Before coming to 
New South Wales, Mr. Gafford was connected with silver 
milling and smelting in America from the year 1868 till 
his departure, having been engaged in assisting to get into 
operation the United States Mint at Denolaga, Georgia, 
in constructing the Swansea and Denver Valley smelting 
and reducing works, and in constructing furnaces and milling 
plant in California, Arizona, Detroit, and other places, at least 
so says an official publication.
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V
CHEAP-HORSE CORN PLANTER.

I am aware that a quadruped has heretofore been used in 
combination with an agricultural implement, and consequently 
I do not claim such a combination broadly; but what I claim, 
and desire to secure by Letters Patent is—

1. The planters B B, in combination with the beast A, 
Btructed and operated as described.

2. The bands i i, and pulley c c, in combination with the hind 
legs of a cheap-horse A, to operate the planters and prevent 
kicking, substantially as set forth.

3. I claim the cheap-horse A, clipped, as shown, in combina
tion with the corpulent driver D, to prevent his travelling too 
fast, as described.

4. I claim the guide o, in combination with the “tail of a

rticular classcon-

i
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BEVERIDGE’S VALVE GEAR.
BREHMER’S BEVEL GEAR CUTTING MACHINE. This valve gearing, which we illustrate below, is patented by 

Mr. James Beveridge, of Soho Foundry, Barrow-in-Furness, and 
was designed with a view of simplifying the existing methods of 
working the slide valves of steam engines. The advantages 
claimed by the inventor are (1) rigidity, and absence of vibra
tion at the most essential parts ; (2) non liability of the valves 
to work untrue, resulting through this arrangement only re
quiring two joints to work the valve in place of seven where
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exccntrics and link motion are used; (3) to be more economical 
and durable than any other system, both as regards first cost 
and afterwards; (4) to be certain of immediate and true action 
on account of the absence of complicated parts.
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tool, the oscillating movement of the connecting rod bcin). 
employed for this purpose by having a bar hinged at one end to 
a clamp which can be shifted on the connecting rod while tht 
other end impinges on the apron. It is easy to so adjust tin 
clamp that this lifting action will occupy the time of the return 
stroke.

\

We illustrate a new machine for this purpose made by Messrs. 
Brehmer Bros., Philadelphia. Making accurate bevel gear 
wheels, which will work smoothly without rattling or waste of 
power, has until within a comparatively recent period been 
one of the most difficult jobs coming into a machine shop, 
and has been a kind of work in which many have failed. In 
correctly formed teeth of a bevel gear the curvature of the 
sections is not uniform, jso that formed tools cannot give correct 
results, but the novel machine shown in the accompanying illus
tration is intended to obviate all defects arising from this cause. 
The principle of this machine is based on the fact that any two 
gear wheels which gear correctly with one rack belonging to an 
interchangeable set of gears will gear correctly with one another. 
By a mutual rolling against each other of a gear blank and such 
a rack, the teeth of the wheel must obviously be formed with 
perfect accuracy. It is convenient to consider all the motions as

\
/ \

!

\
>

50-HORSE POWER VERTICAL COMPOUND MILL 
ENGINE.

The tyi>c of engine illustrated on page 30 is one that possesses 
many advantages, though it is not often used in mills or for 
stationary purposes. The engine occupies very little floor space, 
the cylinders and pistons wear equally in all directions, the 
strains are direct, the rotating parts are low down and can be 
accurately balanced. This engine has been erected in the flour
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taking place in one plane, as would be represented by the diagram mill of Mr. John Taylor, of Melksham, taking the place of a 
m Fig. 2, where it is shown how the tooth of an involute rack smaller one which was not powerful enough for the demands 
would cut its way through a rolling blank, thus forming one of made upon it. The cylinders are 16Jin. and 28in. diameter by 
the spaces between two teeth. In this case the cutting tool 2ft din. length of stroke, the high-pressure cylinder l*cing steam 
represents one tooth of a rack pertaining to an interchangeable jacketted. The pressure in the boilers is 75 lb., and a steady 
set of gears, and it obtains a reciprocating motion in the manner vacuum is maintained of 13J lb. at a speed of eighty-two 
of a shaper tool, the blank receiving a movement as though it : revolutions per minute. The power is taken off the crank shaft, 
were rolhngon its pitch surface. j which is of hammered steel, through a pair of spur wheels ami

lhe machine embraces two principal parts: the shaper which i two belts, tluis being communicated to the mill at three points, 
holds and operates the UkjI, and the spindle which turns the blanks. The engine works in conjunction with two turbines when water 
As the blank should imitate the movement of a rolling cone, j is plentiful, but as the water is very fluctuating, the steam power 
the bearing of its spindle is held in an inclined position between is sufficient for the whole mill, and Mr. Taylor is thus indc- 
two uprights attached to a semicircular horizontal plate, which ; pendent of the water. To meet these fluctuations an expansion 
can be oscillated on a vertical axis passing through the apex of ( valve is applied to the high-pressure cylinder, variable by hand, 
tne blank The spindle also receives the proper rotation by a ; and worked by a rod from the air pump levers. The engine is 
portion of a cone attached to it, corresponding with the pitch simple and strong, and works very steadily and economically 
cone of the blank, and held by steel bands which prevent the It is fed with steam from two Cornish boilers which are set on
cone from making any but a rolling motion when the spindle Livet’s patent system of flues, and the result in saving of coal and
cceives a conical swinging motion. facility of access for cleaning and examination has been proved (Continued from page 007.)

mnvMiitl* of the machine effect a slow, intennittent to be most satisfactory. Action qf the cylinder metal.-ln order to understand the
77J1 ,. of ,th? .semicircular plate, rolling the blank while the--------------------------------------------------- conditions affecting the economy, it is desirable to investigate what
reciprocating tool forces its way through the metal. The spindle --------------------------------------------------- happens in the cylinders during the period of a revolution. For
carrying the blank can be rotated independent of the rolling The Antwerp Exhibition.—The Belgian Government having reasons which will appear as we go on, it is most convenient to 
cone by means of a worm wheel and worm and index plate, which requested Karl Granville to make appointments of British jurors, commence this investigation at the moment when the exhaust port 
enable the blank to be presented to the cutting device at properly his lordship has communicated the accompanying list to Baron closes and compression begins. Starting st this point, therefore, we 
spaced divisions, corresponding with the number of teeth desired „ X?n8’ j Pe]8ia“ M™ster at this CourtChairman, Mr. C. may begin by forming the following tables showing the quantities 
in the wheel. There is a gauge by which the tool can be adjusted fporni?crc>al Department of the of steam and water present in the cylinders at different points, 
so that thelowest point of its cutting sideshall move exactly toward °? ’ rTv f « J 7 fo^Pap®f» PnntinK. *«•. Die points chosen are the beginning and end of the compression
the apex of the blank and a fi:at,.X - n v.i- „ mw «•««»., ft: tbe. Inventions Exhibition. Group I.—Education and Instruction and admission, the end of the expansion and pointa at one, two,
gauReamlthe?ll«ntLQ; l a distance block ,s used between this -Apparatus and Processes of the Liberal Arts-Mr. Edmund three, and five-ninths of the disUnce the piston, have to travel
the^C * i'*°“Ja11'^'onsof,distancescanbedetecltedwffh Gosse, Lecturer on English Literature, Trinity College, Cambridge; after the steam has been cut off. Table II. refers to the non-con- 
the wl ! teaf! °; by 818ht- The diagram, big. 2, shows how Mr. Henry Spicer, juror at the Inventions Exhibition. II.-Fur- densing, and Table III. to the condensing cylinders, the two being 
Knl'd+u “ikes out the stock when a wheel is to be cut out of the mture and Accessones-Mr. J. S. Templeton, member of the treated in each case as one of double the capacity of either. In the 
son«, the tool being first adjusted at a slight distance from its Glasgow Chamber of Commerce; Mr. T. C. Moore, member of the last line of Table II. it ia seen that the discharge from the small 
correct position, and all spaces being afterward treated in the North Staffordshire Chamber of Commerce. III.—-Textile Fabrics cylinders, which, of course, is equal in weight to the supply from 
same mannner by using the index device. The tool is then Clothing and Accessories Sir Joseph I>ee, member of the Man- the boilers, consists of 72’6 per cent..of steam and 27'4 per cent, of 
carefully adjusted to its correct position, first for one and ch^tor Chamter of Commerce; Mr. Harold Lee, assistant juror, water. It does not enter the large cylinders in these proportions 
afterwards for the other side to finish bothsidpsof the teeth IV.—-Mining Industries—Raw and Manufactured Products—Mr. however, as part of the water is evaporated during the exhaust by 
The inclination of the spindle holding the blank is made JI. Ilauerman, F.C.S., juror at the Hiventions Exhibition; Mr. H. the heat stored in the cylinder metal during compression and ad- 
adjustable, to adapt ^it to^ the H LTnl £nmshaw F.C.S forrnerlyDemonstrator of Chemistry at Owens mission, and by the work done upon itduring the expulsion,
rolling cone is detLhabto 1 ?f de8irfd' and the College, Manchester; Mr. W. J. Bush, F.C.S. V.-Machinery- Hence, before constructing the table for the large cylinders, the
correspond with tl. i ’ V' .V° afed ^ PUcb con7 M Apparatus and Processes used in the Mechanical Manufactures, quantity so evaporated must be ascertained. To avoid breaking 
snecift ,wX VV 1 ; !lg . of the blank to he cut> but by a and Tests of the same-Captam Galton.C.B., F.R.S.; Mr. William the thread of the report, the question is considered in Note 2 in
of X i machlne 18 80 adjustable that a limited number Anderson, C.E. \ I.—Alimentary Products—Mr. Walter Low, the Appendix, where it is shown that the weight evaporated was

cones may be made to suffice for a large variety of work. juror at the Health Exhibition, 1884. VII.— Navigation and Life 072621b. on the Friday and 1-09601b. on the Wednesday, so that 
i ^ cu™lng tool is a triangular l>ar of steel, so formed as to Saving Mr. Hamilton Dunlop, member of the Southampton the initial figures in Table III. will be obtained by adding these 

fifteen degrees on each side, and held by a Chamber of Commerce. IX. Commerce of Importation and quantities to the stoam and deducting them from the water shown
pecial holder, the up-and-down and sideway adjustment beine Exportation Exports for the use of the natives in countries out of in the last line of Table II. As figures are objectionable to many 

enected by slides working at right angles and operated bv screws Europe. Commercial Museums—Mr. Bateman, principal of the persons, the diagrams Figs. 9 and 12 have been constructed to 
the clamp which fastens the tool holder also clamnine the slides Pepartoent, Boardof Trade, honoraiy secretary of illustrate these tables. A, B, C, D, is supposed to represent the
to the apron, and giving great stabilitv A dorirJf liftX thefstatistical Society. Section IV .—Electricity—Captain Abney, cylinder, within which is drawn an indicator diagram to show the 
ftpron during the return stroke ma/'i il l fg , H.E F.R.S.; Mr. M. H. Preece, F.K.S., assistant engineer and points mentioned on page 55. Through these points vertical lines

8 return stroke prevents the dragging of the electrician to the Post-office. numbered 1,2, 5, 6, 9, and 10 aro drawn, and upon them are

The invention, as will be seen by referring to sketch, consists 
of a pair of wheels, D, E, geared into one another ; one of them, 
a split one, E, is keyed on the cr&uk shaft; the other wheel ia 
keyed on a spindle, which works loose lietween a pair of steel 
links A, or in a box frame enclosing the wheels. A pin, a, is 
turned on at each side of the spindle, to which the valve rods, 
ft 6, arc coupled direct; at one end of the links the reversing 
lever c is attached. The principle of working the gearing is as 
follows : The frame is set at the requisite angle to the cranks, 
and the pins a a are so arranged ns to give the proper amount 
of “ lead when the engine requires to be reversed, the links 
are simply thrown over to the same angle as it makes with the 
vertical plane on the opposite side.

TRIAL OF A PAIR OF HORIZONTAL COMPOUND 
TANDEM ENGINES.
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ABSOLUTE VACUUM

plotted points at distances corresponding to the figures in the lines 
similarly numbered in the tables. These points being joined, the 
vertical distances between the joining lines show the weights of 
steam and water present accurately on the numbered verticals

_ V

Table II.*

Wednesday, 18th June.Friday, 13th J une.

ia* if if Iff
111 is 111 §1 a-Sfe* * ll * & al ki

* j II &| |il 
III |l ffl !§• |ll 

i? * *■ ii m

FIC . I
100. Non-condensing cylinders.UJ 82.

s FRONT

I o\

BACKm
UJtu

I calUJ 
j «c IDC 
/ |W

/ III
0-4848 ! 100 0-25730-2573 | 1000-48481 At beginning of compression left from previous stroko .. lbs.

2 At end of compression..............................
3 Supplied by boiler during admission

Total weights supplied vp to end of admission .. ,,

5 At end of admission .........................................................................
6 When Jth of the expansion has been performed .. .

n fth ,,
,, 3th „

9 | ,, 3th „
10 | At end of stroko
1L Deduct steam left in cylinders at beginning of compression ,,

12 ; Weight of steam and water discharged into receiver

It
91-3 I 0-0225 j 8-7 i 0-2573 
97-0 0-1100 8-0 3-8057

S3 0-3726 j 77-0 ! 0'1122 23’0
3-4765 ! 97-0 ! 0-1075 I 3’0

0-4848
3-5840

0-2348
3-7497

iiis a
/

96-6 : 0-1385 3-4 4‘12300-2197 1 5-4 3-98454-06883-8491 94-64
I
i 4-1230

4-1230
4-1230
4-1230
4-1230
4-1230
0-2573

ATMOSPHERIC 35-0LINE 65- 0 
62-3 
62-1 
62-2 
62-5
66- 9

2-6871
2-5675
2-5604
2-5646
2-5746
2-7574
0-2573

1-4359
1-5555
1-5626
1-5584
1-5484
1-3656

2-7078
2-6474
2-6702
2-6874
2- 7605
3- 0881 
0-4848

4-0688
4-0688
4-0088
4-0088
4-0088
4-0088
0-4848

66-6
65-7
65- 6
66- 5
67- 8 
75-9

83-41-3010
1-4214
1-3986
1-3814
1-3083
0-9807

I » > 37-734-3
37'934-47ABSOLUTE VACUUM naa 37-833-58 >i a 37-5LJ 32-2aiin a 33-124-1O I

___ewi
5-jsi!

3

FIC.2I
I 23.

1-3656 | 35-3 3-8057I 64-72-500172-6 0-9807 | 27-4 j 3-58402-6033
la FRONT • a
|3
IH

I
t * See Note 1 in Appendix.ATMOSPHERIC LINE
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Table III.*il

IS
Wednesday, 18th June.Friday, 13th June.13

!o i
111

II!

©TtMI mV

|S\C__
.8 Hi, -S „

Is faS i allg & ~ S £• ! -*3 §

7> I iA •g• I
I°l •El Is a a ■Ss 2

i g 
ft a

ii! Condonsing cylinders.

II
I § *13 .
I ABSOLUTE VACUUM S3Ph 2

\ > , (
as. gS|

I < UJ i

P
/ “<i

I- FIC. 3
0-19759 7. 1001 At beginning of compression left from provious stroko .. lbs. 0-1802

2 At end of compression...................................................
8 Supplied by small cylinders during admission

Total weights supplied up to end of admission .. ,,

6 ! At end of admission ...................................................
6 ! When Jth of tho expansion 1ms boon performed
7 I „ ith „

„ ith „
0 { o jth ,,

10 At end of stroke
11 j Deduct stoam loft in cylinders at beginning of compression ,,

12 Weight of stoam and water discharged into condensers .. ,,

0-1975j 0-1802100
in /BACK FRONT 0-0729 I 36-9 O'1975 

0-2696 7-0 3-8057
63-10-1246

3-5961
70-2 0-0554 28-8 0-1862 
90-3 0-2545 9‘7 3-5840

0-1308
3-3295

01
UJ ✓ a 1)3-0a

8-4 4-063291-0 i 0-34253-72078-4603 j 91-8 j 0-3090 j 8'2 8-77024LU

Zsl 4-06321-3625 j 83-52-7007 06-544-2 8-7702
3-7702
3-7702
3-7702
3-7702
3-7702
0-1862

1-6673
1-8284
1-7888
1-7346
1-5738
1-3282

2-1029
1-9418
1- 9814
2- 0356 
2-1964 
2-4420 
0-1862

55-8
51- 5
52- 2 
54-0 
68-2 
64-8

48-55
5 --------------

a
47-8iiii nn 40-0"ATMOSPHERIC LINE itnit it 41-8it 4-0632

0-1075
31-72-7750 68-3 1-2882

0-1076 — !
85-2

ABSOLUTE VACUUM

approximately at other points. A glanco at these diagrams shows 
at once that although the steam supplied to the engines was com
paratively dry, there was a large but variable quantity of water in 
the cylinders. This water is the result of condensation, caused

3-80571-2882 33-420775 06-063-0 1-3282 37-0 { 3-58402-2558

* 8oo Notes 1 and 2 in Appendix.
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^________ I Table IV.*FIC . 4
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if “I
Wednesday, 18th Juno.Friday, 13tli Juno.!

\ BACKj ♦ ;
lii *a|

31* ll* $
ill S.SisS.2

II8=9

5a-
hi * aNou-uondcusing cylindurs.

II* IIsIP sp
284-18
21-00

284•18639-11
87-68

030-11Loft from provious stroko.......................
Absoluto work of comprosslon ..

Distribution of licat at end of comprosslon .. 
Supplied from bollors...................................................

Total suppliod up to ond of admission .. ..

Distribution of heat present nt tho under
mentioned points, equivalent of absoluto 
work ilium, and total accounted for;

At ond of admission ....................................................
„ j of oxpunaion.............................................................

ti 1

At end of stroko .............................................................
Deduct boat left, in cylinders at ond of stroko 

and equivalent of absoluto work done

Discharged from small cylindors ....................
Add equivalent of absoluto work of expulsion

Total heat rocclvod by connecting pipe .. ..
Effective work moasurod from diagram.. ..

Total boat rocoivod from boilers and accounted

. .. tli. un.1 210987-082
6-00 I 202-90 

88-50 4568-88
306-27

4591-04
576-79

4256-51
86-3183-63 420-12

8509 4220-82
123148

4

69-22 4640-94 — 4807-2180-31 44-50 4816-844833-30123-145i.i i
HT \ ip\ FIC ,D101. t

IIIns/I 1
u /FOONT i 4897-21 

4S97-2I 
4897-21 
4897-21 
IS97121 
1597-21

177-88
229-14
270-29
802-22
854-79
431-10

406-46 3043-87 
468-98 2896-06 
444-98 2S79-7.-I 
429-70 2877-69 
400-78 12878-85 
827-26 3069-05

1209-50
1303-03
1802-21
1287-54
1263-34
1008-15

180-00 4833-80 
232-73 4833-80 
274-2.3 4833-30 
307-62 4833-30 
803-20 4833-30 
447-45 4833-80

BACK 441-85 3067-37 
481-11 2987-80 
405-08 3004-88 
885-08 {8017*02 
814-20 3089-08 
241-62 3442-78

1144-58 
1182*16 
1140-11 
1123-OH 
1066-82 
701-46

/ 0rv
/ 7

/UJ 8§:l a»»
9 M

10I!s 11

Si 12to 716-34432-10284-18986-66447-45539-11< / ii

VC' X si 327-25 2785-47 115(1- S7 
7 r> • ;>;»

— 3846-74
153-89 153-89

1008-15ATMOSPHERIC LINE 701-45 241-62 2903-6718 76-80n 14------6.-
absdlut; vacuui/i I 1257-26

384-68
— 4000-63

265-88 | 255-8815 n 334-68j 16FIC.6 I n
hal nc ATMOSPHERIC LINE 17I 4591-94{4256-613 SI ! for ii

sJd a i
i”

FRONT!£ BACK * Soo Note 4 in Appendix.I
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Table V.*13

II? ='f37~2:«! Wednesday, 18th Juno.

j 3*. 

11

Friday, 13th Juno.

§•2 ^ | g.S

IIs IP to

!S ABSOLUTE VACUUM
4J

£ i-S « “•2 s
j I S-Sj | o-
O -sits

H |3S «JS
primarily by absorption of heat by the metal of which the 
cylinders are made,* and secondarily by conversion of heat 
into mechanical work during the expansion, just as the re
evaporation of the water discharged from the small into the

FIC. 7

e.s 11 IshiCondensing cylindors.
■t *

—IIs
1 215-21215-21202-82 —

10-70 —
202-82T£7 th. un-Loft fmm previous stroko..........................................

Absoluto work of compression...............................

Distribution at cud of compression.....................
Supplied from small cylindors...............................

Total suppliod up to ond of admission .. ..

1
□ s. I l,J 10-81 10-8110 703 296. / iiI W

i ei 11-91
49-89

136-55
4207-87

226-02
4267-26

77-6621.T62
4000-63

✓ 9-16
58-63

14.T40
3942-10

60-96BACK 3FRONT 3S|!e 4il

'll! 60-96 4848-92 4483-2877-66 61-804214-1567-69 4085-605|U
In g§i Distribution of heat present at the under

mentioned points, equivalent of absolute 
work dono, and total accounted for:—

At ond of admission ....................................................
„ ) of expansion..............................................................
.. I 
„ ;i

,, end of stroko .............................................................
12 Deduct heat loft in cylinders at end of stroke

and equivalent of absoluto work dono

13 Discharged from large cylinders .....................
14 Equivalent of absoluto work of expulsion ..

15 Total hoat received by condensers....................
16 Effective work measured from diagrams in

small cylinders.............................................................
17 Effective work measured from diagrams in

large cylinders.............................................................

IS Total hoat received from boilers and accounted
I for.........................................................................................

!o

itIS
248*74 2971-18 181*75 4483*281081-611214-15

4214-15
4214-15
4214-15
4214-15
4214-16

377-81
375-37
346-44
322-81
274-61
213-71

180-89 
174-96 
208-39 
238-41 
277-66 
340-42

2334-01
2145-26
2184-30
2240*63
2412*53
2674*72

1371-04
1518-66
1476-02
1412-30
1249*35
986-30

0 iiATMOSPHERIC' LINE z. 7 M
8 II II

JABSOLUTE VACUUM 9 ii
10 n 24S-74 4483-283029-19214*93990*4211i.) ii

LJ 248*74 463-95215-21543-24340-42202-82
Si
a 4019-333670-91 990-42 214'P3 2813-93

69-81 11FIC.8
ATMOSPHERIC LINE

985-30 1 213-71 2471-90
L a 73-31 73-3169-81ii
G 5! 4092-643740-72

! W| 334-681}255-88

259-91

S'o. _£ ?0NT BACK II 499*80516*79enl
«*l 164*62V9.
ujl >i

$c.._ _
—---------------LJ I

4591-944256-61l n

5!
absolute vacuum

large cylinders—compare the last line of Table II. with the third 
in Table III.—-is due to conveotion and radiation of heat 
from the metal and to the work done upon the steam during the 
expulsion. During the admission, a certain quantity of heat flows

* See Note 3 in Appendix,

bee Note 5 in Appendix.

into the cylinders from the boilers, and this quantity remains in ducing. The distribution of the balance between the three bodies, 
the cylinders throughout the stroke and .is discharged at the end, iron, steam, and water, which constitute the heat-converting 
less the amount equivalent to the work performed, which is that machinery, is different at different parts of the stroke, and 
work expressed in foot-pounds divided by 772, this being the Tables IV. and V. have been calculated to show what proportion 
number of foot-pounds of wpik one unit Q f heat is capable of pro- j of the total heat supplied each of these three bodies contains at

It11
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including in a single statement figures which properly belong to 
two accounts—one of receipts and expenditure of heat, the other 
a balance-sheet, or, rather, a series of balance-sheets, showing tho 
amount of heat present at different periods and its allocation. In 
the hope of making them clearer the diagrams Figs. 13 and 16 have 
been constructed, one for each cylinder, somewhat in the same

10 i

THE ENGINEER.
metal during the compression and admission, and the large pro
portion of steam condensed in consequence—viz., 1144'58 thermal 
units and 1 '2535 lb. on the Friday, and 1209 '50 thermal unitg and 
1'3199 lb. on the Wednesday. To make the meaning of these 
figures clearer, they are expressed below as percentages of the total 
quantities of heat, and of steam and water present, and compared 
with the percentages obtained in the case of an unjacketted com
pound engine working with practically the same initial pressure, 
but with the more moderate ratio of expansion of 1 : 8'27, the 
cut-off in the small cylinder taking place at 0'294 of the stroke.*

Table VI.

June 18, 
1884.

Oct. 25,June 13, 
1884. 1881.

94-78 
1 : 14-60

1 Initial pressure, absolute lb. per sq. in. ..
2 Total ratio of expansion ..............................

Percentage of total heat abstracted by
cylinder during compression and admis
sion ..........................................................................

Percentage of mixture of steam and water 
condensed during same periods ..

Consumption of dry saturated steam per 
5 | T. H.P. per hour (see Table 1.).....................

These are some of the most instructive figures derived from the 
experiments, and the lesson they teach most plainly is that 
excessive ratios of expansion cannot be indulged in with impunity 
where cylinders are unjacketted. By increasing the quantity of steam 
kept permanently in the cylinders, in contradistinction to that 
received from the boiler and discharged each stroke, we should 
increase the total weight of steam and total quantity of heat 
present—since the only loss of heat from this steam is that due to 
radiation, which is small—and thus diminish the percentages of 
water and of heat absorbed, as well as the absolute amounts, and 
improve the performance of the engines. This can be done to some 
extent by closing the exhaust ports earlier. Passing on to the 
period of expansion in the smaller cylinders, we notice considerable 
differences in the water re-evaporated and heat restored by the 
cylinder metal on the two days—differences which are probably 
traceable ultimately to the alteration of the steam valves of the 
larger cylinders on the Wednesday. The figures relating to this 
period open up questions too long to be discussed here, but one 
point which should not be passed over is referred to in the Appen
dix.t In the condensing cylinder we again notice an enormous 
amount of initial condensation, particularly on tho Friday, when 
the quantity of water at the end of the admission reached 44'2 per 
cent, of the total weight of steam and water present. The expan
sion presents no peculiarities, and may be passed over with the 
remark that the absorption of heat by the metal does not cease at 
the end of the admission, but continues after the steam port has 
closed, thus indicating that the maximum temperature attained by

94-25 96-40
1 : 14-68 1 : 8-27

23-7 24-7

30-8 j 32-0

9-83

12-14

16-04 17-66 14-53
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different periods, and what proportion is transformed into 
mechanical work. As the cylinders are coolest at the end of the 
exhaust, we begin these tables also at this point, by writing down 
the quantity of heat remaining from the previous stroke. This is 
contained entirely in the steam about to be compressed, for since 
the exhaust ports are on the under side, all the water may be 
supposed to have departed,* and since accumulation of heat in the 
metal evidently does not take place, there is no other body which 
can hold it. These tables are, unfortunately, rather complicated. 
The complication arises from the necessity of securing brevity by

a

way as those illustrating Tables II. and III., only in this case the 
distances measured upon the vertical lines show the quantities of 
heat present in the metal, water, and steam at the different points, 
the scale being 2000 thermal units to the inch. The heat in the 
metal is represented next the cylinder, then that in the water, and 
outside again that in the steam, while above the last is shown the

METAL METAL
iV
I XiYfATER;\ - •23fcTV^^l _ Hm

a■TUNSTEAMN »
mI FIC.IB1

| FIG.IS v
NON CONDENSINC CYLINDER^, CONDENSING CYLINDERS^

I
:i

■ i:3 i

the metal is not that of the entering steam, but one somewhat
uirclower. The figures relating to the exhaust, however, roq 

notice. On the Friday the percentage of water at the end of 
stroke, which shows the final result of all the changes through 
which the mixture of steam and water has passed, is less than on 
the Wednesday; also the percentage of heat made unavailable for 
work by being locked up in tho cylinder metal, commonly termed 
“ the exhaust waste,1' is less, so that it would at first sight appear 
as though, on the whole, more had been got out of tho steam on 
the last day than on the first.
Why was this? The answer is furnished by 
thermo dynamics, which briefly stated amounts to this—that any 
heat engine which works between given limits of temperature gives 
the maximum useful effect when all the heat is received by the 
medium used — steam in the present instance—at the highest 
temperature and discharged at the lowest. Heat and temperature 
are two very different things. .Tust ns the amount of work which 
a certain quantity of water will perform varies with the head or 
pressure under which it is employed, so the amount of work a 
certain quantity of heat will do varies with the difference between 
the temperature at which it is supplied and that at which it is 
discharged. That the engines contravened this law on both days 
is evident from the figures in the tables. During the admission a 
certain quantity of heat was absorbed by the metal and given out 
gradually to the steam during the expansion and exhaust at the 
temperature then prevailing in the cylinders, a temperature con
tinually falling more and more below the temperature of the boiler, 
the higher limit, and continually approaching that of the condenser, 
the lower limit. But on the Wednesday the contravention was more 
flagrant, as may be seen by comparing the figures for the two days, 
and noting how much larger a proportion of the heat abstracted by 
the metal during the admission was restored in the small or high 
temperature cylinder on the Friday. These figures furnish the 
explanation of the paradox. Finally, in line 15 of Table V. we 
have the quantities of heat received by the condenser. These 
would have been most important had the experiments been 
plete, because the same quantities could then have been calculated 
independently from the weight and temperature of the ejection 
water, and the two values compared as a test of the accuracy of 
the observations.

the

actually happened, 
the second law of

The reverse

com-

(To be continued.)

At Cleveland, Ohio, the ironmasters having sought to 
with new workpeople, the men on strike invaded the mills, forced 
all the strange workmen to desist from labour, and banked the 
fires. Thev have now succeeded in closing all the mills, and 3500 
men are idle.

* See trial of the engine and toiler at Audley Hall Weaving Shed, 
Blackburn, by the company's engineer, 25th October, 1881. 

f S.e Note 6.
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EIE IRON, COAL, AND GENERAL TRADES 
OF BIRMINGHAM, WOLVERHAMPTON, AND 
OTHER DISTRICTS.

(From our own Correspondent.)

The Midsummer quarterly meetings have been held this week, 
and have drawn together a large number of traders from all parts 
of the kingdom. There were abundant inquiries from merchants 
and consumers alike to test prices, but the amount of new business 
which has been done is not heavy.

The demand for stamping and working up sheets is also large. 
In no department are forward orders at present prices courted, 
makers preparing to go on from hand to mouth in the hope of 
possible improvements.

At Wolverhampton to-day—Wednesday—no alteration was 
made in the crucial price of marked bars, which were re-declared 
at £7 10s., with 12s. Gd. per ton extra for the bars of the Karl of 
Dudley. The market, however, regarded the £7 10s. quotation as 
applying to only one or two firms, such as Wm. Barrows and Sons 
and the New British Iron Company, since the block houses, who 
have hitherto been regarded as marked bar firms, made no secret 
of their preparedness to accept orders at £7, and for second 
qualities at £6 10s. per ton. The competition from other bar 
makers was indeed such as to leave the marked bar firms no 
alternative but to accept this course if they desired to do business. 
Merchants especially refused to concede the £7 10s. quotation 
except for special indented orders.

Medium quality bars were abundant at £6, while common were 
£5 10s. down to £5 5s.

The quotations for bars of the New British Iron Company are as 
follows:—Best Corngreaves, £6 10s.; Lion, £7 10s.; best Lion, 
£9; best best scrap Lion, £10; best best best Lion, £11; best 
charcoal, £11 10s.; best Corngreaves plating, £7; Lion plating, 
£8 ; best Lion plating, £9 10s.; best Lion turning, £11; best Lion 
rivet, £9; best best Lion rivet, £10; best Lion chain, £9 ; best 
best Lion chain, £10; best Corngreaves horseshoe, £0 10s.; and 
Lion horseshoe. £7 10s.

The quotations for slit rods of the same firm are :—Best Corn
greaves rods, £G 5s.; C. G. C., £7 ; Lion, £7 10s.; best Lion, £9 ; 
best charcoal, £11 10s.; steel, £8; best Corngreaves slit horseshoe, 
£0 10s.; Lion slit horseshoe, £7 10s.; and best Lion, £9. 
Hoops and strips from 15 to 19 b.g.: — Best Coingreaves, 
£7; Lion, £8; best Lion, £9 10s.; best charcoal, £12; and steel 
£8 10s.

The list of John Bagnall and Hons stands at date as: Hheets, to 
20 w.g., £9; 24 w.g., £10 10s.; 27 w.g., £12; ordinary boiler plates 
to5cwt., £9; best, £10; double best, £11; and treble best £12. 
For hoops from 14 to 19 w.g. they ask £8; for angles, fullered 
shoe bars, and nlating bars, £8; and for rivet iron, £9 to £10, 
according to quality. Their|burning and horseshoe bars are £7 10s. 
The firm’s ordinaiy smithy bars are as here: lin. to Gin., flat,
£7 10s.; OAin., 7in., Kin., and 9in., fiat, £8. Bound and square, 
Ain. to 3in., £7 10s.; 3Jin. to 3}in., 3jjin., and 3Ain., £8; 
3(jin., 3ifin., 3£in., and 4in., £8; 4&in. and 41in., £8 10s,; 4jjin. 
And 4^in., £9 ; 4f)in. and 4jfin., £9 10s,; 4fiin. and 5in., £10. 
Bound only, 5|in. and 5;)in., £10 10s.; agin, and 5Jin., £11 ; 5£in. 
and 5Jin., £11 10s.; 5j5in. and Gin., £12; GJin. and GJin., £13; 
Gjjin. and 7in., £14 ; 7&in. and 7Iin., £15.

Trices of sheets varied considerably, and some makers preferred 
to stand out of the market. Hard doubles are mostly quoted £7, 
but some makers would not refuse £G 15s, for a good order, 
battens were generally £7 10s. Messrs. Crowther Bros, and Co.’h 
tost coke tin sheets were quoted at £24 per ton; best charcoal, £2G; 
extra tost, £28 ; and best soft steel sheets also £2G. Their ordi
nary cold rolled and close annealed charcoal sheets are £15; tost 
ditto, £16 10a.; F.S.S. steel sheets, £11; best 8 steel sheet*, 
£12 10s.; and best homoid ditto, £13 10s.

The nig iron market at Wolverhampton did not show by any 
means large sales, thought it was reported that during tho past 
two or three weeks some considerable transactions had been nego
tiated in advance of the quarterly meetings. The business was 
mostly in Midland qualities. Shropshire and Staffordshire all- 
mino nigs 
hot blast.
however, were for hot blast sorts, about 55s. to 57a- 6d. Stafford
shire part-mines were 40s. to 45s., and common 35s. to 37s. (hi. 
The Spring Vale make was quoted at:—Hydrates, 52s. 6d.; mine, 
45s., and common, 37s. (id. Tho Willingsworth brand was quoted 
at 40s. First-class hematites were mostly quoted at 54s., but some 
buyers declared they could place orders at 52s. 6d. Second-class 
hematites were quoted 45s.; Derbyshire pigs, 40s. easy; and 
Northampton, 38«.

At Birmingham to-day—Thursday—the prices announced at 
Wolverhampton were alike as to nig and finished iron fully con
firmed. Business was tame in all detriments, confidence having 
toon somewhat interfered with by arrangements which arc in pro
gress for private compositions by two iron and two hardware firms. 
Forward orders were not regarded by sellers with much favour. 
In a fortnight or so, however, the market will settle down, and 
mo«e orders will be distributed.

The yards of the constructive engineers mostly keep well sup
plied with work, and valuable additional contracts continue to be put 
upon tho market for competition. Ono of the tost of these just 
now out is for eight bridges of 100ft. span required by tho Indian 
State Railways, and wrought iron girders needed by the Bombay, 
Baroda, and Central India Railway Company.

Pipe founders speak of the fine point to which business is still 
cut, and of the large number of firms who immediately tender 
directly anjr contracts appear upon the open market. This week 
the Holt Vr ater and Sewage 11 orks authorities are inquiring for 
over 2000 yards of cast iron pipes of 2in., 3in., and tin. sixes, 
together with small pumping macninery.

Galvanised sheet makers report vood export inquiries from 
Australia, South America, and India; but on account of tho 
prices affixed many of them have to pass on to other firms who 
are situated near the ports.

In the rivet trade a good deal of speculation is rife as to who 
will to the firms who will secure contracts with the Admiralty for 
a twelvemonth's supply of rivets now needed by them. The 
average ordinary consumption of these goods by the I>ej*artment is 
some 3480 cwt.

wero announced 80s. for cold blast sorts and 60s. for 
The prices at which business was actually done.

NOTES FROM LANCASHIRE.
(From our otc-n Correspondent.)

Manchester.—The whole tendency of trade is still in the direc
tion of continued depression. The demand for all descriptions of 
iron not only shows no improvement, but in most of the large iron 
consuming branches of industry there is a slackening off which
indicates the possibility of even lessened requirements, and the 
prospects for the future are generally regarded with a feeling of 
despondency. Prices are already so low that there is really no 
margin for any further inducements in this direction as a stimulus 
to trade. The difficulty that has to be faced is in fact not one of 
price, but of an absence of demand which only an increased 
volume of trade generally can stimulate. There seems, however, 
to be nothing to indicate from whence this increased volume of 
trade is to come, and the immediate future shows no prospect of 
reviving activity to be at all p 

The Manchester iron exchange meeting 
repetition of the previous extremely dull markets which week 
after week have been recorded for a considerable time past. If 
anything, inquiries were even fewer than they have been, and the 
actual business done was exceedingly small. Quoted prices 
about the same, except that an increasing tendency is shown to 
give way upon the nominal list rates that have long been above the 
current market rate* ; this, however, does not lead to any actually
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41s. and 39s.; Shotts, at Leith, 48s. 6d. and 48s. ;1 Carron, at 
Grangemouth, 51s. and 47s.; Kinneil at Bo’ness, 43s. fid. and 
42s. 6d.; Glangarnock, at Ardrossan, 46s. 6d. and 41s. 6d.; 
Eglinton, 41s. fid. and 38s. fid.; Dalmellington, 44s. and 41s. 6d.

Since last report Messrs. Merry and Cunninghame have begun at 
their Glengarnock Ironworks the manufacture of pig iron to be 
converted directly into steel on the basic system. The Glasgow 
Iron Company several years ago acquired the right to use the 
Thomas-Gilchrist process of making steel in Scotland. They gave 
a sub-lease to Messrs. Merry and Cunninghame, and both firms set 
about the erection of the necessary works. The latter firm have got 
ready first, but the Glasgow Iron Company will also soon be in 
the field. The starting of the works at Glengarnock is a most 
interesting event, as they are the first of the kind set in operation 
in Scotland. For a number of years, as is well known, mild steel 
of excellent quality has been produced at a number of works in 
the neighbourhood of Glasgow on the Siemens-Martin process. 
The material has been exceedingly successful in connection with 
shipbuilding and engineering, and the basic process will therefore 
have to compete with another which has made an unequivocal and 
widespread reputation. The results obtained at Glengarnock 
within the past few days are, I am informed, quite satisfactory, 
although the manufacture is only as yet in its initial stages.

In connection with the Glengarnock Works, it will be interesting 
to note that Messrs. Craig and Donald, of Johnstone, have erected 
a very powerful plate shearing machine, weighing 60 tons, which, 
by one stroke of its large blades, can cut steel plates lAin. thick 
and Oft. in length. The blades of this machine measure 10ft. 6in. 
Steel boilers of an improved type have been furnished for the 
works by Messrs. William Wilson and Co., of Lilybank Boiler- 
works, Glasgow.

The past week’s shipments of iron and steel goods from Glasgow 
embraced £6140 worth of machinery, £6477 sewing machines in 
parts, £1600 steel goods, and £22,000 iron manufactures.

In the coal trade there is considerable activity, especially as 
regards the shipping department. The week’s shipments have 
been 26,355 tons from Glasgow, 1938 tons at Irvine, 6829 tons at 
Troon, 7648 tons at Ayr, 13,339 tons at Grangemouth, and 5000 
tons at Bo’ness, besides smaller quantities at some other ports. 
The household demand is necessarily ouiet. In anticipation of the 
holidays the miners are working well at nearly all the collieries. 
During the month of June the coal exports at Burntisland aggre
gated 74,400 tons, against 55,806 tons in the same month last ysar, 
while 14,523 tons were exported at Ardrossan.

Messrs. Denny and Brothers, shipbuilders, Dumbarton, some 
time ago laid down the keel of a vessel for which they had 
immediate order, with the object of keeping their workmen em
ployed. The vessel has now progressed so far as to be in the hands 
of the rivetters and caulkers, who have offered to show their 
appreciation of the generous conduct of their employers by sub
mitting to a reduction of 10 per cent, in their wages. The men 
have also intimated their reauinoss to work for 
vessel without any wages whatever.

increased selling, but simply to orders being secured which other- weeks ago, are now being slowly filled again by foreign hands, 
wise would have gone into other hands. Lancashire pig iron many from Staffordshire, where employment is harder to get than 
makers are firm at 39s. for forge and 39s. 6d. for foundry, less 2^ even in South Yorkshire. In the Derbyshire district there are 

their minimum for delivery equal to Manchester, but the busi- some disputes in the coalfield. At Hartington Colliery, Staveley, 
ness they are doing is limited to an occasional small order from the men are on strike against a proposed change in working which, 
regular customers using their iron. District brands, which are they say, would mean a considerable reduction in their earnings, 
practically represented solely by Lincolnshire iron, meet with only and having recently submitted to a reduction of 10 per cent., the 
a small inquiry, and the current selling prices average 38s. to 39s., men resent being interfered with at present. At South Kirby 
less 2£, delivered here. Middlesbrough iron is only in very poor Colliery the miners and topmen are to receive twenty-eight days’ 
demand, and good foundry brands are quoted at about 40s. 6d. to notice, with a view, no doubt, to rearrangements.
40s. lOd. net cash delivered equal to Manchester. In the South Yorkshire coal trade there is no improvement to

Hematites still meet with practically little or no inquiry, and report. Most of the collieries are making short time, in spite of 
prices continue extremely low, good foundry brands delivered into the efforts of salesmen to push coal in the market at very low 
this district being readily obtainable at about 51s. 6d., less 2\. prices. Quotations still have a downward tendency. The tonnage

The business doing in the manufactured iron trade continues conveyed by both the Midland and Great Northern lines to the 
only very indifferent; neither the home trade nor the shipping metropolis is not up to the average; but Messrs. Newton, Chambers, 
trade shows any improvement, and forges are only kept very and Co., during the month, have sent a fair quantity. Steam coal 
irregularly employed, with orders coming forward slowly from is in rather better demand for the Humber ports. Locomotive 
hand to mouth. Prices also continue extremely low ; it is only in coal and engine fuel are in fair demand at low rates. The Board of 
exceptional cases that more than £5 5s. per ton is being got for Trade has completed the inspection of the Hull and Barnsley line, 
Lancashire and North Staffordshire bars delivered into the Man- which will have a most important bearing on the coal trade. It is 
Chester district. Hoops average £5 15s. to £5 17s. 6d., and sheets expected to be open for traffic on the 15th inst.
£6 15s. to £7 per ton. At local ironworks trade is very quiet, and the general steel

In most branches of the engineering trade a decided slackening trade remains unaltered. Several firms are well supplied with 
off continues to be reported, and many of the large firms in this orders for castings, and one or two engineering establishments, 
district are now only very indifferently employed. The returns for though generally dull, are actively employed in several depart- 
the past month, issued by the Secretary of the Steam Engine ments. Kailway wagon builders are remarkably quiet. Messrs. 
Makers’Society, show no very material change in the condition of Craven Brothers, Darnall Works, are building two large dining 
employment in the various districts connected with the society, saloon carriages for the Great Northern Railway. In the lighter 
There is a slight increase, as compared with last month, in the departments of saws, files, and edge tools, as well as in silver and 
number of members in receipt of out-of-work support, but this is electro-plated ware, languor is the rule, and as the cutlery trades 
too small to affect the general average, which remains at about 2^ —except to one or two markets—are similarly lifeless, and the 
per cent, of the total membership on the books for out-of-employ- work done is at very little profit, the complaints in manufacturing 

The prospects of trade are reported not to show circles seem to increase as the year advances.

a

ment donation.
any improvement; in odd cases here and there rather more activity 
is reported, but this is fully counterbalanced by increased depression 
in other districts. As regards the shipbuilding trade the northern 
districts show an improvement, but generally this branch of 
industry continues in a very depressed condition. Other branches 
of trade are reported to be about the same; locomotive builders 
are still fairly busy, and tool makers and stationary engino builders, 
except in the colliery and shipbuilding districts, are moderately 
employed.

The coal trade continues in much the same depressed condition 
as reported last week. For all descriptions of fuel there is a very 
poor demand, which does not keep pits going more than three 
to four days a week, and prices still show a tendency to give way. 
At the pit mouth best coal averages 8s. to 8s. fid. ; seconds, 
6s. fid. to 7b. ; common, 5s. to 5s. fid.; burgy, 4s. 3d. to 4s. 9d.; 
best slack, 3s. fid. to 4s. ; and common, 2s. fid. to 3s. per ton.

The shipping trade is only indifferent, with good steam coal 
delivered at the high level, Liverpool, or the Garston Docks quoted 
at 7s. to 7s. 3d., and some sorts offering at fis. 9d. per ton.

liarrow.—I hear complaints from all quarters that trade is going 
from bad to worse. There is not a speck indicative of improvement 
on the whole horizon. Wearied out with long waiting for orders, 
which consumers seem utterly unwilling to place, makers have at 
length felt bound to submit to a reduction in prices, although they 
have been working for months at unremunative rates. Quotations 
have fallen a shilling per ton for mixed parcels of Bessemer, but 
even at thiH figure it is questionable whether consumers will give 
any impetus to production. Somo Bmall orders for stool rails have 
come to hand, but manufacturers have a groat deal of plant lying 
idle. The outlook all round is dull. For finished iron the demand 
lias dimished, though mills aro still kept fairly employed. 
Hematite oro has been slightly reduced in value, quotations being 
now from 8s. fid. to 9s. fid. per ton, with moderate demand. 
Coal and coke meet with slow sale at prices a little easier.
Mona’s Queon, built by the Barrow Shipbuilding Company, for the 
Isle of Man Steam Packet Company, mado her trial trip on Tuesday 
and succeeded in a rough sea in doing 19.} knots an hour, or noarly 
22 miles. She is claimed by tho builders to bo the fastest passenger 
steamer afloat.

THE NORTH OF ENGLAND.
(From our own Correspondent.)

The quarterly meeting of the Cleveland iron market was held at 
Middlesbrough on Tuesday last. The attendance was poor and 
only a moderate amount of business was done. The prices which 
ruled last week were maintained, and it seems scarcely likely that 

Merchants quoted 32s. per ton for 
No. 3 g.m.b., but were very cautious, and sold only small lots. 
Makers are still well supplied with orders booked some time since, 
and are not anxious to sell in the present state of the market. As 
a rule they quote 32s. fid. per ton for No. 3, but in some instances 
have taken less. The demand for forge iron is weak owing to con
tinued slackness in the finished iron trade. The price is the same 

quoted last week, namely, 31s. 9d. per ton for prompt delivery. 
Warrants are now more firmly held, the price being still 32s. 9d. 

per ton.
Tho stock of pig iron in Messrs. Connal and Co.’s Middlesbrough 

stores continues to increase, 1250 tons having been added during 
tho past woek. The total quantity hold is now 53,982 tons.

Shipments are proceeding but indifferently. Only 12,213 tons 
left during tho first six days of this month, as against 16,016 tons 
during the same number of days in June.

Tho manufactured iron trade is in an unsatisfactory condition. 
The low prices which have ruled during tho past few weeks have 
not led to much business; fresh orders aro difficult to obtain, and 
some of tho mills aro working short time. Ship plates in quantity 
can bo had at £4 15s. per ton at makers’ works, angles at £4 10s., 
and common bars at £4 17s. 6d.—all less 2.\ per cent, discount 
for cash on 10th. For small lots 2s. fid. per ton more is asked.

The returns just issued by the Clovolaiul Ironmasters’ Associa
tion show that during June 98 blast furnaces were at work, 
the same number as in May. The total make of iron of all 
was 207,968 tons, or a decrease of 5631 tons compared with tho 
previous month. The stocks accumulated in tho whole 
June 30th were 406,125 tons, as against 398,295 tons on May 31st, 
equivalent to an increase of 7830 tons.

Tho owners of tho IJsworth 
notico to fifty to sixty colliers to
it is intended to closo the Maudlin seam for tho present.

Tho workmen employed in tho engineering department of Messrs. 
R. and W. Hawthorne, Forth Banks Engino Works, Newcastle, 
camo out on Btrike on Monday last, against a reduction of 7i per 
cent., notico of which had been given a week previously. Tho 
employers, however, seem since to have withdrawn from their posi
tion in view of tho opposition encountered, and tho men aro now 
again at work at previous rates.

It does not apjwar that tho Cleveland ironmasters have as yet 
experienced the full disadvantage of tho prevailing depression. 
The price of No. 8 pig iron for the throe months ending Juno 30th 
has just been ascertained to be 34s. fi'Sfid. per ton at works, which 
is 28. fid. to 2s. 9d. more than can now be obtained. There arc no 
sliding scales current at tho moment in Cleveland, all having been 
terminated recently pending revision. If the ono relating to blast 
furnace men and miners had remained in operation, the above 
Ascertainment would not have affected tho former at all, and the 
latter only very slightly. The average price realised during tho 
first quarter of the year was higher, but only to tho extent of about 
l}d. per ton. With no immediate prospeot of lower wages, it is 
manifest that the current quarter will bo a very trying ono to 
smelters. They considered themselves badly enough off during 
tho first half of tho year; but now their prices are 8 per cent, 
lowor, without any prospect that they will be able to reuuco cost 
proportionately.

Two of tho bore-holes which the Newcastle Chemical Works 
Company has for some timo been occupied with on tho northern 
bank of tho Tees have now reached a depth of 1000ft. Tho salt 
bed will probably be entered before 200 more feet have been bored.

The lead market seems to bo an exception to the general rule of 
depression and despondency. Lead in all forms and shapes has 
been rising in value of late, and there is still an upward tendency. 
The reason for this is not very obvious, especially as the demand 
for warlike purposes must now have ceased. There is no war of 
importance in progress anywhere.

lower ones will now be taken.
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WALES AND ADJOINING COUNTIES.
(From our own Correspondent.)

I SHALL be glad to hear that the Commission which is being ap
pointed to inquire into tho state of trade in the kingdom will take 
in tho principality, and go vigorously into the question of our 
industries. There is something radically wrong in tho fact that 
fifteen ironworks in Wales are closed : that the present stool works 
are only working about three full (lays a week putting tho time 
altogether ; that in order that tin-plate makers may got tho 
smallest profit on their make, they must stop work one wook in 
four ; that coke is nothing like so abundantly mado as it should 
be ; and that wo are giving away the best coal in the world for a 

I hear of 9s. fid. to 9s. 9a. and 10s. at port for excellent 
Deducting railway rates and incidentals, colliers' wages, 

deadwork, Ac., to say nothing of capital invested, tho margin to 
coalowners is, at best, but a thin one.

I shall scrutinise tho Commission anxiously, to see if the proper 
men are appointed. One thing is certain, that Mr. W. T. Lewis 
should be its chairman as far as Wales is concerned.

I hear rumours from competing coal districts in England of 
possiblo trade strife in tho coming autumn. An regards Wales, 
the action of tho sliding scale is so thoroughly pacific and practical 
in its action that there need be little anxiety here except in ono 
quarter. Tho enginemen and stokers do not take kindly to tho 
announcement that they must accept a reduction on and from 
August 1st.

They held an important mooting last woek at Pontypridd, when 
1 leading districts—Ogmoro, Rhondda, and Caerphillly—were 

represented, Tho decision was not to accept the reduction of 
2^ per cent. I hope that a settlement will be brought about, for 
in respect of quantity Wales is doing a large trade, and, having no 
work agitation to contend with, and a thorough harmonious 
adjustment of arrangements, the flow of coal from coal valley to 
ships’ bunkers and holds is as brisk and smooth as over I have 
known it.

The great virgin coal district to which I have often referred, 
from Risca to Caerphilly, is going to have another champion before 
the House.

Two schemes, well supported and ably sketched out, have been 
put on one side, and the Khymney Railway Co. purpose making an 
effort next session to link the field on to their line. It would 
make the Rhymney another Taff. The coal trade principals aro 
somewhat wroth with the Lords’ Commissions at present for having 
“ spragged ” useful Bills or thrown them over the Embankment. 
It will be interesting to see what will be the result of a third trial. 
Coal exports were well maintained last week. Steam coal is still 
in the ascendant, and a good inquiry exists for small steam. House 
coal quiet.

The monthly meeting of the anthracite colliers of the Swansea 
district was held last week, when a fairly satisfactory state 
was shown. There was a rumour, it was stated, that 
Garnant and Dynant collieries would soon be restarted. It 
was arranged to hold a demonstration on the 18th, when Mr. 
Burt, M.P., and various local gentlemen of note will be present. 
One of the topics is to be “ international arbitration, and tho 
necessity of the principle being applied to trade disputes.” In 
addition, labour representation in Parliament, abolition of London 
coal dues, royalties, Ac., will come under notice.

A meeting of tin-plate makers was held at Swansea on Saturday, 
ras stated that more than the necessary majority of
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Colliery have given a fortnight’s 
terminate their engagements, as

THE SHEFFIELD DISTRICT.
(From our own Correspondent.)

The Elsocar Iron works (Milton and Elsecar, to writo more 
correctly) havo now passed out of existence so far ns Mr. Goorgo 
Dawes’ famous tenancy is concerned. It will be remembered that 
tho lease of tho works held by Mr. Dawes, under tho ground land
lord, Earl Fitzwilliam, terminated on tho 31st Docombcr last, and 
that his lordship allowed Mr. Dawes six months’ grace in which 
to remove his portion of tho property. Mr. Dawes immediately 
set about tho dismantling of tho works, and on tho fith instant, 
tho machinery, engines, boilers, patterns, stores, and general 
loose plant wore sold by public auction. With tho exception 
of the local collieries and foundries, tho district of Milton 
and Elsecar has been dependent upon theso works, which Mr. 
Dawes has conducted for a period of upwards of thirty years, 
paying on an averago about £1500 per week in wages. I remember 
nearing it stated when Mr. Dawes1 lease terminated last Decem
ber, that ho estimated tho valuation to nn incoming tenant at 
£60,000. The various buildings, with tho engines, furnaces, Ac., 
which belong to Earl Fitzwilliam, have not been dismantled, and 
it is generally hoped that his lordship will not permit 
industry of Elsecar to becomo extinct. A well-known local coal 
and iron company was stated to be negotiating with a view to 
acquiring the establishment, but I cannot obtain confirmation of 
this statement, and the present condition of tho iron trade does 
not encourage enterprise in that direction.

Severn

the iron

The accident to the Gallia—Cunard liner—which caused a delay 
of several days, excited a good deal of interest in Sheffield. Ac
cording to the telegram first received, the misfortune was due to 
the breaking of tho shaft. It was known that the steel crank 
shaft for the Gallia’s engines had been made by Messrs. Charles 
Cammell and Co., and a failure in that direction might have had a 
serious bearing on that department of local business. On Sunday, 
however, all fears were set at rest by tho receipt of a telegram 
stating that the accident had been due to the breaking of the third 
section of the tunnel shaft, which is made of iron. The use of iron 
for either the crank or the tunnel shafts of large ocean-going 
steamers will not be promoted by this incident. The repairing of 
the tunnel shaft at sea is regarded here as a fine example of engi
neering skill. It was fortunate that fine weather prevailed at the 
time.

The visit of Prince Albert Victor to Sheffield has an important 
influence on the wage-receiving classes. Monday is “ Saint Mon
day,” and the work done is limited. H.R.H. came on Tuesday 
afternoon and remained till Wednesday afternoon. During these 
two days very little work was done, the artisans being fully 
pied in the congenial work of sight-seeing. It is at the bank that 
the full effect is observable. One firm who usually draw £800 a 
week for wages, drew £500 ; another lessened its call from £700 to 
£300; and others diminished their demands by from £.500 to £100. 
It would be interesting to know the exact cost of tho royal visit 
in lessened wages to the working classes; that added to the 
amount spent in holiday-making and the loss to the employers in 
idle machinery, interest on capital, Ac., would make a goodly bill 
for Hallamshire loyalty, even at a time when work is scarcer than 
workmen.

At Denaby Main it is 
itself out. Hands from a

NOTES FROM SCOTLAND.
(From our own Correspondent.)

There was a fair business in warrants at tho close of the past 
week, but little doing in the course of the past few days. The 
shipments of pigs were poor, amounting to 7410 tons, compared 
with 6549 in the preceding week, and 14,162 in the corresponding 
week of 1884. The exports to Canada were 1103 tons, but to other 
countries much less was sent. To date, the total shipments for 
the year are 234,627 tons against 295,934 in the same period last 
year. Stocks have been increasing at a greater rate than usual, 
the week’s addition to the stock iq Messrs. Connal and Co.'s Glas
gow stores having been about 2300 tons, and the total being 
603,454, compared with 588,732 twelve months ago. There are 
ninety furnaces in blast against ninety-six at the same date last 
year.

Business was done in the warrant market on Friday at 40s. lOJd. 
Monday’s market was quiet, with a few transactions at 40s. 9d. 
cash. On Tuesday the quotations were 40s. 9d. to 40s. 10}d. cash. 
Business was done on Wednesday at 40s. 10}d. to 40s. lid. cash. 
To-day—Thursday—market was firm, with business up to 41s. 
cash, and 41s, Id. one month.

The current values of makers’ iron are without much change, as 
follow :-Gartsherrie, f.o.b. at Glasgow, per ton, No. 1, 47s. 6d.; 
No. 3,44s. fid.; Coltness, 48s. 6d. and 47s.; Langloan, 48s. and 47s.; 
’.5^irnJ?\er^ce> ^8" an<^ Gs. 6d.; Calder, No. 3, 44s. fid.; Carnbroe, 
46s. fid. and 44?. 6d.; Clyde, 46s. 3d. and 42s. 3d.; Monkland, 41s. 
and 39s.; Quarter, 40s. fid. and 38s. fid.; Govan, at Broomiclaw

A meeti 
when it was
makers had been secured, and accordingly the resolution to limit 
make was carried. This practically will be to give workmen an 
idle week every month. In this case the first week will date from 
the 20th July.

This is not the only interference. No new mill is to be built, 
d no old mill that has been idle since 31st December shall beand no old mill that has been idle since 31st December shall be 

restarted. All mills working at present to be stopped on Saturdays 
at 4 p.m. There isa heavy penalty for violation.

The trade is moderately brisk. Good enquiry for odd sizes, and 
for wasters. Prices are expected to show an increased tendency to 
firmness. Shipments this week are heavy.

The total iron and steel shipments of the last week from Cardiff 
and Newport amounted to 12,000 tons, a very satisfactory total. 
The bulk went to India and Canada. Shipments of iron 
the increase, and a slightly better tone prevails.

Patent fuel is firm in price and in good request both at Cardiff 
and Swansea. It is early yet to refer to Newport.

The Swansea shipping trade of last week shows a steady 
improvement. The tone of trade in the district is healthy generally. 
Some collieries, I hear, are about changing hands. In the Newport 
district there is an important colliery movement afloat, affecting a 
large virgin district. I believe it will take the form of a new and 
powerful company.

occu-

now

ore are on

pretty clear that the strike is wearing 
distance are not all willing to stay; but 

a few remain, and this, going on gradually, is encouraging the 
company in the struggle. It is said that several of the old hands 

Id be very glad to resume their occupation if it were not for 
the master-spirits who usually “ rule the roast ” at such times. 
The company’s cottages, from which the men were evicted six

wou
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Shares.

H. S. Smith, 37, Bennett’s-hill, Birmingham,
chartered accountant ..................................... 1

C. Westwood, Handsworth, gold and silver re
finer ...................... ............................................. 1
The number of directors is not to be less than 

three, nor more than five; the first are Messrs. 
F. D. Deare, 19, Coleman-street, E.C.; Robert 
King, Berkeley-street, Birmingham; and H. F. 
Osier, of Broad-street, Birmingham. Qualifica
tion, shares or stock of the nominal value of £200. 
The company in general meeting will determine 
remuneration. -----------

7976. Devices for Locking Screw Nuts, J. Bennie.-—
( W. Bennie, Australia.)

7977. Obstruction Detector for Drivers of Loco
motives, C. Payant, Manchester.

7978. Withdrawing Ferrules from Tubes, G. W. 
Bothery, Parton.

7979. Regulating Knives in Horse Hoes, J. Searby 
and I. Howe, Rotherham.

7980. Watch Protector, 8. Davey, Birmingham.
7981. Bicycles, W. H. Anderson, Dublin.
7982. Steam Enqines, A. MacLaine, Belfast.
7983. Bakers’ Oven, W. Cook, Glasgow.
7984. Lawn Tennis Rackets, G. Marshall, London.
7985. Steam Traps, J., W., and J. Kirkham, London.
7986. Chemical Fire Extinguishers, J. K. J. Foster 

and J. Haslam, London.
7987. Ego Beater, J. G. Wilson.—(P. Diehl and Co., 

United State*.)
7988. Skamino the Edges of Looped Fabrics, J. G. 

Wilson.—(IF. Pearson, United States.)
7989. Rifles, G. K. Vaughan.—(The Austrian Small' 

Manufacturing Company, Austria.)
7990. Sight Feed Lubricator, E. Brearley, Heck- 

mondwike.
7991. Air-tight Boxes or Boats, J. Carter, London.
7992. Side Light Parallel Automatic Head Lan

daus, J. and J. Robertson, Glasgow.
7993. Gas Regulators, F. Clouth, London.
7994. Plaiting Machines, D. R. Malcolm, London.
7995. Locks or Latches, H. Wakefield and A. C. 

Thomas, London.
7996. Indicating Apparatus, J. 8. Raworth, London.
7997. Boilers, E. Edwards.—(0. Bomnitz, Austria.)
7998. Liquid Measuring Taps, H. M. Thomas, London.
7999. Pianofortes, F. Bapty.—(//. Koch, Russia.)
8000. Crystallised Grape Sugar, A. Seyberlich 

A. Trampedach, London.
8001. Horseshoes, F. A. Roe, London.
8002. SwEEPiNoand Scraping Roads, Ac., J. Hmithera 

and R. Thomas, I/mdon.
8003. Ear-jewels, P. Jenson.—(J. Abel and J. H. Riest, 

Austria.)
8004. Lawn Tennis Scorers, R. C. Hope, London.
8005. Compressed Artificial Fuel, W. A. Mcl. Valon, 

London.
8006. Latch, C R. Blathwayt, London.
8007. Self-acting Mules, J. Thrclfall and J. Pickles, 

London.
8008. Utilisation of Bye-products, Ac., P. C. Bunn, 

London.
8009. Woven Fabric for Covering Floors, F. Bolton, 

London.
8010. Automatic Expansion Valve Gear, J. N. Pax- 

man, London.
8011. Chiming Apparatus, J. Harrington, I-ondon.
8012. Treating Celluloid, Ac., A. J. Boult.—(IF. C. 

A tidier, Canada.)
8013. Fishing by the Aid of Light, J. W. and L. llay- 

loclx, London.
8014. Device to bo used for Metal Kencino, J. T. 

Selby, London.
8015. Treadle Movements for Pedomotive Vehicles, 

A. W. L. Reddle.— (U. J. Taylor, United States.)
8016. Gassing Yarns, J. W. Dawson, London.
8017. Clgmino India huuber Pouches, Ac , A. Oldroyd, 

London.

THE PATENT JOURNAL.NEW COMPANIES. Condensed from the Journal of the Commissioners of 
Patents.The following companies have just been regis

tered
Birmingham Refrigeration Company, Limited.

This is the conversion to a company of the 
business of manufacturer of machines for ice
making and refrigeration, and of mechanical 
engineer, carried on at Birmingham by Mr. 
Samuel Puplett. It was registered on the 27th 
June, with a capital of £25,000 in £10 shares. 
The subscribers are:—

* It has come to our notice that some applicants of the 
Patent-office Sales Department, for Patent Specifications, 
have caused much unnecessary trouble and annoyance, 
both to themselves and to the Patent-office Officials, by 
giving the number oj the page o/ The Engineer at which 
the Specification they require is referred to, instead of 
giving the proper number of the Specification. The 
mistake has been made by looking at The Engineer 
Index, and giving the numbers there found, which only 
refer to the pages, in place of turning to those pages and 
finding the number of the Specification.

* ■

Strontia Company, Limited.
This company proposes to acquire from Messrs. 

Bolton and Partners, Limited, certain mines and 
deposits of strontia and baryta, the manufactory, 
&c., known as the Heworth Chemical Works, at 
Gateshead-on-Tyne, now used for the manufac
ture of strontia; the manufactory at Lavenham, 
Suffolk, now used for the manufacture of sugar, 
and certain patents relating to such businesses. 
It also proposes to develope the business of 
manufacturing strontia, baryta, the salts thereof, 
and other chemical products, and to manufacture 
and refine sugar by the strontia process or other
wise. It was registered on the 1st inst., with a 
capital of £300,000, in £1 shares. The subscribers

Shares.
* Samuel Puplett, Westmoor, Knowle, Birming

ham, engineer...................................................... 1
J. Sincock, Altrunhann, Cheshire, engineer .. 1
H. Puplett, jun., Westmoor, Knowle, commission

agent ............................................ .... .. 1
*W. Doubleday, 67, Colmore-road, Birmingham,

architect ............................................................. 1
^Howard Lane, C.E., 115 and 116, Palmerston-

buildings ............................................................. 1
J. Pollit, Sowerby Bridge, Yorkshire, engineer .. 1
Eustace Wigzel, Sowerby Bridge, Yorkshire,

engineer ............................................................. 1
The number of directors is not less than three, 

nor more than five; qualification, 25 shares; the 
first are the subscribers denoted by an asterisk.

Applications for Letters Patent.
patents have been “ communicated,” the 
d address of the communicating party are

v When 
name an 
printed in italics. arms

30th June, 1885.
7892. Clocks, Ac., G. Bennett, Sheffield.
7893. Gas-lighting and Heating, T. G. Marsh, Fails- 

worth.
7894. Starting Gear for Tram-cars, Ac,, A. M. 

Vereker and S. M. Yeates, Dublin.
7895. Breech-loading Fire-arms, G. Jefferies, 

Norwich.
7896. Goffer for Fancy Frilling, T. Adams and Co. 

and R. Davis, Nottingham.
7897. Driving Belts, Ac., J. Moxon, Sheffield.
7898. Air or Gas-compressing Engines, E. Holt, 

Redcliffe.
7899. Spinning Textile Materials, W. Noble, Man

chester.
7900. Ventilating Private Houses, Ac., H. Cooper.

—(/. Flavitsky, Hiusia.)
7901. Smoothing Irons, J. Ritchie, Glasgow.
7902. Door Furniture, 6. Wicks, Ayton.
7903. Correctly Estimating the Influence of Wind 

on the Flight of Projectiles, Ac., P. Brodigan, 
Dublin.

7904. Reservoirs for Attacuing to Plates and 
Dishes, C. A. McCalls and Edward Trow, Bir
mingham.

7905. Plate and Dish with Receptacle on Rim to 
Contain Mustard, Ac., C. A. McCalls and E. Trow, 
Birmingham.

7906. Hand-machine for Slicing Potatoes, Ac., W. H. 
Koates, Stoke-on-Trent.

7907. Grain-dryino Processes, 8. Simpson.—(Messrs. 
Lock and Thompson, United States.)

7908. Detachable Duive Chains, W. Buxton, London.
7909. Steam Knoinkh, L. B. Cameaburu, Loudon.
7910. MIXING Cl i Hay, Ac., J. Hitchio, Edinburgh.
7911. Making Button holes, II. J. Allison.-(The 

Wheeler and Wilson Manufacturing Company, United 
States.)

7912. Lacings for Corsets, Ac., H. J. Allison.—(A. S. 
Mann, United States.)

7913. Notatorh for Music, B. Greiner, Loudon.
7914. Vulcanised Soft Rubber. F. WllbOft, London.
7915. Glazed Leather, T. R. ( lark, l/mdon.
7916. Copying Written Manuscripts, J. L. Young, 

Tarrytown, U.B.
7917. Forcing and Drawing Liquids, Ac., A. N. 

Porteiius and If. I.. I i■ |uluirt, Glasgow.
7918. Treating Cheques for Preventing Fradulent 

Alterations, H. 8. Carpenter, I/mdon.
7919. Actuating the Valves of Direct-actino Engines,

K. G. Colton.— (F. W. Jenkins, United States.)
7920. Gas Engines, li. T. Dawson, London.
7921. Hobbb*RAKF.s, E. Fisher. I/mdon.
7922. SrspENDlsi; Turn sers, L. tU hnerb, I/mdon.
7923. Inspection Gully Trap, C. B. Broad and G. 

Harris, I,ondon.
7924. Screw Thread Gauge, J. J. Shcdlock. lUrnot.
7925. Lubricators, P. M. Justico.—{]he Peerless Oil 

Kjectfir Company, United States.)
7926. Slurring Franks for Treating Fibrous Mate

rials, 8. A. Luka, Leads.
7927. Instantaneous Grip Vices, J. W. Midglcy, 

Halifax.
7928. Parallel Vices, J. W. Midglcy, Halifax.
7929. Gas Motor Engines, O. T. Newton, London.
7930. Spanner, W. Martin, Wlllesden-groen.
7931. Embroidery Laces, J. Krtlai, London.
7932. Pulp Strainers, G. H. and F. L. Roockner, 

London.
7938. Casks or Barrels, A. Dunbar, I/mdon.
7934. Steam Engines, T. Hunt, bond
7935. Safety Appliances for Two-wheeled Vehicles, 

V. C. dl Tergollna, London.
7936. Knitting Machines, 8. and 11. H. Donner and 

O. Floaa, London.
7937. Making Pottery, Glassware, &c., C. C. Thomp

son, I/melon.
7938. Elbows for Stove Pipes, A. W. Cram, London.
7939. Governing tho Speed of Engines, E. F. Piers, 

London.
7940. Governing tho Speed of Engines, E. F. Piers, 

London.
7941. Neckties, Cravats, Ac., M. A. Tcmiaien, 

London.
7942. Bondino Bricks, W. B. Smith, London.
7943. Adjustable Reamers, P. A. Newton.—(P. J. 

Kelly and J. Orores, United States.)
7944. Gas-motor Engines, J. F. Schnell, Manchester.
7945. Cartridges for Small-arms, A. S. Lyman, 

London.
7946. Cartridges for Ordnance, A. 8. Lvtnan, London.
7947. Extinguishing Fires, G. F. Redforn.—(Wirth 

and Oo., Germany.)
7948. Paper Boxes, A. J. Boult-(F. P. Birley,

Canada.)
7949. Rotary Engines, A. J. Boult—(ff. Surrey, 

Canada.)
7950. Ploughs, O. B. Casaday, London.
7951. Ploughs, G. B. Casaday, London.
7952. Ploughs, G. B. Casaday, London.
7953. Belting, J. v. D. Reed.—IB. L Stove, 17.8.)
7954. Belting, J. v. D. Reed.—(B. L. Stove, U.S.)
7955. Car Brakes, E. A. Wostcott and E. R. Bristol, 

London.
7956. Sewing Machines, A. J. Boult—(it D. Tucker, 

United States.)
7957. Grinding Mills, A. J. Boult—(J. C. L. Pestrup 

and O. Diers, Germany.)
7958. Purifying Water, W. H. Hartland, Glasgow.
7959. Lubricators, R. McDowell, Glasgow.
7960. Checks, Ac., A. M. ClArk.-(H'. T. Doran us, U.S.)
7961. Preservation of Liquid In Casks, H. H. Lake. 

—(Madame Marroux, nee A. Morel, France.)
7962. Bogies, H. H. Lake.-(1F. H. H. Stsum, U.S.)
7963. Mechanical Movements, H. H. Lake.—(L. D. 

Farra and J. C. Humphreys, U.S.)
7964. Evaporating Apparatus. II.
_ Oakes, U.S.)
7965. Demolition of Subaqueous Objects, H. H. Lake. 

—(J. Lauer, Austria.)
7966. Fire-grates and Stoves, W. White, London.

are
Shares.Clive, Son, and Myott, Limited.

This company was constituted by deed of settle
ment on the 3rd June, and registered as a limited 
liability company on the 27th June. It proposes 
to acquire the business of colliery proprietors and 
oil manufacturers, carried on by Messrs. Clive, 
Son, and Myott, at Tunstall, parish of Wolstan- 
ton, Stafford. The capital is £50,000, divided 
into 1000 preference and 1500 ordinary shares of 
£20 each; 204 preference and 12,600 shares have 
been taken, and (with the exception of four pre
ference shares) are deemed to be paid up in full 
by means of the assets brought into the company 
by Mrs. Anne Clive, and Messrs. Robert Clive 
and James Myott. The remaining four shares 
are paid up in cash. The members are:—

Harmar A. Bass, M.P., Burton-on-Trent .... 1 
Sir Francis Bolton, 19, Grosvenor-gardons .. .. 1 
W. E. J. B. Farnharn, J.P., Loughborough, Lei-

and

F. 8. A. Hanbury Tracy, M.P., 116, Queen’s-gate. 1
J. Hick, C.K., Whalley, Lancaster......................
It. H Milward, 1, New-square, Lincoln’s-inn,

solicitor ............................................................ 1
P. A. Scratchley, 4, The Sanctuary, Westminster,

barrister ............................................................ 1
The number of directors is not to be less than 

three, nor more than nine; the subscribers are 
to appoint the first; qualification, 1000 shares. 
Remuneration: chairman, £6 6s.; and each 
director, £4 4s., for every board meeting at
tended. v

1

Shares. 
Pref. Ord. 

75 420
THE PATENT OFFICE.

* Annie Clive, Tunstall, widow ..................
*R. C. Clive, Tunstall, colliery proprietor..
* James Myott, Tunstall, colliory proprietor 125 420
H. H. Clive, PorthUl, Stafford, widow .. 1 —
Mary Clive, Ilartshill, Stafford ..
W. li. Clive, Tunstall, colliory manager .. 1
A. Clivo-Moir, Tunstall, earthenware manu

facturer
Tho number of directors is not to be less than 

three, nor more than seven; the first are tho 
three first subscribers. The company in general 
meeting will determine remuneration.

Thk Comptroller-General of patents, designs, 
and trade marks, recently issued in the form of 
a Parliamentary paper his report, the second 
since the passing of the Act of 1883. That the 
new Act has worked well in the interest of in
ventors may be seen from the fact that the num
ber of applications for patents, 
with some variations, almost constantly in the 
course

•12"

which had risen

of thirty years, from 1211 in tho year 
1852, to 6,241 in 1882, leaped with a bound to 
17,110 in 1884. There was a slight depre 
1883, possibly on account of the change of the 
law, which makes last year’s numbers the more 
remarkable. The increaso is in fact as between 
the years 1883 and 1884 no less than 195 per 
cent. The rei>ort claims an increaso of about 
280 per oent. for this year, on the average of 
1882-83. This must be a misnrint for 180 per 
cent., for the increase claimed is not borne out 
by the figures, which are for 1882. as has already 
been said, 6241, and for 1883, if the report be 
correct, 5993, or an average for tho two years of 
6117. This represents an increaso of 189 per 
cent, on tho average of the two years. Seventy- 
nino per cent, of tho applications wore made by 
persons resident in the United Kingdom, namely, 
12,356 being residents in England ami Wales, 
901 in Scotland, and 254 in Ireland. Of the rest 
the largest numbers were from tho United 
States 1181, from Germany 890, and from 
Franco 788. Residents from 27 other countries 
also made application to the office, 13 such 
countries being British possessions, from which 
175 applications were made, and 3, it may bo 
added, were made from Egypt. Surely the Report 
is inaccurate where it states that only 3 appeals 
were made in the course of the year against the 
decision of tho Comptroller. We think we could in
crease the figure considerably. The greatest 
her of applications made in any month was in 
January, 2499 ; the smallest in August, 992. The 
greatest number made in any single day was, as 
might bo supposed, on January 1, 266. The 
total number of patents sealed unon the 17,110 
applications will not be known before next year.

2nd July, 1885.
8018. Machine for Splitting Wood, R. Hutchinson 

London.
8019. Tricycles, R. L. Burnell, London.
8020. Fuel Kconomihbrh, A. Hell, Manchester.
8021. Making Fustians, J. Schofield and A. Taylor, 

Manchester.
8022. Cuttino Down Weeds In Gardens, K. Brown, 

Birmingham.
8023. Combined Bicycle and Tricycle, J. If. Hooping, 

Eastbourne.
8024. Htod Motions, B. A. Dobson and J. HtU, Man

chester.
8025. Hfindles and Partition Plater, W. Tumor, 

Halifax.
80r6. Dressing Stone, he., J. Coulter, Halifax.
8027. Ai-i-abatur for Heating Water, T. Drake, 

Halifax.
8028. Double-acting Motor Enoiner, J. P. Lea, Bir

mingham.
8029. Sanitary Closet Pans, he., A. F. Hartshorn, 

Birmingham.
8030. Producing PHorooiuriuc Pictures, R. W. 

Vinlng, Liverpool.
8031. Furnaces, 11. Caswell, I/mdnn.
8032. Holitaires, Ac., J. Mcl. llollAntyne, Glasgow.
8033. Variable Crank Motion, G. Browning, 

Glasgow.
8084. Rotary Cuttino Tools, A. M. Clark.—(Lx 

SoerieU l/tilmann-Dueommun and Steinlen, Mulhouse.)
8035. Wire Fence Standards. P. J. Dowling, Dublin.
8036. Electric T*i.*oiuriis, II. C. Mance, Bmcklejr.
8037. Ci.eanino Grass and other Heeds, J. McAdoo, 

London.
8038. Packino Cases, K. J. L. Best. London.
8039. Tinning and Finishing Tin and Trrne Plater, 

H. Rain, London.
8040. Railway Station Indicators, A. Salowsy and 

J. E. Groves, Drixton.
8041. Registering the Time of Attendanob of Work

men, Ac., T. W. Morris. London.
8042. Cylinders of Gas Enciinss, C. 3. Eyre, London.
8043. M karurino Distances, H. R. A. Matlock, London.
8044. Preventing ths Spread of Fire, E. Htewmrt, II. 

8. R. K. Spencer, and J. D. Loo. London.
8045. Hand Powrr Gear for Velocipedes, E. H. 

Grey. I/rndon.
8046. Communicating Variable Speed to Sewing 

Machines, A. Easton, S. McGaw, and J. M. Collins, 
Glasgow.

8047. Securing Together Joists and Carrying 
Girders, R. McConnel, Glasgow.

8048. Drying Substances F.xrosKD to the Action of 
Halt Water, C. T. Heycock and E. H. Griffiths, 
Cambridge.

8049. Feed Regulating Mechanism of Electric Arc 
Lamp*, C. F. Cooke and T. Robinson. London.

8050. Preparing Pigments from Sulphate of Iron, T. 
Terrell, London.

8051. Treating Soap Lets, 0. T. Hsgemann, London.
8052. Twist or Lever’s Lace Machines, H. Hitchin, 

London.
8053. Covering for Table Tors, M. G. Wood, I/mdon.
8054. Metal Bodied Rubber Type, E. M. Richford, 

London.
8055. Hats, T. and A. P. Town end, London.
8056. Ear-studs, M. H. Tilley, London.
8057. Sewing Needle, W. R. May, London.
8058. Treating Sewage, Ac., W. B. G. Bennett, 

London.
8059. Roofing Tiles, Ac., J. Hamblct, London,

Hsion in

J arrow Chemical Company, Limited.
This company was constituted by deed of settle

ment, and articles of association, dated 25th May, 
1885, and was registered on the 1st inst. as a 
limited company, with a capital of £250,000 in 
£50 shares, the whole of which are taken up, and 

fully paid. Tho object of tho company is to 
take over tho business carried on under style of 
the Jarrow Chemical Company, at South Shields, 
Friars Goose, near Gateshead, and at Newcastle- 
on-Tyne. The members are:—

are

Shores.
*J. C. Stevenson, M.P., South Shields, chemical

manufacturer......................................................
*J. Williamson, Wostoo, South Shields, chemical

manufacturer......................................................
"Sir 0. Tonnant, Bart., M.P.. Tho Glen, Peebles. 750 
"A. S. Stevenson, Tynemouth 
*W. J. J. Stovonson, 68, Ladbroko-grovo, widow 500
Wm. Stevenson, Glasgow, merchant.................
Nathaniel Stovonson, 51, Wimpole-stroot, sur

geon dentist ......................................................
*F. J. Stovonson, Union Club, Tnxfalgar-squaro. 169 
H. Stovouson, St. Holler, Jersey ..
L. R. Stovonson, Liverpool, merchant 

The number of directors is not to be less than 
three, nor more than seven ; qualification, shares 
of the nominal value of £5000; the first are the 
subscribers denoted by an asterisk. Tho company 
will determine remuneration.
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Johore Tin Streaming Company, Limited.
For somo time past this company has advertised 

and circulated its prospectus; but although pur
porting to bo a limited company, it had no legal The number of readers who frequented the Free 
existence as such until its registration on the Library of tho Patent-office in 1884 was 39,508, 
30th June. It proposes, with a capital of against 32,748 in the previous year. Setsol’ 
£175,000, in £1 shares, to carry on mining opera- the publications of tho office have been sent to 
tions at Johore, in the Malay Peninsula, but no 46 towns, to a large number of public offices, 
particulars are given in the registered documents ftn(l *eats of learning in the United Kingdom ; 
as to the particular properties to betaken overby to 9 British colonies, and to 9 foreign States, 
the company, nor the amount of the considera- Complete series of abridged specifications have 
tion to be paid for the purchase thereof. The been sent to nearly 280 mechanics’ lite- 
Bubscribers are:— rary and scientific institutes in various parts of

Shares, the United Kingdom and the United States, 
hamund Gnbbutt, Oakcs-strcot, Liverpool, The number of designs registered in 1884 was

*U.°Dendettr. Nottingham" " " " " ” ^ JW as compared with 17,166 in 1883; and
Charles Wells, 13, St. Edmund’s-road, Bootle, ' -°f1 Qt™den^ark8 beJ .[?r

contractor...................................... . 500 7104, to 4105 in 1883. The receipts of this office
*T. Catterall, Stono Leigh, * Up-Holland, "con- amounted to £103,827, of which £88,996 was for
t tSct5r.v • •............................................................................. 1000 patents’ fees, £3477 for designs' fees and stamps,

• . Cattsrall, Stone Leigh, Up-Holland, con- £7014 for trade-marks’ fees, and more than
F Goddard Vntiinirtmm '........................... £4000 for the sale of publications. The chief
*E. F. Mahony, London-r’oadf Liverpool, hosier. 500 W™11*8 ma(io ^cre, £30,225 ..for fa^ries—all 

The number of directors is not to be less than 7 xr forth in detail in he report-

se.,« SSSiH
|££nfor eveiy11 board'mTcomm lttee meeUng 1 and the fe£*

H. Lake.—{F. J. 3rd July, 1885.
8066, Cord-holding, Ac., Apparatus, H. P. Hoghton, 

Manchester.
8061. Hoisting and Traversing Goods, Ac., B. H. 

Thwatte and J. Neville, London.
8062. Securing Strips of Leather to the Edge* od 

Woven Belt*, Ac., 8. Ogden And I. Jackson, Man
chester.

8063. Watches, C. J. WtlldAy, Birmingham.
8064. Support for Flowers or Plants, G. J. William*, 

Birmingham.
8065. Raising and Lowering Heavy Bonin, 8. G. 

Bennett, Edgboston.
8066. Driving and other Chains, W. Morgan, Bir

mingham.
8067. Pi ters, J. Harshin, sen., and J. Horabin, Jun., 

LiverpooL
8068. Connecting Geared Wheels on Trictclbb, Ac., 

H. Emanuel, Surbiton.
8069. Carding Engines, J. Elce and T. S. Whitworth, 

Manchester.
8070. Dotyer Comb, J. Eke and T. S. Whitworth. 

Manchester.
8071. Advertising, J. C. Sellars, Liverpool.

Karatara Exploration Company, Limited. 
On the 1st inst. this company was registered 

with a capital of £5000 in £100 shares, to take 
over the right and interest of Mr. Samuel Archer 
Deacon, of Hot Springs, near Uniondale, South 
Africa, with respect to the supply and use within 
the district of Kingsna, Cape Colony, of certain 
dredging machinery, patented by Mr. Charles 
Ball, C.E., known as the “ BaU Dredger.” The 
subscribers are

A. B. Mitchell, Edgbaston, Birmingham, steel 
pen maker....................................... .. ..

^facture’i ^°"owa^ Head, Birmingham, manu-

R. F. Martineau, Holloway Head, Birmingham, 
manufacturer ........................................ j

*r'deale*0*k0n’ ^roa^ s^roe^' Birmingham, metal 

^ hainfarchitect Exchan^- ‘̂ldlngs, 'Birming- 1

Iron Production in thk United States.— 
The principal statistics for 1884 are as follows :— 
Iron ore mined, 8,200,000 long tons; value at 
mine, 22,550,000 dols. Domestic iron ore con

ed, 7,718,129 long tons; value at mine, 
Imported iron ore con

sumed, 7,yxs,i3S
21,224,854 dols. Imported iron 
sumed, 487,820 long tons; total iron ore con
sumed, 8,125,949 long tons. Pig iron made, 
4,097,868 long tons, a decrease of 497,642 tons as 
compared with 1883

l«t July, 1835.
7967. Fire proof Flooring, A. H. Stott, J. A. Stott, 

and A. H. Stott, Jun., Manchester.
7968. Locks and Latcbes, G. Dawes and R. Dawes, 

W olverhampton.
7969. Moustache Guards, C. B. 8. Webb, Colchester.
7970. Securing the Cords of the Cloths used for 

Covkrino Railway Wagons, H. Smith, near 
Coventry.

7971. Separating Honey from the Comb, G. O. Wray, 
Bedford.

7972. Purification of Gltcerink, 0. C. Hagemann, 
London.

7973. Purifying and ConcentratingGltcerine, O. C.
_ Hagemann, London.
7874. Air and Water-tight Corns, W. E. Hey*.—
_ fL. P. A. Mune/t and C. A. Lindemann, Prussia.)
7975. Ladies’ Dress Bustles, G. Rittershaus, London.

value at furnace, 
73,761,624 dols., or 18,148,576 dols. less than 
in 1883. Total spot value of all iron and steel 

1 in the first stage of manufacture, excluding all 
duplications, 107,000,000 dols., a decline of 

1 35,000,000 dols. from 1883. Fuel consumed in 
all iron and steel works, including blast furnaces, 
1,973,305 long tons of anthracite, 4,226,986 lonj 
tons of bituminous coal, 3,833,170 long tons ol 
coke, and 62,110,660 bushels of charcoal, besides 

1 a notable quantity of natural gas.
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pipe and regulate the flow of gas therein, consisting 
of a plug recessed on its periphery to form a gas port 
or passage A, and cross-drilled through such recess to 
form a second gas port or passage C, open when the 
first is closed, and provided also with a central longi-

8072. Silent Closing and Retaining Door Springs, 
J. Adams, London.

8073. Constkucting Boilers for Treating Wood, <Sce.,
C. C. Springer, Manchester.

8074. Sulphurous Acid Gas, C. C. Springer, Man
chester.

8075. Drill Braces, R. Snook, Poole.
8076. Electrical Conducting Material, C. S. 

Bradley, London.—24th February, 1885.
8077. Net Sails for Writing upon for Advertisement,

D. W. C. Piggott, London.
8078. Hanging Meat Sake, E. B. Pearse, London.
8079. Making Tuyeres, &c., A. and H. E. Mason, 

London.
8080. Screw Fan, J. Thornton, Halifax.
8081. Buffers for Railway, &c., Vehicles, J. 

Trippett and T. and H. Searls, Sheffield.
8082. Type Writers, F. Roberts, London.
8083. Fancy, <fcc., Looms, A. G. Brookes.— (G. Cromp

ton, United States.)
8084. Treatment of Sewage, S. H. James, Tottenham.
8085. Tramway Locomotive Enoines, D. G. MorrisoD, 

Glasgow.
8086. Pumping Machinery, H. D. Pearsall, Lower 

Clapton.
8087. Marking Points at Cards, etc., C. E. Hoevel, 

London.
8088. Gulley or Trap Grates, J. S. Barks, London.
8089. Cleaning Millers’, &c., Sacks, T. Clauderasy, 

London.
8000. Dobbies or Shedding Motions, R. Ecroyd, 

London.
8091. Extinguishing Fires, J. Carter, J. Allmark, 

and J. H. Pickford, Manchester.
8092. Tram-cars, &c., A. G. Meezo, R. P. N. Laurio, 

and J G. Jebb, London.
8093. Metallic, <fec., Bedsteads, L. Brierley, London.
8094. Balance or Hydraulic Lifts, G. Andrews, 

London.
8095. Holders for Pencils, &c., H. J. Haddan.—{S. 

Diinkelsbuhler, Germany.)
8096. Plaster, R. Stono, London.
8097. Preventing Nuisance from Smoke, H. J. W. 

Raphael and J. Syme, London.
8098. Injectors, H. H. Lake. (F. Brunbuuer, Austria.)
8099. Mashing, <fcc., Vegetables, &c., J. L. P. Leman 

and J. A. Atkin, London.
8100. Ornamental Cushions, E. W. Futvoye. London.
8101. Mechanical Change of tho Show Pieces in 

Shop Windows, Ac., J. II. Helbergor, London.
8102. Fish Hooks, H. L. Hunter, London.
8103. Bait for Fishing, W. J. Hunter, London.
8104. Taps or Stop-cocks, F. H. Wenham and J. II. 

Sheldrake, London.

8168. Fire Bridges, A. Mackie, London.
8169. Landaus, A. Boycott, Lond
8170. Ornamental Turning, G. W. Budd, London.
8171. Opening or Closing Electrical Circuits, W. 

Buck, London.
8172. Telegraph Instruments on Board of Steamers, 

J. Childs, Southwick.
8173. Drilling, Boring, &c., Apparatus, T. Llshman, 

London.
8174. Steam Boilers or Generators, T. Lishman, 

London.
8175. Cricket Stumps, C. S. Snell, London.
8176. Cleaning and Preparing Grain, &c., H. J. 

Haddan.— {£. Fritsch, Saxony )
8177. Refrigerators, T. Fishbum, Scarborough.
8178. Fuel Economisers, E. Green, London.
8179. Drying Apparatus, T. R. Sliillito.—(M. Hecking, 

Germany.)
8180. Framework of Tricycles, &c., G. Singer, 

London.
8181. Hand Bags, R. J. S. Joyce, London.
8182. Safety Device for Screw Fastenings, A. J. 

Boult.—(Erdman and Gross, Germany.)
8183. Treating Mud, Slop, &c., from Roads, J. B. 

Alliott, London.
8184. Hydraulic Mains for Distilling Coal, L. T. 

Wright, London.
8185. Lamps, A. J. Boult,—(C. Weiss, Austria.)
8186. Tools, T. Sutcliffe, London.
8187. Supplying Heated Air to Furnaces, R. Wyllio 

and D. B Morison, London.
8188. Stirrups for Riding, E. G. Kempeand J. Ridley, 

London.
8189. Cracking Nuts, &c., J. C. Mewbum.— (A. le 

Masson, France.)
8190. Evaporating, &c., Apparatus, J. C Mewburn. 

—(/<’. C. E. Simon, France.)
8191. Preparing Dress Bodies, E. Faithfull, London.
8192. Securing Lids to Earthenware, &c., Vessels, 

T. Clare, A. Chadwick, and J. Clarke, Hanley.
8193. Velocipedes, M. Offord, London.
8194. Salt and Soda, B. J. B. Mills.—[J. M. Duncan, 

United States.)
8195. Stamps or Tickets, C. B Harness, London.
8196. Electrical Accumulators, W. R. Lake.—(/. B. 

Jtognctta and N. de Kabath, Italy.)

method of operating electric railways herein described, 
which consists in increasing the counter electro
motive force of each motor when slowing down until 
it exceeds the initial electro-motive force on the line. 
(4) The method of operating electric railways herein 
described, which consists in increasing the counter 
electro-motive force of each motor when running on a 
down grade until it exceeds the initial electro-motive 
force on the line. (5) The method herein described

on.
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tudinal opening D in combination with a central core 
E fitting in said opening D, and capable of being 
moved therein to cover and uncover at pleasure said 
gas port C wholly or partially, as may be desired, said 
device being constructed and operating substantially 
as for the purpose set forth.
318,979. Tool for Moulding the Mould-boards of 

Ploughs, William M. Gorry, Willimantic, Conn.— 
Filed September 29th, 1884.

Claim.—A pattern—for that class of plough mould- 
boards in which a ledge is cast as an integral part of 
said mould-board—having the ledge pattern c dowelled

wJm
j
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of maintaining the counter electro-motive force of 
an electric railway motor above tho initial when the 
train is slowing down, which consists in increasing 
the strength of the field magnet of the motor as tho 
speed of the train slackens. (6) The method herein 
described of slowing down or stopping an electric 
railway train, which consists in increasing tho 
strength of tho field magnet of the motor propelling 
tho train until the counter electro-motive force of tho 
armature exceeds the Initial electro-motive force on 
the line, and then further increasing the said fiold 
magnet strength to maintain the counter electro
motive force above the initial as tho speed of tho train 
slackens.
318,785. Flanging Machine, Matthew R. Moore, 

Indianapolis, Jnd.—FUtd January 23rd, 1885.
Brief.—Flanged boiler heads of non-circular shape. 

Tho flanging roll Is kept to its work by means of a 
stud carrying a roller, which works in a cam groovo 
on the under sido of tho rotary former, which carries 

Claim —(!) Tho rovolving irregular former 
C. having a groovo C1 nnd tho holder F, capable of 
also rovolving, in combination with each otner and 
with the carriage H and toller 11-, traversing on fixed

'V °B.

removably to the mould-board pattern, and having 
its under side core prints i i, extending to tho point 
of junction with said mould-board, all as and for tho 
purpose specified.
319,078. Key and Key Heat, Emil Einfeldt, Daven

port, Iowa.—Filed April 10<A, 1885.
Claim.—(1) A key for securing whoels, cranks, <vc., 

to shafts, having a flat body and a convex face on ono 
side, substantially as and for tho nurpose set forth. 
(2) In combination with a shaft A, having concave 
cat B, crank or hub C, and key 1), having a rectangular

on

SELECTED AMERICAN PATENTS.
{From the United Stales' Patent Office Official Gazette.)

318,013. Conductor for Wire Rod Mills, William 
Garrett, Pittsburg, Pa.—Filed January 15<A, 1885.

Claim. — (1) A guide for wire rod rolls consisting of 
a curved conductor formed of two or more soctions 
having their meeting ends so shaped and telescopically 
unitod on a lino at a sufficient angle with tho line of 
tho feed of tho rolls as to enable the distance on a 
straight lino betwoon tho adit and exit extremities of 
tho conductor to bo increased or decreased by moving 
the sections telescopically ono within tho other, sub-

4 th July, 1885.
8105. Dressing Woven Fabrics, A. Entwislo, Man

chester.
8106. Cisterns, 1). Miller, Greonoek.
8107. Loom Pickers, J. H. badler.—(//. Stancliffc, 

Russia.)
8108. Brooch with Dials, II. Walsham and J. Wal- 

sham, Birmingham.
8109. Treading, <fcc.. Motions of Looms, R. L. 

Hattorsloy and J. Hill, Keighley.
8110. Covers of Carding Engines, E. Tweedalo, 

Halifax.
8111. Globe Lamps, 8. Snoll and G. Poaroo, Bir

mingham.
8112. Minerh’ Safety Lamps, J. Sodgwick, Olay 0
8113. Making Gas IIoT Plates, A. Hill, Birmingham.
8114. Blocks for Chopping Meat, &c., J. Full wood, 

Birmingham.
8116. Grading Wheat, ins., J. and J. B. Holgato, 

London.
8116. Bkoulation of Gar Motors, J. II. Johnson.— 

(E. Karting and G. Lieckfeldt, Prussia.)
8117. Lanthokns for Ships’Anchor or Hiding Lioiith, 

W. Harvle, Glasgow.
8118. Iron Cloths, G. T. Kearns and J. II. Noble, 

Hamilton, Ontario.
8119. Compound Marine Engines, E. II. Allfroy, 

London.
8120. Producing' Ensilage, G. F. Muntz, London.
8121. Printing Designs on Glass, &c., a. G. Brookos. 

- {Messrs. Vantillard and Lai
8122 Electro - telephonic 

Campboll-Swinton, London.
8123. Fish-torpedo Toy, W. J. Brower, Westminster.
8124. Breaking Flax, <fco., II. J. Haddan.—{J. Dalle, 

France.)
8126. Match-boxes and Cigar Cutters, H. J. Haddan. 

—(W. T. Winkler, Austria.)
8126. Brushes, H. B. Breldenbach, London.
8127. sewing Machines for Hem 

McGlashan, Glasgow.
8128. Switch for Electric Circuits, E. Zellor, 

Glasgow.
8129. Flattening Emery Cloth, Ac., A. and R. J. 

Edwards, London.
8130. Vegetable or Paper Parchment, T. It. Shillito. 

—(C. Arnold, Germany.)
8131. Aerated or Gaseous Beverages, J. E. Coustd, 

London.
8132. Link-motion for Valves, Ac., A. D. Bryce- 

Douglas, London.—28th May, 1885.
8133. Thinning Corners of Boiler Plates, C. J. 

Galloway and J. H. Beckwith, London.
8134. Gas Engine, F. W. Crossloy, London.
8186. Drilling Holes In Bides and Flanges of 

Cylinders, C. J. Galloway and J. H. Beckwith, 
London.

8136. Torpedoes. M. R. Ward, London.
8137. Percussion Fuses, O. Jones, London.
8138. Window Sash Fastener, H. A. Williams, 

London.
8139. Rendering Wood Incombustible, G. F. Red- 

fern.—{R. Tanczos, Austria.)
8140. Acoustic Telephone Lines, A. L. N. Foster, 

London.
8141. Forcing Fluids, S. H. Johnson and C. C. 

Hutchinson, London.

1319.0781
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A portion soatod in the crank or hub, and a convox faco 
resting in tho koy seat of tho shaft, substantially as 
shown and described. (8) A koy for securing wheels, 
cranks, Ac., to shafts, having tho face which rests In 
or ujwn tho shaft eurvod on an arc of a circle of a 
diameter greutor than tho thickness of tho koy. 
319,093. Rotary Pump, Rruben F. Hassinger, Adams 

burg, Pa.—Filed July 16£/t, 1884.
Claim- — A pump provided with a cylindrical 

casing having inlet and outlet ports, and a recess 
formed between said ports by an upward extension of 
tho casing, and a cylindrical piston currier provided 
with an Inwardly converging peripheral groovo and 
tangontial sliding pistons, and a cam block with 
narrow arms itos

[318.7851
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/j ways toward and from tho axis of C, and with a 
roller M, and moans for carrying tho latter strongly 
downward and changing its inclination, so as to form 
the irregular flange rctpiirod against tho periphery of 
C. »h heroin described. (2) Tho revolving shaft B, 
irregular former C, having the groovo C1 and follower 
F and Its operating moans, in combination with each 
other, and a reciprocating carriage H, having an arm 
ID and roller ID, vertically adjustable carriage I, 
rocking piece K KJ, rollor M, and operating means 
L L* L3, arranged for joint operation, as heroin 
speciflod.
318,962. Stone-outtino Machine, John Crump and 

Richard. Brercton, Philadelphia, Pa.—Filed January 
23 rd, 1885.

Claim.—(I) Tho combination, in a stone-channelling 
machino, of ono or more discs N, provided with a 
sorioH of detachable blocks g, each having a recess i for 
tho tooth of tho driving whool to boar against, and ouo 
or more driving whools U having Its tooth arranged to 
ongago with and hoar against tho recesses in said 
blocks, with mochanism, substantially such as shown, 
for imparting motion to tho same. (2) 
blocks g, arranged to fit in rocosses in tho periphery of 
tho disc N, said blocks boing providod with a soriosof 
Bockets of differing Inclinations laterally for tho rocop- 
tion of tho straight tooth or tools h, whereby tho pro
jecting points of said tooth are made to spread and

sing said porta, approximately fitting 
and adjustably supported within tho said recess ana 
the said peripheral groove, substantially as described. 
Tho combination of tho hollow body of tho cam block 
with tho packing block M, packing strip z, shaped as 
shown, and metal plates v id, ouch having approxi
mately convox surfaces, nnd tho metallic cylinders or 
rods w in, intcriK>sod between tho said convox surfacoa 
and tho upturned sides of strip z, and moans for com-

4

ny, France.)
Transmitters, A. A.

stantially as and for tho purposo spociftod. (2) Tho 
combination, In a conductor for wire rod rolls, of tho 
two eurvod sections C and I), tho soctlon (j boing 
capable of boing toloscopod or movod within tho other 
soction, substant ially ns spocifiod, said section D boing 
supported by a staid or support and adjustably attach
able theroto, as and for tho purposes described. 
318,636. Injector, William B. Mack, Boston, Mass.— 

Filed Fcbru try 16(A, 1886.
Claim.—(i) In an Injector, tho external shell or 

casing having scats fur tho stoam cone and combing 
projections supported by tho stoam 

cone, and holding tho delivery cono against its seat, 
and arms or projections secured to tno casing, and 
holding tho stoam cono against its scat, as set forth.
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n y m9pb Pressing said parts within tho hollow cam block, sub

stantially In tho manner and with the effects sjicctficd. 
Tho combination, in a rotary pump, of tho casing, 
having a chamber arranged between tho inlot and 
outlet ports by an upward extension of said casing, 
and a rovolving piston carrier provided with a wedgo- 
shapod peripheral groovo and sliding pistons, and a 
cam block provided with Tujrering arms connected by 
an upwardly extended hollow body portion K1, fitting 
into said chamber and 
between it and tho roo: 
strips oo' G by means of screw I and not q, slid tho 
packing bio k M, packing strip :, plates * *•>, and 
metallic cylinders or rods w >r within said cam block 
and upon tho periphery of the said pi«ton carrier, by 
the means supporting the said cam block within said 
recess and tho said peripheral groovo, substantially as 
described.
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6th July, 1885.
8142. Ventilating Malt Kilns, G. Smallman, Nown- 

ham, near Tenbury.
8143. Saving of Fuel in Fire-oiutes, W. Green, 

Har borne.
8144. Shedding Motion, C. Bedford and T. Kershaw, 

Halifax.
8145. Garden Tool Barrow, H. W. B. Mackay, 

Exeter.
8146. Pianoforte Actions, A Craig, Belfast.
8147. Regulating the Pressure of Uas, J. Shaw, 

Halifax.
814s. Signal Lamps, J. Pnmnhroy, Birmingham.
8149. Winding Frames, W. Noton, Manchester
8150. Preventing the Formation of Lap on the Draw

ing off Rollers of Combing Machines, W. H. 
Greenwood and F. Farrar, Bradford.

8151. Wheels. W. Shiels. Edinburgh.
8152. Oil Lamps. J. H. Ross, Dublin.
8163. Rendering Cf.mf.nts Hydraulic, W. P. Thomp

son.—(R. Bossc and F. Wallers, Germany.)
8154. Position Finders. A. W. P. Ross, Liverpool.
8155. Actuating the Healds of Power Looms, A. 

Sowden, Bradford.
8156. Hosiery Machinery, W. H Dorman, Stafford.
8157. Finishing Machine for Cut Pile Fabrics, J. 

Clare, Oldham.
8158. Lubricators, G. Fletcher, Halifax.
8159. Mules for Spinning. J. H Holden, London.
8160. Gas Engines, C. T. Wordsworth and J. Wolsten- 

holme, London.
8161. Alloy, W. E. Gedge.—(G. Guillemin, France.)
8162. Separation of Solid and Liquid Matter, W. 

Hucks, London.
8163. Gao, H. G. Rogers, London.
8164. Railroad Spikes, A. 0. Morford, United States
8165. Filling Bottles, A. Werner. United States.
8166. Split Pulleys and Warp Beams, H. Underwood 

and C. Schweixer, United States.
8iiM. Pockjkt L'hkhxiaa, C. Sconce, London,

|iv
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9 319,410. Metallic Felly, George D. Haworth, Chi
cago. Ill—Filed March 9th, 1885.

Claim.—(I) A means of providing in metallic fellies 
a remedy for rim - bound wheels, consisting in 
diminished intervening and coinciding ledges on the 
conjoining ends of the felly sections, substantially as 
described. (2) The means herein set forth for forming 
an iron felly of uniform strength and rigidity through-

h,

^3^ t
V 1, S’.(2) The combination of the casing, the cones a 6, bear

ing on seats formed in the casing without positive 
attachment thereto, the ring r, having arms c1, sup
ported by the cone a, and bearing against the cone h, 
and the collar or filling piece c, positively secured to 
the casing, and having arms/, which bear against the 
cone a, and thereby hold both cones in place. 
318,668 Method of Operating Electric Railway 

Trains, Frank J. Sprague, New York, N Y., 
assignor to the Sprague Electric Railway and Motor 
Company.—Filed December t'lnd, 1885.

Claim. —(1) The method herein described of braking 
an electric railway train which oonsists in increasing 
the counter electro-motive force of the motor pro
pelling tho train until it exceeds the initial electro
motive force on tho line. (2) The method herein 
described of braking an electric railway train, con
sisting in increasing the strength of the field magnet 
of tho motor propelling the train until the counter 
electro-motive force developed by its armature exceeds 
the initial alectru-motivs force on the line. (3) The

cut a channel of greater width than the thickness of 
the discs or blocks without any curvature of the 
teeth or any lateral cutting lips formed thereon, sub
stantially as shown and describe i. (3) The combina
tion, in a stone-cutting machine of the frame A, 
with one or more cutting discs N mounted therein, 
and an engine E mounted on said frame and having 
its shaft P connected at opj>os te stdes >>y means of 
bevel gear with shafts F, mounted in boarltlgs at oppo
site sides of the framo. said shafts being each provided 
with a worm G, engaging with worm wheels H, con
nected by suitable intermediate gearing with tho 
drive wheel U, having its teeth or riV>s arranged to 
enKaffe with notches in the periphery of the discs N, 
the whole being arranged to operate substantially as 
shown and described.
318,978. Gas Cock, Thomas Gordon, Philadelphia, Pa.

- Filed April 28th, 1884.
Claim.—A gas cock or valve adapted to fit a gas
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out, consisting In the combination, with conjoining 
ends of different sections of the felly, of a dowel pin 
rigid on an end of a se<tion, and having its extremo 
projection resting on the inner surface of the con
cavity of the opposite section, and a croee bar on tho 
end of the opposite section, provided with a slot 
adapted to receive the dowel pin and effectually pre
vent either centripetal or lateral displacement therein,


